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1. Introduction
In traditional programming languages like Pascal, C, or Ada recursive dynamic data struc-
tures like lists or trees are available by explicit access to the heap of the runtime system.
Commands like C’s malloc or Ada’s new allocate memory in the heap and provide sub-
sequent access to the allocated memory by pointers. As execution of the program proceeds,
allocated memory may become obsolete and therefore the explicit deallocation of memory
is possible by commands like free or UNCHECKED DEALLOCATION.
Explicit deallocation of heap allocated objects is a very dangerous concept. If a heap object
is deallocated too early, then subsequent access may result in runtime errors. Even if the
variable containing the pointer is not used after the deallocation, such runtime errors cannot
be avoided: Before the deallocation the pointer to an object may be stored in more than one
variable (the object is aliased). Hence, after deallocation via one of the variables, the other
variables contain dangling references to the memory area where the object has been. Besides
potential runtime errors caused by access to a free memory area, even worse situations can
occur: If the memory area is reused by another allocation, access via the dangling references
causes unpredictable program execution. Moreover, the presence of such errors in a program,
being a non–trivial program property, is not decidable at compile–time.
The only chance to avoid such erroneous programs is to disallow explicit deallocation:
This implicit memory management guarantees that programs cannot go wrong because
of dangling references. Imperative languages featuring implicit memory management are
Smalltalk and, more recently, Java. The latter was designed to be a robust and secure
language in the first place.
Functional programming languages like Clean or Haskell have an even more implicit memory
management, since pointer types are not included in the languages. Instead, dynamic data
structures are provided by algebraic data types: The structure is described by a finite set of
constructors. In Haskell, for instance, lists of integers can be defined by: data [Integer]
= [] | Integer:[Integer]. A value of type [Integer] is either the value [] (indicating
the empty list) or is equal to n:l, where n is a value of type Integer and l is another list.
Thus, the constructors can be used in the program to create new values. To implement
algebraic types, a technique known as programmed graph reduction is used: Like in tradi-
tional languages a heap is used to store dynamic objects, which are referenced by (implicit)
pointers, and the constructors act as allocation instructions.
However, the ban of explicit deallocation has the disadvantage that even objects which are
not longer accessible by the program can not be freed. Consequently, memory leaks can
occur, where the heap is full of such objects. The extremal situation is when a program’s
execution terminates with a runtime error because memory is exhausted.
To circumvent memory leaks, the runtime system of languages with implicit memory man-
agement uses garbage collection to find and deallocate inaccessible objects. If the heap is
                
2 1. Introduction
exhausted the actual execution of the program is interrupted and a garbage collection cycle
is performed: The heap is examined for inaccessible objects and the garbage found during
the examination is deallocated. After the end of the cycle normal execution is resumed.
This approach has two disadvantages: Firstly, the additional time needed to perform garbage
collection cycles increases the overall execution time of the program. Secondly, garbage may
exist over a long period of time and hence unnecessarily increase the memory usage. This
aspect is especially unfavourable in the context of multitasking environments where other
processes may fail to allocate system memory caused by an unnecessarily large heap of
another process.
To overcome these disadvantages we observe that garbage collection is program independent :
The collector has no knowledge of the flow of execution. Especially, the collector has no
knowledge of the context in which data structures are used by the program. If it is possible to
analyse the memory behaviour of programs at compile–time then we can use the information
for assisting the garbage collector.
In this thesis, we present escape analysis, a method for extracting safe approximations of
the memory behaviour of higher–order functional programs and verify the correctness of
this analysis. Furthermore, we describe how the information gained by escape analysis can
be used to improve the program’s execution. Finally, we give measurements of the effect on
the runtime behaviour of programs both in terms of memory consumption and execution
time.
1.1 The Benefits of Escape Analysis
The aim of escape analysis is to extract information about the storage behaviour wrt. graph
reduction from the underlying functional program. The intention is to use this information
for a better use of memory at runtime.
The analysis gives information about those parts of the arguments of a function application
which may escape from the application. In terms of graph rewriting, those parts which do
escape are in the subgraph spanned by the result of the application. For instance, consider
the usual definition of the append function:
(++) [] l’ = l’
(++) (a:l) l’ = a:(l++l’)
Since the first argument is recursively traversed and copied, the heap cells for its constructors
cannot be part of the result. In contrast, the heap cells of the second argument escape.
To clarify this point of view consider the graph representation of the list [3,2,1] in Fig-
ure 1.1(a). Each entry in the list and each constructor of the list is represented by a separate
heap cell. If we evaluate the expression [3,2,1]++[] then the result is again [3,2,1]. How-
ever, the graph (Figure 1.1(b)) now contains garbage cells (represented by a dashed box)
for the argument list.
With this knowledge we can modify code generation; if we can ensure that parts which do not
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〈Cons, , 〉 〈Cons, , 〉 〈Cons, , 〉 〈Nil〉
〈3〉 〈2〉 〈1〉
(a) Graph representation of [3,2,1]
〈Cons, , 〉 〈Cons, , 〉 〈Cons, , 〉 〈Nil〉
〈3〉 〈2〉 〈1〉
〈Cons, , 〉 〈Cons, , 〉 〈Cons, , 〉 〈Nil〉
(b) Graph after evaluation of [3,2,1]++[]
escape are unshared, code can be inserted which deallocates these parts after termination
of ++. This optimisation is known as compile–time garbage collection.
Another application of our analysis can be done in the context of higher-order functions.
In the graph reduction approach not only data structures are represented in the graph,
but also functional values (closures). This is necessary because λ-abstractions and partial
applications allow the creation of new functions at runtime. Since these runtime-created
functions may outlive their creating functions it is necessary to choose a representation in a
storage area which is not affected by termination of function evaluation, that is in the heap.
In many cases, however, a closure is used only locally. Consider the quicksort function qs.
Sorting an empty list yields the empty list; for a non–empty list, the first element is used
as pivot to split the rest list into two parts, which are then sorted and linked.
qs [] = []
qs (a:l) = (qs (filter (<a) l))++[a]++(qs (filter (>=a) l))
The partial applications (<a) and (>=a) do not escape from the applications of filter.
Hence, the closures can be allocated on the stack. A further analysis of the call structure
of filter reveals that we can even allocate the closures statically.
1.2 Correctness of Program Analysis
To verify the correctness of methods for analysing programs, we have two basic approaches
[HS95a]:
Monolithic: Correctness of the analysis and the transformations based on the results of the
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analysis are considered simultaneously. The whole process is correct iff the optimised
program is equivalent to the original in a chosen model of execution.
Model–based: A semantic property is defined, which is used as an interface between analysis
and optimisations. The analysis is proved to be a safe approximation of the semantic
property. Under the assumption that the property holds, the optimisation is shown
to be semantics preserving.
The main advantage of the model–based approach over the monolithic is that the optim-
isation uses only the semantic property, and no “implementation details” of the analysis.
Hence, as long as some other analysis fulfils the same property, we can use the optimisations
without having to reprove the correctness of the analysis, and vice versa.
In our case, we separately prove the analysis and the optimisations based on the inform-
ations obtained by the analysis to be correct. We show that we can express escaping as
a denotational property although the notion seems to be operational. Then we prove the
analysis to be correct wrt. a (modified) denotational semantics.
1.3 Contributions of the Thesis
This thesis presents a detailed study of escape analysis and its influence on the performance.
The main contributions of the thesis are:
• We define the notion of escaping as denotational property of programs. This allows us
to validate the correctness of the analysis without the necessity to fix the operational
model more than marginally. We intentionally avoid the use of abstract machines
as operational model, since the implementation details imposed by the choice of an
abstract machine are irrelevant for our approach.
• Our escape analysis imposes only a very small compile–time overhead. We show that
by using special properties of the analysis, we can improve the analysis from exponen-
tial to quadratic complexity in the worst–case. For realistic programs, the analysis
can be performed at almost linear lime.
• Since the standard theory of denotational semantics, which is based on the fixpoint
theorem of Knaster and Tarski, does not allow the definition of a denotational model
for graph reduction, we develop a suitable extension of the theorem.
• We give the first model–based proof of correctness of escape analysis and applications
based on escape information.
• Detailed performance evaluations allow a precise understanding of the effects of the ap-
plications. We show that the combination of traditional and compile–time garbage col-
lection not only improves the memory consumption immensely, but also the runtimes
of the programs. The performance evaluations are the most detailed in literature.
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• Although the language we use lacks many of the advanced features of modern func-
tional languages, we show that our results can be transfered to realistic languages,
demonstrating the extensibility of our approach.
Parts of this work have been previously presented in [Moh95a, Moh95b, Moh97].
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis addresses both theoretical and practical issues concerning escape analysis and
we begin by summarising the contents. Following the model–based approach, the thesis is
divided into three parts.
In the first part, we define escaping as a semantic property. The functional language F which
we introduce in Chapter 2 is simple enough to allow a formal treatment, but also has the
potential to serve as core for the advanced features of modern functional languages. Because
the standard denotational semantics defined in this chapter is not capable of expressing
escaping, Chapter 3 describes a conservative extension of the semantics. We show how the
semantic domains must be extended to allow the distinction between a value and its copy
and how this can be used to formalise escaping. The following chapter (Chapter 4) shows
how escaping can be safely approximated by escape analysis. Guaranteed termination of
the analysis is accomplished by abstract interpretation using finite domains. Moreover, we
show that the analysis has a very good worst–case complexity: The number of function
evaluations is shown to be quadratic in the size of the program. Chapter 5 concludes the
first part with the proof that the escape analysis defined in the preceding chapter is a safe
approximation of the augmented semantics.
In the second part, we demonstrate how the knowledge of the escape behaviour of programs
can guide optimisations. For this purpose, we define a denotational model of graph reduction
in Chapter 6. A problem arises with the definition of the graph domain: The order on
the graphs must ignore garbage, because otherwise removal of garbage would be a non–
monotonic operation. Consequently, the graph domain is not a partially ordered set, but
only a quasi ordered set. This makes the use of the standard theory of denotational semantics
impossible. However, by exploiting the special structure of our approach, we manage to find
a generalised fixpoint theorem for function spaces of quasi ordered sets. We show that the
graph semantics is sound with respect to the reference semantics. Furthermore, escaping in
the augmented semantics is shown to be a precise model of reachability from the result in
the graph semantics. The two applications discussed in Section 1.1 are formally introduced
in Chapter 7 and we prove their correctness. To conclude the second part, experimental
results show that a program’s memory behaviour is improved by the applications, both
in terms of end memory usage and peak usage; in combination with traditional garbage
collection, also the runtimes of the programs decrease in most cases.
In the third part, we discuss various extensions. In Chapter 8 we demonstrate extensions
of our sample language and their effects on our results. We show how the results for the
language can be used as a basis for realistic functional languages. In Chapter 9 we consider
related work both for the analysis and program optimisations based on analyses. Finally,
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Chapter 10 outlines several ideas for further research motivated by the issues raised in the
preceding chapters.
                
Part I: Analysis
2. The Language F
This chapter introduces the language F, which serves as the basis for our investigation.
Programs in the language F are monomorphic higher–order applicative recursive equation
systems with data constructors. While the language is austere, more realistic languages can
be easily achieved by adding a polymorphic type system, pattern–matching, λ-abstractions,
and local definitions1. Extensions of F and their influence are discussed in Chapter 8.
2.1 Syntax
The underlying type system distinguishes between built–in sorts (basic sorts) and user–
defined sorts (constructed sorts), and allows the definition of functional types.
Definition 2.1 (Types)
Let S = BS CS be the set of sorts, where BS and CS are finite, disjoint sets of (basic)
sorts and constructed sorts such that there is at least a sort bool ∈ BS. The set of types
over S, denoted by T(S), is the smallest set where
1. S ⊆ T(S)
2. t1, . . . , tn → t ∈ T(S) if n ≥ 1, t, t1, . . . , tn ∈ T(S)
Typically, the type system of higher–order languages allow only unary function types t′ → t.
This is sufficient since n–ary functions of type t1, . . . , tn → t can be modelled as t1 → (t2 →
(. . . (tn → t) . . .)) by using currying [Sto77]. However, we resign from using currying because
it destroys the possibility to distinguish on the syntactic level between partial applications
and saturated applications. As we will see later, currying is not possible for the abstract
domains: A sequence of n unary applications contains more information than a saturated
n–ary application, since the first corresponds to n closures in the graph reduction model,
whereas the second corresponds to only one closure.
We assume in the thesis that there are fixed disjoint families of symbols for variables X =
〈Xt | t ∈ T(S)〉, defined functions DF = 〈DF t1,...,tn→t | n ∈ N+, t1, . . . , tn, t ∈ T(S)〉,
basic functions BF = 〈BF bs1,...,bsn→bs | n ∈ N+, bs1, . . . , bsn, bs ∈ BS〉, and constructors
C = 〈Cs1,...,sn→cs | n ∈ N+, s1, . . . , sn ∈ S, cs ∈ CS〉.
1 In our subsequent examples, however, we already use a syntax with these “syntactic sugarings”, i.e.,
our example programs are essentially in Haskell syntax.
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Example: Lists of integers can be represented by the sorts int ∈ BS, ListOfInt ∈ CS
and the constructors Nil ∈ CListOfInt and Cons ∈ Cint,ListOfInt→ListOfInt.
The restriction of constructors to be first–order is done to avoid the necessity to use reflexive
domains [Sto77] as semantic domains. We discuss this topic in greater detail in Chapter 8.
For the rest of the thesis we assume the families X, DF , BF , and C to be fixed.
The set of values of a sort cs is determined by the set of constructors which have cs as their
target sort.
Definition 2.2 (Constructors of sort cs)
The constructors of sort cs are defined as Ccs := {c ∈ Cs1,...,sn→cs | n ∈ N, s1, . . . , sn ∈ S}.
To define recursive programs over constructed values, we need primitives to test and select
components.
Definition 2.3 (Constructor Tests, Selectors)
From the constructors we derive
1. the family of constructor tests CTest := 〈CTestcs→bool | cs ∈ CS〉, where the set of
constructor tests of type cs → bool is defined as CTestcs→bool := {is−c | c ∈ C}.
2. the family of selectors CSel := 〈CSelcs→s | s ∈ S〉, where the set of selectors of type
cs → t is defined as CSelcs→t := {selj−c | c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs, 1 ≤ j ≤ n: tj = t}.
Example: For the list constructors, we obtain the constructor tests is−Nil, is−Cons ∈
CTestListOfInt→bool. Since the Nil constructor has no arguments, it has no associated
selectors. For the Cons constructor the selectors are sel1−Cons ∈ CSelListOfInt→int and
sel2−Cons ∈ CSelListOfInt→ListOfInt. The intended semantics is that they select the head
and the tail of the list, respectively.
In more realistic languages pattern matching is used instead of these primitives. It is well–
know that (sequential) pattern matching can be simulated by these primitives. Alternatively,
we could use a case–construct for this purpose [PL91a]. However, using this construct would
increase the technical complexity of the abstract interpretation.
We collect all intrinsic function symbols in the family Ω := 〈Ωt | t ∈ T(S)〉 where the sets
Ωt are defined as Ωt := BF t ∪ Ct ∪ CSelt ∪ CTestt ∀t ∈ T(S).
We define which expressions are possible as the right hand sides of definitions, which form
programs.
Definition 2.4 (Expressions, F-Programs)
We define the family of expressions over X, Ω and DF as E := 〈Et | t ∈ T(S)〉, where the
sets Et are defined inductively by
1. Xt ∪ Ωt ∪DF t ⊆ Et
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2. (e e1 . . . em) ∈
{
Et if m = n
Etm+1 ,...,tn→t if 1 ≤ m < n
if e ∈ Et1,...,tn→t, ei ∈ Eti (1 ≤ i ≤ m)
3. if e then e1 else e2 ∈ Et if e ∈ Ebool and e1, e2 ∈ Et
An F-program is a finite set of definitions (one for each defined function)
F (x1, . . . , xn) := e
where F ∈ DF t1,...,tn→t, xi ∈ Xti and e ∈ Et with variables {x1, . . . , xn}.
Here we see the price we have to pay for abolishing currying: Since we allow partial ap-
plication, we have to distinguish between partial applications and saturated applications
explicitly.
Example: In Haskell syntax, the usual definition of the append–function, which creates the
concatenation of two lists, can be formulated in the following way.
append [] l’ = l’
append (a:l) l’ = a:(append l l’)
In F syntax, the same function is defined as
append(l,l’) = if (is−Nil l) then l’
else (Cons (sel1−Cons l) (append (sel2−Cons l) l’))
2.2 Denotational Semantics
In this section we define the denotational semantics of F which serves as the reference point
for all correctness results in this thesis.
All semantics in this thesis are defined in three steps: (1) domains are defined for each
type, (2) values from these domains are associated with expressions, and (3) the semantics
of programs is defined as a fixpoint.
2.2.1 Denotational Domains
We assume that we have sets V bs for all basic sorts bs, e.g. V bool = B. To model a non–strict
semantics in the presence of constructors, we use infinite terms as semantic domains for the
constructed sorts. Infinite terms are modelled as ideals of partial terms.
Definition 2.5 (Downward Closed Set, Ideal)
Let 〈A, ≤〉 be a partial order and T ⊆ A a set. T is called
Downward closed iff for all a ∈ T , b ∈ A with b ≤ a holds that b ∈ T . The down closure of
T is the smallest downward closed set containing T : T↓ := {b ∈ A | ∃a ∈ T : b ≤ a}.
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Ideal iff T is directed and downward closed.
An ideal is a directed set which has the property that the down closure adds no additional
elements.
Starting from a partial order, we can obtain a complete partial order by using ideal com-
pletion.
Lemma 2.1 (Id(〈A, ≤〉))
Let 〈A, ≤〉 be a po with least element ⊥∈ A.
Id(〈A, ≤〉) := 〈{T ⊆ A | T ideal}, ⊆〉
is a complete partial order (cpo) with least element {⊥}.
〈A, ≤〉 is embedded in Id(〈A, ≤〉) by the mapping a 7→ {a′ ∈ A | a′ ≤ a}.
In contrast to the definition of infinite terms by means of directed sets [Thi94] this approach
has the advantage that an ideal uniquely determines an infinite term. For directed sets, we
would have to define an equivalence relation to obtain an unique infinite term.
Definition 2.6 (Semantic Domains)
For each t ∈ T(S) we define the semantic domain 〈CTt, ≤t〉 as follows:
1. CTbs := 〈V bs {⊥bs}, ≤bs〉 with ⊥bs ≤bs v and v ≤bs v for all v ∈ CTbs for all basic
sort bs ∈ BS.
2. For all constructed sorts cs ∈ CS the sets PTcs of partial terms are defined as the
smallest sets where
(a) ⊥cs ∈ PTcs
(b) c(v1, . . . , vn) ∈ PTcs if c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs, vi ∈
{
PTti if ti ∈ CS
CTti otherwise
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Furthermore, we define relations ≤cs⊥ ⊆ PTcs × PTcs accordingly:
(a) ⊥cs ≤cs⊥ v and v ≤cs⊥ v for all v ∈ PTcs
(b) c(v1, . . . , vn) ≤cs⊥ c(v′1, . . . , v′n) for all c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs, vi, v′i ∈
{
PTti if ti ∈ CS
CTti otherwise
with vi ≤ti⊥ v′i if ti ∈ CS or vi ≤ti v′i otherwise for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
We define the set of infinite terms of sort cs as CTcs := Id(〈PTcs, ≤cs⊥ 〉).
3. CTt1,...,tn→t := [〈CTt1 , ≤t1〉 × · · · × 〈CTtn , ≤tn〉 → 〈CTtn , ≤tn〉] for t1, . . . , tn → t ∈
T(S).
In addition, we denote CT := 〈CTt | t ∈ T(S)〉 and ⊥t as the least element of CTt, i.e.
⊥bs := ⊥bs, ⊥cs := {⊥cs}, and ⊥t1,...,tn→t := λ(v1, . . . , vn).⊥t.
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Examples:
1. For basic sorts bs, the semantic domain CTbs is the flat cpo resulting from adding a
distinct bottom element ⊥bs to the set V bs. For example, for the sort int ∈ BS with
V int = N, we obtain the following structure
⊥int
0 1 2 · · · n · · ·
2. In the presence of non–strict constructors, the semantics domain for constructed sorts
must contain
(a) Finite terms for terminating computations, like finite lists Cons(1, Nil).
(b) Partial terms for computations which create a finite part of the terms and then
are non–productive non–terminating. Since the latter is expressed by the se-
mantical value ⊥cs, we obtain finite terms which may contain such bottom ele-
ments. An example for lists is Cons(1,⊥ListOfInt).
(c) Infinite terms for non–terminating but productive computations, like the infin-
ite list of all natural numbers Cons(1, Cons(2, Cons(3, . . .))). These values are
represented by infinite “sequences” of partial terms, e.g.
{⊥ListOfInt, Cons(1,⊥ListOfInt), Cons(⊥int,⊥ListOfInt),
Cons(1, Cons(2,⊥ListOfInt)), . . .}
for the list of natural numbers. To obtain an unique representation, we do not
consider sequences, but ideals.
Finite and partial terms are embedded in the ideal representation by finite ideals, e.g.
Cons(1, Nil) 7→ {⊥ListOfInt, Cons(⊥int,⊥ListOfInt),
Cons(1,⊥ListOfInt), Cons(⊥int, Nil), Cons(1, Nil)}
Cons(1,⊥ListOfInt) 7→ {⊥ListOfInt, Cons(⊥int,⊥ListOfInt), Cons(1,⊥ListOfInt)}
3. Functional types are modelled as usual: The elements of CTt1,...,tn→t are functions f
of type f : CTt1 × · · · ×CTtn → CTt and we have f1 ≤t1,...,tn→t f2 iff for all arguments
xi ∈ CTti (1 ≤ i ≤ n) holds: f(x1, . . . , xn) ≤t f ′(x1, . . . , xn).
Please note that CTcs would be undefined, if we had allowed constructors to have functional
arguments. For instance, assume that we have a sort cs ∈ CS and a constructor c ∈
C(cs→cs)→cs. Corresponding to the above definition, this would lead to PTcs = c([PTcs →
PTcs]).
Corollary 2.1
The semantic domains CT are cpos.
The following lemma guarantees that we can use CTt ‘almost’ like a set of terms.
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Lemma 2.2 (Unique Decomposition)
Let v ∈ CTcs with v 6= ⊥cs. There exist uniquely determined n ∈ N, c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs and
vi ∈ CTti for 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that
v = {c(v′1, . . . , v′n) | v′i
{∈ vi if ti ∈ CS
= vi otherwise
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}↓
We write: v = c(v1, . . . , vn).
The downward closure is necessary to ensure that the right–hand side is an ideal. Its purpose
is only to add the missing element ⊥cs, i.e.
{c(v′1, . . . , v′n) | v′i
{∈ vi if ti ∈ CS
= vi otherwise
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}↓
= {c(v′1, . . . , v′n) | v′i
{∈ vi if ti ∈ CS
= vi otherwise
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {⊥cs}
2.2.2 Denotational Semantics
Since expressions contain (free) variables, we use environments to give a semantics for these
variables.
Definition 2.7 (Environments)
Let A = 〈At | t ∈ T(S)〉 be a family of variables and B = 〈Bt | t ∈ T(S)〉 be a family of
values. The set of environments over A and B Env(A,B) is defined as
Env(A,B) := {α : A B | Dom(α) < ∞, α(a) ∈ Bt iff a ∈ At ∩ Dom(α), t ∈ T(S)}
We use various lowercase Greek letters to denote different kinds of environments.
Definition 2.8 (Basic Operations, Operations)
1. The family of basic operations is defined as BOps := 〈BOpst1,...,tn→t | t1, . . . , tn → t ∈
T(S)〉, with BOpst1,...,tn→t := [V t1 × · · · × V tn → V t].
2. The family of operations is defined as Ops := 〈Opst1,...,tn→t | t1, . . . , tn → t ∈ T(S)〉,
with Opst1,...,tn→t := CTt1,...,tn→t.
In the sequel, we assume that the interpretation of basic functions is fixed by the environment
% ∈ Env(BF,BOps).
Definition 2.9 (Semantics of Intrinsic Functions M)
Let f ∈ Ωt1,...,tn→t be an intrinsic function symbol. The semantics of f M f : CTt1 ×· · · ×
CTtn → CTt is defined as
1. M bf := λ(v1, . . . , vn).
{⊥t if ∃1 ≤ j ≤ n with vj = ⊥tj
%(bf)(v1, . . . , vn) otherwise
for all bf ∈ BF
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2. M c := λ(v1, . . . , vn).c(v1, . . . , vn) for all c ∈ C (see Lemma 2.2)
3. M is−c := λ(v).
⊥
bool if v = ⊥cs
true if v = c(v1, . . . , vm)
false otherwise
for all is−c ∈ CTest
4. M selj−c := λ(v).
{
vj if v = c(v1, . . . , vm) and 1 ≤ j ≤ m
⊥t otherwise
for all selj−c ∈ CSel
This definition fixes the intuition we have for constructors and associated functions: The
constructor test on a constructed value satisfies M is−c (c′(v)) = true iff c′ = c and the
selection on a constructed value fulfils M selj−c (c(v1, . . . , vn)) = vj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
The denotational semantics of an expression is determined by the interpretation of the
variables X, the defined functions DF , and the semantics of intrinsic functions. It is defined
by induction on the structure of expressions.
Definition 2.10 (Expression Semantics M)
Let e ∈ Et be an expression, β ∈ Env(X,CT) be an environment for variables, and σ ∈
Env(DF,Ops) be an environment for defined functions. The semantics of e under β and σ
(M e (β, σ) ∈ CTt) is inductively defined:
• M x (β, σ) := β(x) for x ∈ Xt
• M F (β, σ) := σ(F ) for F ∈ DF t
• M f (β, σ) := M f for f ∈ Ωt
• M (e0 e1 . . . em) (β, σ) :={
f(M e1 (β, σ), . . . ,M en (β, σ)) if m = n
λ(vm+1, . . . , vn).f(M e1 (β, σ), . . . ,M em (β, σ), vm+1, . . . , vn) if 1 ≤ m < n
where f = M e0 (β, σ) for e0 ∈ Et1,...,tn→t0 and ei ∈ Eti (1 ≤ i ≤ m)
• M if e0 then e1 else e2 (β, σ) :=

M e1 (β, σ) if M e0 (β, σ) = true
⊥t if M e0 (β, σ) = ⊥bool
M e2 (β, σ) if M e0 (β, σ) = false
for e0 ∈ Ebool and e1, e2 ∈ Et
Again, we have to handle the distinction between saturated applications and partial applic-
ations explicitly, which result in a new function.
Example: For the right hand side
e = if (is−Nil l) then l’
else (Cons (sel1−Cons l) (append (sel2−Cons l) l’))
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of the append definition, a variable environment β = [l/{⊥ListOfInt, Nil}, l’/v′], and any
environment σ for defined functions, we get
M e (β, σ) =

M l’ (β, σ) if v1 = true
⊥t if v1 = ⊥bool
M (Cons . . .) (β, σ) if v1 = false
where v1 = M (is−Nil l) (β, σ)
= (M is−Nil (β, σ))(M l (β, σ))
= true
= M l’ (β, σ) = β(l’) = v′
The denotational semantics of a program is usually identified with the semantics of a main
function, typically the first function in the program. Hence, notions like equivalence or
correctness are defined solely in terms of the main function with this approach. However,
our interest is to give an abstract interpretation which gives correct approximations of
escaping for all functions of a program. Therefore, we use a more general approach, where
the semantics of a program is an environment, which associates a meaning to each function
in the program.
Definition 2.11 (Program Semantics M)
Given a program P = (Fj(xj1, . . . , xjnj) := ej | 1 ≤ j ≤ p) with Fj ∈ DF tj1,...,tjnj→tj ,
xji ∈ Xtji , and ej ∈ Etj with variables {xj1, . . . , xjnj} for 1 ≤ j ≤ p, the semantics of P is
an environment M P ∈ Env(DF,CT) defined as
M P := [F1/fix(Φ ,P )1, . . . , Fp/fix(Φ ,P )p]
Here, fix(Φ ,P ) is the least fixpoint of the transformation Φ ,P : FS ,P → FS ,P on the
function space
FS ,P :=
p∏
j=1
[
CTtj1 × · · · × CTtjnj → CTtj
]
The transformation is defined as
Φ ,P (g1, . . . , gn) :=
λ(v11, . . . , v1n1).M e1 ([x11/v11, . . . , x1n1/v1n1 ], σ)...
λ(vp1, . . . , vpnp).M ep ([xp1/vp1, . . . , xpnp/vpnp ], σ)

where σ := [F1/g1, . . . , Fp/gp]
Because the semantic domains are cpo’s and the expression semantics defines continu-
ous functions, the fixpoint theorem of Knaster and Tarski (Theorem A.1) guarantees that
fix(Φ ,P ) exists and can be represented in the following way:
fix(Φ ,P ) =
⊔
{Φi ,P (⊥FS ,P ) | i ∈ N}
Hence, M P is well–defined.
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Example: For the append program Pappend, we have the following transformation
Φ ,Pappend(g) = λ(v1, v2).M if (is−Nil l) ... ([l/v1, l’/v2], [append/g])
Successive application of Φ ,Pappend on the least element ⊥= λ(x, y).⊥ListOfInt of the asso-
ciated function space FS ,Pappend = CT
ListOfInt,ListOfInt→ListOfInt yields the following se-
quence:
Φ1 ,Pappend(⊥) = (v1, v2) 7→
{
v2 if v1 = Nil
⊥ListOfInt otherwise
Φ2 ,Pappend(⊥) = (v1, v2) 7→

v2 if v1 = Nil
Cons(n, v2) if v1 = Cons(n, Nil)
Cons(n,⊥ListOfInt) if v1 = Cons(n,⊥ListOfInt)
⊥ListOfInt otherwise
...
Φm,Pappend(⊥) = (v1, v2) 7→

v2 if v1 = Nil
Cons(n1, v2) if v1 = Cons(n1, Nil)
Cons(n,⊥) if v1 = Cons(n,⊥)
...
Cons(n1, . . . Cons(nm, v2) . . .)
if v1 = Cons(n1, . . . Cons(nm, Nil) . . .)
Cons(n1, . . . Cons(nm,⊥) . . .)
if v1 = Cons(n1, . . . Cons(nm,⊥) . . .)
⊥ListOfInt otherwise
The least upper bound of this sequence is the function fappend = M Pappend (append) with
fappend : (v1, v2) 7→

v2 if v1 = Nil
Cons(n1, . . . Cons(nm, v2) . . .)
if v1 = Cons(n1, . . . Cons(nm, Nil) . . .)
v1 otherwise
For finite lists v1, fappend(v1, v2) is the concatenation of v1 and v2. It is partial or infinite iff
v2 is partial or infinite. For partial or infinite v1 we have fappend(v1, v2) = v1.
2.3 Summary
We have presented syntax and denotational semantics of the language F. Programs are sets
of definitions and the semantics of a program is an environment. Expressions are built
by basic functions, constructors, constructors test, selectors, application (saturated and
partial), and branching.
                
3. Escaping as Denotational Property
Escaping seems to be a property which can only be expressed operationally: In terms
of graph rewriting, those parts which do escape from an application are in the subgraph
spanned by the result. To express this notion denotationally, we need the ability to dis-
tinguish between ‘original’ (the argument) and ‘copy’ (the result). However, this difference
cannot be expressed by the denotational semantics M we gave in the previous chapter.
Consider for instance the append function. We want to express that the value of l does not
escape from the expression M (append l []) (β,M P ). But obviously
M (append l []) (β,M P ) = β(l)
holds for all environments β ∈ Env(X,CT). Therefore, we cannot express escaping using
the standard semantic domains.
Our solution is to modify the denotational domains by augmenting the values with additional
tags, which can then be used to express the difference between ‘original’ and ‘copy’. We
define a new denotational semantics M̂ and show that it behaves like the original semantics
M, except that tags are propagated but without creating non–zero tags.
For the above example, we would consider an augmented environment β̂ which assigns an
augmented value β̂(l) with non–zero tags to l, e.g. β̂(l) = (1, Cons((1, 42), (1, Nil))). The
augmented semantics yields
M̂ (append l []) (β̂, M̂ P ) = (0, Cons((1, 42), (0, Nil))) 6= β̂(l)
The augmented domains allow a prediction of the escape behaviour of a graph reduction
implementation. With this augmented semantics, we can define escaping as a denotational
property.
Special care is taken to ensure that the augmented domains are cpos. Unfortunately, we
cannot use the approach we take in Section 6.4, where we develop a fixpoint theory for quasi
ordered sets. These structures lack the anti–symmetry of partially ordered sets. Modelling
the augmented domains as quasi ordered sets would be straightforward: The added tags
would be ignored by the order. In [Moh97], we used this technique to model the problem
of dead code elimination in the simple imperative language while. However, the notions
introduced in Section 6.4 are not suitable for lazy semantics.
3.1 Augmented Domains
We obtain augmented domains by adding an extra boolean tag b ∈ B to each basic value,
each constructor value, and each functional value.
Definition 3.1 (Augmented Semantic Domains)
For all t ∈ T(S) we define the augmented semantic domain 〈ĈTt, ≤̂t〉
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1. ĈT
bs
:= 〈B, ≤〉 × 〈CTbs, ≤b〉 for all bs ∈ BS, where ≤ is the usual order with 0 ≤ 1.
2. For all cs ∈ CS the sets of augmented partial values P̂Tcs are defined as
(a) (b,⊥cs) ∈ P̂Tcs for b ∈ B
(b) (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)) ∈ P̂T
cs
if c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs, b ∈ B, and either v̂i ∈ P̂T
ti
if ti ∈ CS,
or v̂i ∈ ĈT
ti otherwise (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
The relations ≤̂cs⊥ ⊆ P̂T
cs × P̂Tcs are defined as (b1, v1) ≤̂cs⊥ (b2, v2) iff b1 ≤ b2 and
either v1 = ⊥cs or vj = c(v̂j1, . . . , v̂jn) (1 ≤ j ≤ 2) where for 1 ≤ i ≤ n holds: either
(1) v̂1i, v̂2i ∈ P̂T
ti with v̂1i ≤̂ti⊥ v̂2i if ti ∈ CS, or (2) v̂1i, v̂2i ∈ ĈT
ti with v̂1i ≤̂ti v̂2i
otherwise.
We define the sets of augmented infinite terms as ĈT
cs
:= Id(〈P̂Tcs, ≤̂cs⊥ 〉).
3. ĈT
t1,...,tn→t
:= 〈B, ≤〉× [〈ĈTt1 , ≤̂t1〉×· · ·×〈ĈTtn , ≤̂tn〉 → 〈ĈTt, ≤̂t〉] for t1, . . . , tn →
t ∈ T(S).
In addition, we define the family ĈT := 〈ĈTt | t ∈ T(S)〉 and ⊥̂t as the least element of ĈTt,
i.e. ⊥̂bs := (0,⊥bs), ⊥̂cs := {(0,⊥cs)}, and ⊥̂t1,...,tn→t := (0, λ(v̂1, . . . , v̂n).⊥̂t).
Remarks:
• Figure 3.1 shows some examples for augmented domains.
• Tags are added where separate graph nodes in the execution model are used.
• Every directed set in CTt has several augmented counterparts in ĈTt, which are also
directed sets. Hence the computational structure is preserved.
• Currying is not possible any more. Consider the type t1, t2 → t and its curried
counterpart t1 → (t2 → t). The set ĈT
t1,t2→t
= B× [ĈTt1 × ĈTt2 → ĈTt] is obviously
not isomorphic to the set ĈT
t1→(t2→t)
= B× [ĈTt1 → (B× [ĈTt2 → ĈTt])]. The latter
contains more information since it has a tag for the result of a partial application of
a value of type t1.
• In the remainder of the thesis we introduce several functions (Definitions 3.2 and 5.1,
. . . ) which operate on ĈT. We define such a function f in the following way:
1. Define f for all ⊥̂t.
2. Define f inductively over t for values not equal to ⊥̂t. For t ∈ CS, we define a
function fp with P̂T
cs
as domain first by induction over the term structure and
use fp to define f .
Corollary 3.1
The semantic domains ĈT are cpos.
In analogy to Lemma 2.2 the next lemma shows that we can handle ĈT
cs
like a set of terms.
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(0,⊥bool)
(0,true) (1,⊥bool)
(1,true) (1,false)
(0,false)
(c) CT
bool
(0,⊥ListOfInt)
(0, Nil)
(1, Nil)
(1,⊥ListOfInt) (0, Cons(⊥̂int, (0,⊥ListOfInt)))
(1, Cons(⊥̂int, (0,⊥ListOfInt)))
(1, Cons(⊥̂int, (0, Nil)))
(0, Cons(⊥̂int, (0, Nil)))
(d) PT
ListOfInt
(0, λ(x).⊥̂bool)
(0, f1) . . . (1, λ(x).⊥̂bool) . . .
(1, f1) . . . (0, f1 ∪ f10)
(1, f1 ∪ f10)
. . . (1, f10)
(0, f10)
where f1, . . . , f10 : ĈT
bool → ĈTbool are those monoto-
nic functions which are unequal to ⊥̂bool at one point.
(e) CT
bool→bool
Fig. 3.1: Examples for Augmented Domains
Lemma 3.1 (Unique Decomposition)
Let v̂ ∈ ĈTcs with v̂ 6= ⊥̂cs. There exist uniquely determined n ∈ N, c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs, b ∈ B,
and v̂i ∈ ĈT
ti
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that
v̂ = {(b, c(v̂′1, . . . , v̂′n)) | v̂′i
{∈ v̂i if ti ∈ CS
= v̂i otherwise
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}↓
We write: v̂ = (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)).
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Proof Let v̂ ∈ ĈTcs with v̂ 6= ⊥̂cs = {(0,⊥cs)}. By definition v̂ is an ideal, i.e. v̂ is directed
and downward closed: For all p ∈ v̂ and all p′ ∈ P̂Tcs with p′ ≤̂cs⊥ p holds that p ∈ v̂. By
definition of ≤̂cs⊥ we can distinguish the following four cases:
1. p′ = (0,⊥cs)
2. p′ = p
3. p′ = (0, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)) and p = (1, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)) with c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs and either v̂i ∈
P̂T
ti
if ti ∈ CS, or v̂i ∈ ĈT
ti
, otherwise (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
4. p′ = (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)) and p = (b, c(v̂′1, . . . , v̂′n)) with c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs, b ∈ B, and either
v̂i, v̂
′
i ∈ P̂T
ti
with v̂i ≤̂ti⊥ v̂′i if ti ∈ CS, or v̂i, v̂′i ∈ ĈT
ti
with v̂i ≤̂ti v̂′i, otherwise.
Hence we have the following representation for all p ∈ v̂ \ {(0,⊥cs)}:
p = (bp, c(vp1, . . . , vpn)) vpi ∈
{
P̂T
ti
if ti ∈ CS
ĈT
ti
otherwise
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Now we choose
b := max{bp | p ∈ v̂ \ {(0,⊥cs)}} v̂i := {vpi | p ∈ v̂ \ {(0,⊥cs)}} q.e.d.
Note that in contrast to Lemma 2.2 the downward closure does not only add (0,⊥cs) but
also values (0, . . .) if b = 1.
With this representation, the augmented values for lists over integers [n1, . . . , nm] can be
pictured as shown in Figure 3.2. Here, the tags bs,1, . . . , bs,m ∈ B are used to represent
escaping of the spine of the list, whereas the tags be,1, . . . , be,m ∈ B are added to the
elements of the list.
(bs,1, Cons)
(be,1, n1) (bs,2, Cons)
(be,2, n2) (bs,m, Cons)
(be,m, nm) (bs,m, Nil)
Fig. 3.2: Augmented List of Integers
Augmentation of functional values is more complicated, caused by different kinds of tags.
We observe that
• The function is tagged to represent the closure which is created in the execution model
for this function.
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• The function maps augmented arguments to augmented results, representing the es-
cape behaviour of the function.
For instance, augmented versions of the append function can be described by using tags
bc ∈ B for the closure, ba ∈ B for the first argument and br ∈ B for the result:
(bc, f̂append) ∈ ĈT
ListOfInt,ListOfInt→ListOfInt
f̂append((ba,⊥ListOfInt), v̂2) = (br,⊥ListOfInt)
f̂append((ba, Nil), v̂2) = v̂2
f̂append((ba, Cons(a, v̂1)), v̂2) = (br, Cons(a, f̂append(v̂1, v̂2)))
Although our intention was to augment CT, the sets ĈT
t1,...,tn→t
contain more elements
than are actually necessary for the augmented semantics. Consider the sets ĈT
bool→bool
.
In addition to augmented variants of the functions in CTbool→bool, this set also contains
functions like
f̂bad : ĈT
int → ĈTint
f̂bad((b,⊥int)) = ⊥̂int
f̂bad((b, v)) = (0, b + v)
This function obviously has no counterpart without augmentation, because it uses the tag of
its argument to obtain the result. However, by definition, such not well–behaved functions
are never result of the augmented semantics. We formalise this notion in the next section.
3.2 Augmented Denotational Semantics
To reuse as much as possible, we provide a means to convert the semantics of intrinsic
functions to the augmented domains. Therefore, we define functions ⊕ and 	, which add a
void augmentation and remove augmentation, respectively. Moreover, these functions allow
us to formalise the notion of well–behaved functions.
Definition 3.2 (	, ⊕)
The functions 	 : ĈT → CT and ⊕ : CT → ĈT are simultaneously defined as:
1. 	((b, v)) := v for all (b, v) ∈ ĈTbs,
⊕(v) := (0, v) for all v ∈ CTbs, bs ∈ BS
2. 	(v̂) := {	⊥(p) | p ∈ v̂} for all v̂ ∈ ĈT
cs
,
⊕(v) := {⊕⊥(p) | p ∈ v} for all v ∈ CTcs, cs ∈ CS where the corresponding functions
for partial terms 	⊥(p) : P̂T
cs → PTcs and ⊕⊥(p) : PTcs → P̂T
cs
are defined as
(a) 	⊥((b,⊥cs)) := ⊥cs, ⊕⊥(⊥cs) := (0,⊥cs)
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(b) 	⊥((b, c(w1, . . . , wn))) := c(	1(w1), . . . ,	n(wn)),
⊕⊥(c(v1, . . . , vn)) := (0, c(⊕1(v1), . . . ,⊕n(vn))) for c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs and b ∈ B
with wi ∈ P̂T
ti
, vi ∈ PTti , 	i = 	⊥, and ⊕i = ⊕⊥ if ti ∈ CS
wi ∈ ĈT
ti
, vi ∈ CTti , 	i = 	, and ⊕i = ⊕ if ti /∈ CS for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
3. 	((b, f)) := λ(v1, . . . , vn).	(f(⊕(v1), . . . ,⊕(vn))) for all (b, f) ∈ ĈT
t1,...,tn→t
.
⊕(f) := (0, λ(v̂1, . . . , v̂n).⊕(f(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂n)))) for all f ∈ CTt1,...,tn→t.
Remarks:
• ⊕ always creates augmented values with tags set to zero.
• 	 simply removes augmentation for basic types.
• For constructed types, we define ⊕ and 	 by using functions ⊕⊥ and 	⊥ for partial
terms; we ensure that the resulting set is an ideal by considering the down closure.
Because ⊕⊥ and 	⊥ are monotonic the resulting set is directed.
• For functional types, we are only interested in the result of 	 for those functions f
which do not depend on the augmentation (see remark after Definition 3.1). Therefore,
we can define 	 by using ⊕, and hence ignore influences of the augmentation in
arguments of f .
• To show that ⊕ and 	 are well–defined, we verify that 	(v̂) and ⊕(v) are ideals.
Because ⊕⊥ and 	⊥ are monotonic 	(v̂) and ⊕(v) are directed and it remains to be
shown that they are downward closed.
1. Let v̂ ∈ ĈTcs, p ∈ PTcs, and p′ ∈ 	(v̂) such that p ≤cs⊥ p′. This means that
there is a p̂′ ∈ v̂ with p′ = 	⊥(p̂′). On the other hand it is trivial that 	⊥ is
surjective and therefore there is also p̂ ∈ P̂Tcs in such a way that p = 	⊥(p̂). But
since 	⊥ is monotonic we also have p̂ ≤̂cs⊥ p̂′ which means that p̂ ∈ v̂ and hence
p = 	⊥(p̂) ∈ 	(v̂).
2. Let v ∈ CTcs, p̂ ∈ P̂Tcs, and p̂′ ∈ ⊕⊥(v) such that p̂ ≤̂cs⊥ p̂′. This means that there
is a p′ ∈ v such that p̂′ = ⊕⊥(p′). Because 	⊥ is monotonic and inverse to ⊕⊥
we can conclude that 	⊥(p̂) ≤̂cs⊥ 	⊥(p̂′) = 	⊥(⊕⊥(p′)) = p′. But v is downward
closed which means that 	⊥(p̂) ∈ v and consequently p̂ = ⊕(	⊥(p̂)) ∈ ⊕(v).
Lemma 3.2 (Properties of 	 and ⊕)
1. 	 and ⊕ preserve types: for all t ∈ T(S)
v̂ ∈ ĈTt ⇐⇒ 	(v̂) ∈ CTt v ∈ CTt ⇐⇒ ⊕(v) ∈ ĈTt
2. 	 and ⊕ are monotonic: for all v̂, v̂′ ∈ ĈTt and v, v′ ∈ CTt:
v̂ ≤̂t v̂′ =⇒ 	(v̂) ≤t 	(v̂′) v ≤t v′ =⇒ ⊕(v) ≤̂t ⊕(v′)
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3. 	 and ⊕ are continuous: for all directed sets V̂ ⊆ ĈTt and V ⊆ CTt:
	(
⊔̂t
V̂ ) =
⊔t{	(v̂) | v̂ ∈ V̂ } ⊕(⊔t V ) = ⊔̂t{⊕(v) | v ∈ V }
4. 	 is inverse to ⊕: 	◦⊕ = id
5. 	 surjective: 	(ĈT) = CT
6. ⊕ injective: for all v, v′ ∈ CTt v 6= v′ =⇒ ⊕(v) 6= ⊕(v′)
7. ⊕ is distributive: for all f ∈ CTt1,...,tn→t and v1 ∈ CTt1 , . . . , vn ∈ CTtn
⊕(f(v1, . . . , vn)) = (⊕(f))2(⊕(v1), . . . ,⊕(vn))
Proof
1. Trivial.
2. Trivial.
3. We give the proof for 	, the proof for ⊕ is can be done analogously. Without loss of
generality we can assume that V̂ is not finite.
Induction on t
t = bs ∈ BS: All directed sets V̂ ⊆ ĈTt are finite, hence there is nothing to be proved.
t = cs ∈ CS: By definition we have ⊔̂t V̂ = ⋃v∈V v̂ and hence
	(
⊔̂t
V̂ ) = {	⊥(p) | p ∈
⊔̂t
V̂ } =
⋃
v∈V
{	⊥(p) | p ∈ v̂}
=
⋃
v∈V
	(v̂) =
⊔t{	(v̂) | v̂ ∈ V̂ }
t = t1, . . . , tm → t0: We have⊔̂t
V̂ = (max{b | (b, f) ∈ V̂ }, λ(v̂1, . . . , v̂n).
⊔̂t0
{f(v̂1, . . . , v̂n) | (b, f) ∈ V̂ })
=: (bV , fV )
and therefore
	(
⊔̂t
V̂ ) = 	((b
V
, f
V
)) = λ(v1, . . . , vn).	(fV (⊕(v1), . . . ,⊕(vn)))
= λ(v1, . . . , vn).	(
⊔̂t0
{f(⊕(v1), . . . ,⊕(vn)) | (b, f) ∈ V̂ }
= λ(v1, . . . , vn).
⊔t0{	(f(⊕(v1), . . . ,⊕(vn))) | (b, f) ∈ V̂ }
=
⊔t{λ(v1, . . . , vn).	(f(⊕(v1), . . . ,⊕(vn))) | (b, f) ∈ V̂ }
=
⊔t{	(v̂) | v̂ ∈ V̂ }
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4. Induction on t
t = bs ∈ BS: 	(⊕(v)) = 	((0, v)) = v
t = cs ∈ CS: It is sufficient to prove that 	⊥(⊕⊥(p)) = p for all partial terms p ∈ v
by induction on p:
p = ⊥cs: 	⊥(⊕⊥(⊥cs)) = 	⊥((0,⊥cs)) = ⊥cs
p = c(v1, . . . , vn): 	⊥(⊕⊥(c(v1, . . . , vn)))
= 	⊥((0, c(⊕(v1), . . . ,⊕(vn))))
= c(	(⊕(v1)), . . . ,	(⊕(vn)))
= c(v1, . . . , vn)
t = t1, . . . , tm → t0: Let v̂ := v̂1, . . . , v̂m and v := v1, . . . , vm
	(⊕(v)) = 	((0, λ(v̂).⊕(v(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂m)))))
= λ(v).	((λ(v̂).⊕(v(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂m))))(⊕(v1), . . . ,⊕(vm)))
= λ(v).	(⊕(v(	(⊕(v1)), . . . ,	(⊕(vm)))))
= λ(v).v(v1, . . . , vm)
= v
5. Can directly be concluded from the property that 	 is inverse to ⊕.
6. Trivial.
7. We have ⊕(f) = (0, λ(v̂1, . . . , v̂n).⊕(f(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂n)))). Hence, the right hand side
is defined and can be transformed in the following way:
(⊕(f))2(⊕(v1), . . . ,⊕(vn))
= λ(v̂1, . . . , v̂n).⊕(f(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂n))))(⊕(v1), . . . ,⊕(vn))
= ⊕(f(	(⊕(v1)), . . . ,	(⊕(vn))))
= ⊕(f(v1, . . . , vn)) q.e.d.
We use the function ⊕ to define the augmented semantics for basic functions.
Definition 3.3 (Augmented Semantics of Intrinsic Functions M̂)
Let f ∈ Ωt1,...,tn→t be an intrinsic function. The augmented semantics of f M̂ f ∈
ĈT
t1,...,tn→t
is defined as
1. M̂ bf := ⊕(M bf ) for all bf ∈ BF
2. M̂ c := (0, fc) with fc = λ(v̂1, . . . , v̂n).(0, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂n))
for all constructors c ∈ C (see Lemma 3.1)
3. M̂ is−c := (0, fis−c) with fis−c = λ(v̂).

(0, true) if v̂ = (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂m))
⊥̂bool if v̂ = ⊥̂cs
(0, false) otherwise
for all constructor test is−c ∈ CTest
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4. M̂ selj−c := (0, fselj−c) with fselj−c = λ(v̂).
{
v̂j if v̂ = (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂m)), 1 ≤ j ≤ n
⊥̂t otherwise
for all selectors selj−c ∈ CSel
Examples:
1. Assume that we have a basic function add ∈ BF int,int→int interpreted by % as the
usual addition on natural numbers, i.e. %(plus) = (x, y) 7→ x + y. The augmented
semantics of plus is
M̂ plus = ⊕(M plus )
= (0, λ(v̂1, v̂2).⊕(	(v̂1) +	(v̂2)))
= (0, λ((b1, v1), (b2, v2)).(0, v1 + v2))
2. Although we have not yet formally defined how to use such tuples in applications, we
can already anticipate that the relation between constructors, test, and selectors is
reasonable:
fis−c′(fc(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)) = (0, true) ⇐⇒ c = c′
fselj−c(fc(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)) = v̂j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n
Note that all escape tags created by the augmented semantics of intrinsic functions are
zero. This property is the key feature of the augmented semantics and allows the distinction
between values created by the semantics and those values that were stored in environments.
Definition 3.4 (Annotated Operations)
The family of annotated operations is defined as Ôps := 〈Ôpst1,...,tn→t | t1, . . . , tn → t ∈
T(S)〉, where Ôpst1,...,tn→t is defined as Ôpst1,...,tn→t := ĈTt1,...,tn→t.
Definition 3.5 (Augmented Expression Semantics M̂)
Let e ∈ Et be an expression, β̂ ∈ Env(X, ĈT) be an environment for variables, and σ̂ ∈
Env(DF, Ôps) be an environment for defined functions. The augmented semantics of e
under β̂ and σ̂ (M̂ e (β̂, σ̂) ∈ ĈTt) is inductively defined:
• M̂ x (β̂, σ̂) := β̂(x) for x ∈ Xt
• M̂ F (β̂, σ̂) := σ̂(F ) for F ∈ DF t
• M̂ f (β̂, σ̂) := M̂ f for f ∈ Ωt
• M̂ (e0 e1 . . . em) (β̂, σ̂) :=
{
f(M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂), . . . , M̂ en (β̂, σ̂)) if m = n
(b, f ′) if 1 ≤ m < n
with (b, f) = M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂),
f ′ = λ(v̂m+1, . . . , v̂n).f(M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂), . . . , M̂ em (β̂, σ̂), v̂m+1, . . . , v̂n)
for e0 ∈ Et1,...,tn→t0 and ei ∈ Eti (1 ≤ i ≤ m)
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• M̂ if e0 then e1 else e2 (β̂, σ̂) :=
 M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂) if M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂) = (b, true),⊥̂t if M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂) = ⊥̂bool
M̂ e2 (β̂, σ̂) if M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂) = (b, false)
for
e0 ∈ Ebool and e1, e2 ∈ Et
If an application is saturated we drop the escape tag and apply the actual function. For
a partial application we propagate the escape tag. This reflects the operational behaviour
that a partial application is represented by a newly created closure containing all arguments
of the partial application.
Again, all escape tags created by the augmented semantics of expressions are zero.
Example: For the right hand side
e = if (is−Nil l) then l’
else (Cons (sel1−Cons l) (append (sel2−Cons l) l’))
of the append definition, a variable environment β̂ = [l/(1, Nil), l’/v̂′], and any environ-
ment σ̂ for defined functions, we get
M̂ e (β̂, σ̂) =
 M̂ l’ (β̂, σ̂) if v̂1 = (b, true)⊥̂t if v̂1 = ⊥̂bool
M̂ (Cons . . .) (β̂, σ̂) if v̂1 = (b, false)
where v̂1 = M̂ (is−Nil l) (β̂, σ̂)
= fis−Nil(M̂ l (β̂, σ̂))
= (0, true)
= M̂ l’ (β̂, σ̂) = β̂(l’) = v̂′
Definition 3.6 (Augmented Program Semantics M̂)
Given a program P = (Fj(xj1, . . . , xjnj) := ej | 1 ≤ j ≤ p) with Fj ∈ DF tj1,...,tjnj→tj ,
xji ∈ Xtji , and ej ∈ Etj with variables {xj1, . . . , xjnj} for 1 ≤ j ≤ p, the augmented
semantics of P is an environment M̂ P ∈ Env(DF, ĈT) defined as
M̂ P := [F1/(0, fix(Φ ,P )1), . . . , Fp/(0, fix(Φ ,P )p)]
Here, fix(Φ
,P
) is the least fixpoint of the transformation Φ
,P
: FS
,P
→ FS
,P
on the
function space
FS
,P
:=
p∏
j=1
[
ĈT
tj1 × · · · × ĈTtjnj → ĈTtj
]
The transformation is defined as
Φ
,P
(g1, . . . , gn) :=
λ(v11, . . . , v1n1).M̂ e1 ([x11/v11, . . . , x1n1/v1n1 ], σ̂)...
λ(vp1, . . . , vpnp).M̂ ep ([xp1/vp1, . . . , xpnp/vpnp ], σ̂)

where σ̂ := [F1/(0, g1), . . . , Fp/(0, gp)]
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Because the semantic domains are cpo’s and the expression semantics defines continu-
ous functions, the fixpoint theorem of Knaster and Tarski (Theorem A.1) guarantees that
fix(Φ
,P
) exists and can be represented in the following way:
fix(Φ
,P
) =
⊔
{Φi
,P
(⊥FS ,P ) | i ∈ N}
Hence, M̂ P is well–defined.
Example: For the append program Pappend, we have the transformation
Φ
,Pappend
(ĝ) = λ(v̂1, v̂2).M̂ if (is−Nil l) ... ([l/v̂1, l’/v̂2], [append/ĝ])
Successive application of Φ
,Pappend
on the least element ⊥= λ(x̂, ŷ).⊥̂ListOfInt of the as-
sociated function space FS
,Pappend
= ĈT
ListOfInt,ListOfInt→ListOfInt
yields the following se-
quence:
Φ1
,Pappend
(⊥) = (v̂1, v̂2) 7→
{
v̂2 if v̂1 = (b, Nil)
⊥̂ListOfInt otherwise
Φ2
,Pappend
(⊥) = (v̂1, v̂2) 7→

v̂2 if v̂1 = (b, Nil)
(0, Cons(n, v̂2)) if v̂1 = (b1, Cons(n, (b2, Nil)))
(0, Cons(n, ⊥̂ListOfInt))
if v̂1 = (b1, Cons(n, (b2,⊥ListOfInt)))
⊥̂ListOfInt otherwise
...
Φm
,Pappend
(⊥) = (v̂1, v̂2) 7→

v̂2 if v̂1 = (b, Nil)
(0, Cons(n, v̂2)) if v̂1 = (b1, Cons(n, (b2, Nil)))
(0, Cons(n, ⊥̂ListOfInt))
if v̂1 = (b1, Cons(n, (b2,⊥ListOfInt)))
...
(0, Cons(n1, . . . (0, Cons(nm, v̂2)) . . .))
if v̂1 = (b1, Cons(n1, . . . (bm+1, Nil) . . .))
(0, Cons(n1, . . . (0, Cons(nm, ⊥̂)) . . .))
if v̂1 = (b1, Cons(n1, . . . (bm+1,⊥) . . .))
⊥̂ListOfInt otherwise
3.3 Augmentation is Well–Behaved
Besides augmented variants of standard values, the sets ĈT
t1,...,tn→t
contain much more than
actually necessary for the augmented semantics. In this section we introduce the notion of
well–behaved values and show that the augmented semantics only creates well–behaved
values.
We use the dual property to Lemma 3.2 (Item 7) as a characterisation of well–behaved
functions.
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Definition 3.7 (Well–Behaved Function/Value/Environment)
• v̂ ∈ ĈTS is well–behaved.
• (b, f) ∈ ĈTt1,...,tn→t is well–behaved iff we have for all well–behaved arguments v̂i ∈
ĈT
ti
	(f(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)) = (	((b, f)))(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂n))
and f(v̂1, . . . , v̂n) is well–behaved.
• β̂ ∈ Env(X, ĈT) is well–behaved iff β̂(x) is well–behaved for all x ∈ X.
Intuitively, a function is well–behaved if it does not use the augmentation of its arguments
for the computation of its result. We check this relationship by giving an alternative char-
acterisation:
	(f(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)) = (	((b, f)))(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂n))
⇐⇒ 	(f(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)) = 	(f(⊕(	(v̂1)), . . . ,⊕(	(v̂n))))
Example: The counterexample f̂bad from the last section is not well–behaved:
	(f̂bad(⊕(	((1, 0))))) = 	(f̂bad((0, 0))) = 	((0, 0)) = 0
6= 1 = 	(0, 1) = 	(f̂bad((1, 0)))
The following lemma justifies that this definition is reasonable wrt. the unaugmented values.
Lemma 3.3
Let v ∈ CTt be an unaugmented value. Then ⊕(v) is well–behaved.
Proof Induction on t
t = s ∈ S: Trivial.
t = t1, . . . , tm → t0: 	(((⊕(f))2)(v̂1, . . . , v̂n))
= 	(λ(v̂1, . . . , v̂n).⊕(f(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂n)))(v̂1, . . . , v̂n))
= 	(⊕(f(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂n))))
= f(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂n))
= (	(⊕(f)))(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂n))
Because ((⊕(f))2)(v̂1, . . . , v̂n) = ⊕(f(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂n))) it is well–behaved by induc-
tion hypothesis. q.e.d.
We verify that not well–behaved functions are never result of the augmented semantics.
Lemma 3.4
If e ∈ Et is an expression and β̂ ∈ Env(X, ĈT), σ̂ ∈ Env(DF, Ôps) are well–behaved
environments, then we have that M̂ e (β̂, σ̂) is well–behaved.
Proof Induction on e
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e = x ∈ X: β̂ well–behaved.
e = F ∈ DF : σ̂ well–behaved.
e = f ∈ Ω: Trivial.
e = (e0 e1 . . . em): The induction hypothesis is that M̂ ei (β̂, σ̂) is well–behaved. Let
f = (M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂))2. We can observe two cases:
1. m = n: M̂ (e0 e1 . . . en) (β̂, σ̂) = f(M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂), . . . , M̂ en (β̂, σ̂)) is well–
behaved because f is well–behaved and application of a well–behaved function
to well-behaved arguments yields a well–behaved result.
2. m < n: Let v̂m+1 ∈ ĈT
tm+1
, . . . , v̂n ∈ ĈT
tn
:
	((M̂ (e0 e1 . . . em) (β̂, σ̂))2(v̂m+1, . . . , v̂n))
= 	(f(M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂), . . . , M̂ em (β̂, σ̂), v̂m+1, . . . , v̂n))
= 	(f(M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂), . . . , M̂ em (β̂, σ̂),⊕(	(v̂m+1)), . . . ,⊕(	(v̂n))))
= (	(M̂ (e0 e1 . . . em) (β̂, σ̂)))(	(v̂m+1), . . . ,	(v̂n))
and the application is well–behaved because application of well–behaved func-
tions to well–behaved arguments yield well–behaved results.
e = if e0 then e1 else e2: Trivial. q.e.d.
To transfer this result to the semantics of programs, we have to ensure that abstraction of
well–behaved values yields a well–behaved value.
Lemma 3.5
Let e ∈ Et be an expression with variables x1, . . . , xn and σ̂ ∈ Env(DF, Ôps) be a well–
behaved environment. Then (0, λ(v̂1, . . . , v̂n).M̂ e ([x1/v̂1, . . . , xn/v̂n], σ̂)) well–behaved.
Proof Let v̂1, . . . , v̂m ∈ ĈT well–behaved, f = λ(v̂1, . . . , v̂m).M̂ e ([x1/v̂1, . . . , xm/v̂m], σ̂).
With Lemma 3.4 we know that
f(v̂1, . . . , v̂m) = M̂ e ([x1/v̂1, . . . , xm/v̂m], σ̂)
is well–behaved. It remains to show that
	(f(v̂1, . . . , v̂m)) = (	((b, f)))(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂m))
⇐⇒ 	(M̂ e ([x1/v̂1, . . . , xm/v̂m], σ̂)) = 	(M̂ e ([x1/⊕(	(v̂1)), . . . , xm/⊕(	(v̂m))], σ̂))
We proof the latter by induction on e:
e = x ∈ X: 	(M̂ e ([x1/v̂1, . . . , xm/v̂m], σ̂)) = 	(v̂i)
= 	(⊕(	(v̂i))) = 	(M̂ e ([x1/⊕(	(v̂1)), . . . , xm/⊕(	(v̂m))], σ̂))
e = F ∈ DF : Trivial.
e = f ∈ Ω: Trivial.
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e = (e0 e1 . . . em): The induction hypothesis (IH) is that:
	(M̂ ei ([x1/v̂1, . . . , xm/v̂m], σ̂)) = 	(M̂ ei ([x1/⊕(	(v̂1)), . . . , xm/⊕(	(v̂m))], σ̂))
Let (b, f) = M̂ e0 ([x1/v̂1, . . . , xm/v̂m], σ̂),
(b′, f ′) = M̂ e0 ([x1/⊕(	(v̂1)), . . . , xm/⊕(	(v̂m))], σ̂)
Two cases may occur:
1. n = m:
	(M̂ e ([x1/v̂1, . . . , xm/v̂m], σ̂))
= 	(f(M̂ e1 ([x1/v̂1, . . . , xm/v̂m], σ̂), . . . , M̂ en ([x1/v̂1, . . . , xm/v̂m], σ̂)))
(Lemma 3.4)
= 	((b, f))(	(M̂ e1 ([x1/v̂1, . . .], σ̂)), . . . ,	(M̂ en ([x1/v̂1, . . .], σ̂))))
(IH)
= 	((b′, f ′))(	(M̂ e1 ([x1/⊕(	(v̂1)), . . .], σ̂)), . . .)
(Lemma 3.4)
= 	(f ′(	(M̂ e1 ([x1/⊕(	(v̂1)), . . .], σ̂)), . . .))
= 	(M̂ e ([x1/⊕(	(v̂1)), . . . , xm/⊕(	(v̂m))], σ̂))
2. n < m: Analogously.
e = if e0 then e1 else e2: Trivial. q.e.d.
Corollary 3.2 (M̂ is Well–Behaved)
For all programs P holds that M̂ P is well–behaved.
Proof Immediately follows from the last theorem and Item 3 of Lemma 3.2. q.e.d.
3.4 Augmentation is a Conservative Extension
We verify that the augmentation does not change the computed value, i.e. that the augmen-
ted semantics M̂ is a conservative extension of M. We formalise the notion of conservative
extension in the following way.
Definition 3.8 (Conservative Extension)
Let v̂ ∈ ĈTt be an augmented value and v ∈ CTt be a value. We say that v̂ is a conservative
extension of v iff 	(v̂) = v.
Lemma 3.6
Let f ∈ Ωt1,...,tn→t be an intrinsic function. M̂ f is a conservative extension of M f .
Proof We distinguish four cases:
1. f = bf ∈ BF M f = 	(⊕(M f )) = 	(M̂ f )
2. f = c ∈ C
M c = λ(v1, . . . , vn).c(v1, . . . , vn)
= λ(v1, . . . , vn).{c(v′1, . . . , v′n) | v′i
{∈ vi if ti ∈ CS
= vi otherwise
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}↓
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= λ(v1, . . . , vn).{c(v′1, . . . , v′n) | v′i
{∈ 	(⊕(vi)) if ti ∈ CS
= 	(⊕(vi)) otherwise , 1 ≤ i ≤ n}↓
= λ(v1, . . . , vn).{c(	1(v̂′1), . . . ,	n(v̂′n)) |
{	i = 	⊥, v̂′i ∈ ⊕(vi) ti ∈ CS
	i = 	, v̂′i = ⊕(vi) o/w
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}↓
= λ(v1, . . . , vn).{	⊥((b, c(v̂′1, . . . , v̂′n))) | v̂′i
{∈ ⊕(vi) ti ∈ CS
= ⊕(vi) o/w , 1 ≤ i ≤ n}↓
= λ(v1, . . . , vn).	({(b, c(v̂′1, . . . , v̂′n)) | v̂′i
{∈ ⊕(vi) ti ∈ CS
= ⊕(vi) o/w , 1 ≤ i ≤ n}↓)
= λ(v1, . . . , vn).	(c(⊕(v1), . . . ,⊕(vn)))
= 	((0, λ(v̂1, . . . , v̂n).(0, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂n))))
= 	(M̂ c )
3. f = is−c ∈ CTest
M is−c = λ(v).

true if v = c(v1, . . . , vm)
⊥bool if v = ⊥cs
false otherwise
= λ(v).

	((0, true)) if ⊕(v) = (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂m))
	(⊥̂bool) if ⊕(v) = ⊥̂cs
	((0, false)) otherwise
= 	((0, λ(v̂).

(0, true) if v̂ = (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂m))
⊥̂bool if v̂ = ⊥̂cs
(0, false) otherwise
))
= 	(M̂ is−c )
4. f = selj−c ∈ CSel
M selj−c = λ(v).
{
vj if v = c(v1, . . . , vm), 1 ≤ j ≤ m
⊥t otherwise
= λ(v).
{
vj if v = c(	(⊕(v1)), . . . ,	(⊕(vm))), 1 ≤ j ≤ m
⊥t otherwise
= λ(v).
{	(v̂j) if ⊕(v) = (b, c(⊕(v1), . . . ,⊕(vm))), 1 ≤ j ≤ m
	(⊥̂t) otherwise
= λ(v).
{	(v̂j) if ⊕(v) = (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂m)), 1 ≤ j ≤ m
	(⊥̂t) otherwise
= 	((0, λ(v̂).
{
v̂j if v̂ = (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂m)), 1 ≤ j ≤ m
⊥̂t otherwise ))
= 	(M̂ selj−c ) q.e.d.
To use 	 to relate the original and the modified semantics, we extend the functions 	 and
⊕, and the notion of conservative extension to environments.
Definition 3.9 (	, ⊕, and Conservative Extension for Environments)
Let X = 〈Xt | t ∈ T(S)〉 be a family of variables and β̂ ∈ Env(X, ĈT), β ∈ Env(X,CT)
environments. We define 	(β̂) ∈ Env(X,CT) and ⊕(β) ∈ Env(X, ĈT):
(	(β̂))(x) := 	(β̂(x)) ∀x ∈ X
(⊕(β))(x) := ⊕(β(x)) ∀x ∈ X
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Furthermore, β̂ is a conservative extension of β iff β̂(x) is a conservative extension of β(x)
for all x ∈ X.
Theorem 3.1
Let e ∈ Et be an expression and β̂ ∈ Env(X, ĈT), σ̂ ∈ Env(DF, Ôps) be well–behaved
environments. M̂ is a conservative extension of M, i.e. the following diagram commutes
(β̂, σ̂) M̂ e (β̂, σ̂)
(	(β̂),	(σ̂)) M e (	(β̂),	(σ̂))
e
	
e
	
Proof Induction on e
e = x ∈ X: M x (	(β̂),	(σ̂)) = 	(β̂)(x) = 	(β̂(x)) = 	(M̂ x (β̂, σ̂))
e = F ∈ DF : Analogous to last case.
e = f ∈ Ω: Lemma 3.6
e = (e0 e1 . . . em):
Induction hypothesis: M ei (	(β̂),	(σ̂)) = 	(M̂ ei (β̂, σ̂)) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let f = M e0 (	(β̂),	(σ̂)) and f̂ = (M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂))2.
Then we have for all well–behaved v̂i ∈ ĈT
ti
(1 ≤ i ≤ n):
f(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂n)) = (M e0 (	(β̂),	(σ̂)))(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂n))
= 	(M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂))(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂n))
(∗)
= 	((M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂))2(v̂1, . . . , v̂n))
= 	(f̂(v̂1, . . . , v̂n))
The equation (∗) holds because with Lemma 3.3 we know that M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂) is well–
behaved. We distinguish two cases:
1. m = n: (M e (	(β̂),	(σ̂))) = f(M e1 (	(β̂),	(σ̂)), . . . ,M en (	(β̂),	(σ̂)))
= f(	(M e1 (β̂, σ̂)), . . . ,	(M en (β̂, σ̂)))
= 	(f̂(M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂), . . . , M̂ en (β̂, σ̂)))
= 	(M̂ e (β̂, σ̂))
2. m < n: analogously
e = if e0 then e1 else e2: Trivial. q.e.d.
This theorem directly leads to the main result of this section, which shows that the aug-
mented semantics preserves the original computations.
Corollary 3.3 (M̂ is Conservative Extension of M)
For all programs P we have that M̂ P is a conservative extension of M P .
Proof Immediately follows from the last theorem and Item 3 of Lemma 3.2. q.e.d.
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3.5 Escaping as (Augmented) Denotational Property
We use the augmentation to define our notion of escaping. We distinguish between ‘original’
and ‘copy’ by adding non–zero tags to the original; a ‘copy’ created by the augmented
semantics has only tags which are equal to zero: Its augmentation is ‘void’ (or ‘blank’).
Definition 3.10 (Void Augmentation)
We define that a well–behaved v̂ ∈ ĈTt has a void augmentation by induction on t:
t = s ∈ S: ∃v ∈ CTt : ⊕(v) = v̂
t = t1, . . . , tm → t0: v̂ = (0, f) such that f(v̂1, . . . , v̂n) has void augmentation for all argu-
ments v̂i ∈ ĈT
ti
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) with void augmentation.
Furthermore, an environment β̂ ∈ Env(X, ĈT) has a void augmentation iff β̂(a) has a void
augmentation for all a ∈ X.
For basic sorts and constructed sorts the definition is straightforward. For functional values,
we only require that the function result has void augmentation for arguments which also
have this property. Otherwise, already the identity like (b, id) would never have void–
augmentation.
Obviously, trivially augmented values have void augmentation.
Lemma 3.7
For all v ∈ CTt: ⊕(v) has void augmentation.
Proof Induction on t
t = s ∈ S: trivial
t = t1, . . . , tm → t0: Let v̂1 ∈ ĈT
t1
, . . . , v̂m ∈ ĈT
tm
with void augmentation.
((⊕(f))2)(v̂1, . . . , v̂n) = ⊕(v(	(v̂1), . . . ,	(v̂n)))) ∈ ĈT
t0
has void augmentation by induction hypothesis. q.e.d.
Figure 3.3 shows the relation between augmented values, well–behaved values, values with
void augmentation, and embedded unaugmented values.
The next lemma shows that non–zero tags are not created spontaneously by the augmented
semantics.
Lemma 3.8
Let e ∈ Et be an expression and β̂ ∈ Env(X, ĈT), σ̂ ∈ Env(DF, Ôps) be environments with
void augmentation. Then M̂ e (β̂, σ̂) has void augmentation.
Proof Induction on e
e = x ∈ X: β̂ has void augmentation.
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ĈT
t
well–behaved
void augmentation
⊕(CTt)
Fig. 3.3: Relation Augmented/Well–behaved/Void Augmented/Unaugmented Values
e = F ∈ DF : σ̂ has void augmentation.
e = f ∈ Ω: Obvious.
e = (e0 e1 . . . em): By induction hypothesis we know that M̂ ei (β̂, σ̂) has void augment-
ation. Let (b, f) = M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂). With Lemma 3.4 we have that M̂ e (β̂, σ̂) is well–
behaved. We distinguish two cases:
1. m = n: M̂ e (β̂, σ̂) = f(M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂), . . . , M̂ en (β̂, σ̂)) has void augmentation
by definition.
2. m < n: We have b = 0 by induction hypothesis. Furthermore, let v̂j ∈ ĈT
tj
with
void augmentation for m + 1 ≤ j ≤ n. By definition
f ′(v̂m+1, . . . , v̂n) = f(M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂), . . . , M̂ em (β̂, σ̂), v̂m+1, . . . , v̂n)
has void augmentation and hence M̂ e (β̂, σ̂) = (b, f ′) has void augmentation.
e = if e0 then e1 else e2: Trivial. q.e.d.
The major point in the definition of escaping is the property that values with non–void
augmentation cause the result to have non–void augmentation. Since we know from the
last lemma that the augmented semantics does not create non–void tags by itself, we can
be sure that this approach is reasonable.
Definition 3.11 (Escaping)
1. Let f̂ : ĈT
t1 × · · · × ĈTtn → ĈTt be a function and let v̂i ∈ ĈT
ti
( 1 ≤ i ≤ n ) be
values such that only v̂j has non–void augmentation. We define that parts of v̂j escape
from the application f̂(v̂1, . . . , v̂n) iff f̂(v̂1, . . . , v̂n) has non–void augmentation.
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2. Let e ∈ Et be an expression, β̂ ∈ Env(X, ĈT), σ̂ ∈ Env(DF, Ôps) be environments,
and x ∈ X be a variable such that β̂(y) has void augmentation iff x 6= y. We define
that parts of x escape from e under σ̂ iff M̂ e (β̂, σ̂) has non–void augmentation.
3. Let P be a program, e ∈ Et be an expression, and β̂ ∈ Env(X, ĈT) be an environment.
We define that parts of x escape from e iff parts of x escape from e under M̂ P .
Examples:
1. Consider the append program from the beginning of this chapter in conjunction with
the expression (append l1 l2). Furthermore, we define environments
• β̂s,x := [x/(1, Cons((0, 42), (1, Nil))] augmenting the spine of the list, i.e. the
constructors.
• β̂e,x := [x/(0, Cons((1, 42), (0, Nil))] augmenting the entry 42.
• β̂t,x := [x/(0, Cons((0, 42), (0, Nil))] augmenting nothing.
for all x ∈ X. We now can observe four significant situations:
(a) M̂ (append l1 l2) (β̂t,l1 ∪ β̂e,l2,M P )
= (0, Cons((0, 42), (0, Cons((1, 42), (0, Nil)))))
The entry of the second list escapes from the expression.
(b) M̂ (append l1 l2) (β̂t,l1 ∪ β̂s,l2,M P )
= (0, Cons((0, 42), (1, Cons((0, 42), (1, Nil)))))
The spine of the second list escapes.
(c) M̂ (append l1 l2) (β̂e,l1 ∪ β̂t,l2,M P )
= (0, Cons((1, 42), (0, Cons((0, 42), (0, Nil)))))
The entry of the first list escapes.
(d) M̂ (append l1 l2) (β̂s,l1 ∪ β̂t,l2,M P )
= (0, Cons((0, 42), (0, Cons((0, 42), (0, Nil)))))
This is a result with void augmentation, i.e. the spine of the first list does not
escape from the expression. This is because append copies the spine of the first
list.
2. As an example for higher–order escaping, we consider the filter program:
filter p [] = []
filter p (a:l) = if (p a) then (a:(filter p l)) else (filter p l)
Here, we want to investigate if p escapes1. Therefore, we consider the expression e =
filter p [1,2,3] and the environment β̂ := [p/(1, λ(x).
{
(0, true) if x = 2
(0, false) otherwise
)].
Evaluating e with this environment yields
M̂ e (β̂,M P ) = (0, Cons((0, 2), (0, Nil)))
1 In this case, it is already obvious from the type of filter ((a->Bool) -> [a] -> [a]) that its first
argument cannot escape.
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which has void augmentation.
3. A simple higher–order example where escaping occurs is apply, defined as apply f
x = (f x). We consider the expression e = apply f 0, where f is a variable of type
int, int→ int and the environment β̂ := [f/(1, f)]. Then we have
M̂ e (β̂,M P ) = (1, λ(ŷ).(f((0, 0), ŷ)))
which has a non–void augmentation.
4. Of course, escaping not only depends on the shape of the data structures, but also
on the content. Again, we consider the filter program, but now with expression
e = filter p l and the environments β̂false := [p/(0, λ(x).(0, false)), l/(1, Nil)]
and β̂true := [p/(0, λ(x).(0, true)), l/(1, Nil)] Evaluating e with these environments
yields the expected results
M̂ e (β̂false,M P ) = (0, Nil) M̂ e (β̂true,M P ) = (1, Nil)
The abstract interpretation presented in the next chapter approximates escaping by
analysing the shape of the data only. Therefore, the abstract interpretation fails to
find non–escaping in this case.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have formalised the notion of escaping. Since escaping cannot be ex-
pressed with the standard semantics M, we have introduced the semantics M̂, a conservative
extension of M. This semantics uses augmented domains to allow the formalisation of es-
caping. The augmented domains have been defined by tagging the standard domains with
binary values, such that zero tags are always created by the semantics M̂. Non–zero tags
can be used to identify values not created by M̂.
                
4. The Abstract Interpretation
All abstract interpretations essentially consist of two abstraction steps:
1. abstraction of domains
2. abstraction of terms
Since we have to guarantee the termination of the abstract interpretation, the domains we
choose must have finite ascending chains only. Therefore it is vital to find a way to handle
recursive data structures.
4.1 Abstract Domains
To obtain abstract domains from the concrete domains ĈT
t
we conceptually perform two
steps. The first step is to remove the basic values from the “leafs” of the term and to keep
only the structure and the escape tags. For the moment, we call these intermediate sets It.
In Figure 4.1 we demonstrate this step for t = ListOfInt. Like the original domains, the
elements of It have no bound and hence the sets It are infinite.
0,Cons
(0,17) 0,Cons
(1,42) 0,Cons
(0,2) 0,Nil
7→
0,Cons
0 0,Cons
1 0,Cons
0 0,Nil
Fig. 4.1: ĈT
ListOfInt
to IListOfInt
The second step on the way to the abstract domains is based on the observation that the
escape tags in i ∈ It can be grouped in levels corresponding to the structure of i. For
instance, integers are used to build lists of integers, which in turn are used to build lists
of lists of integers. In this case we have three levels: the escape tags of integer entries,
of constructors of integer lists, and of constructors of top–level lists. If It and hence CTt
has n levels, we define the corresponding abstract domains to be isomorphic to Bn. Each
component of the abstract value is obtained as the maximum of all entries of level i (see
Figure 4.2). The underlying abstraction is the assumption that all elements of the same
level behave in the same way wrt. escaping.1
1 There is an obvious simplification of the domains, which could be applied here. Instead of n we could
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0,Cons
0 0,Cons
1 0,Cons
0 0,Nil
7→ (0, 1)
Fig. 4.2: IListOfInt to AListOfInt
Our first attempt to define the abstract sets starts with setting Abs := B for all basic sorts
bs ∈ BS. We then can define the sets Acs for the constructed sorts as the least solution of
the equation system
Acs = B×
∏
c∈Ct1,...,tn→cs
∏
1≤i≤n
ti 6=cs
Ati ∀cs ∈ CS
The idea is as follows: For each constructor, we store a tuple of the abstract values for the
“non–recursive parameters”. In addition, we add one tag for the behaviour of the whole
structure and all of its recursive substructures.
To evaluate the first Cartesian product
∏
we need an order on all constructors of target
sort cs. The second product filters out all direct recursiveness since we want to combine all
constructors of cs in one level. If we apply this to our example, we can compute
AListOfInt = B×
∏
c∈{Nil→ListOfInt,Consint,ListOfInt→ListOfInt}
∏
1≤i≤n
ti 6=ListOfInt
Ati = B×Aint
= B2
Note that we assume that a product ranging over an empty index creates the neutral element
for subsequent products. Therefore, these parts do not contribute to the resulting domain.
E.g. the constructor Nil has no influence.
But there is a fatal error in this approach: It is possible that we have a constructed sort cs,
with |Acs| = ∞. A minimal example for this consists of the data definitions:
datatype T1 ::= C1 T2
datatype T2 ::= C2 T1
choose {0, . . . , n}, with a value k representing that levels k and above do not escape. This approach is
taken in [Hug92] and [PG92]. The underlying observation is that it is not possible to define a functional
program where a certain constructor c escapes and simultaneously a constructor d below c does not.
However, the drawback is that this approach works for list structures, but not for all data structures.
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which are valid definitions in Miranda or Haskell, and which can be expressed in our abstract
syntax by choosing CT2→T1 = {C1} and CT1→T2 = {C2}. The corresponding semantic
domains have exactly one element:
CTT1 = {C1(C2(C1(· · ·)))}
CTT2 = {C2(C1(C2(· · ·)))}
Accordingly, we get the abstract set equations:
AT1 = B×AT2
AT2 = B×AT1
which have the unique solution AT1 = AT2 = Bω, the set of all infinite sequences of booleans.
Of course, sets of this kind are not useful for abstract interpretation, because to guarantee
termination of the abstract interpretation we need sets with only finite ascending chains.
Therefore, we must enhance our notion. Our first attempt suffered from the different man-
agement of direct recursion and indirect recursion. In the above example, it would be
convenient to choose AT1 = AT2 = B1: One level for all occurrences of C1 and C2.
To consider a more intricate example, we use the following types:
datatype ITree ::= ILeaf int | INode int CTree CTree
datatype CTree ::= CLeaf char | CNode char ITree ITree
They define types of trees consisting of alternating layers of int resp. char entries. Obvi-
ously, we have five levels:
• Two levels for the int–entries in the constructors ILeaf and INode.
• Two for the char–entries in CLeaf and CNode.
• One level for all constructors2.
Hence, we have AITree = ACTree = B× (B2)2.
To formalise the notion of indirect recursion between constructed sorts, we introduce the
notion of dependence.
2 The indirect recursion, or, to be more precise, the fact that the constructed sorts need not form a proper
hierarchy is also the reason for the failure of the simplified approach sketched above. It implicitly
assumes that the abstract levels of the type can be ordered in a single chain, which is not always
possible. The three levels cannot be ordered linearly, since the levels for the int and for the char entries
are incomparable.
An extension of the simplified approach would be to choose a domain where several incomparable levels
0
1
2
2a 2b
are positioned as successors of a common predecessor. Since all incomparable levels can
be handled independently we have to add values for all combinations of escape of levels.
In our case, this would be the domain to the left where the ‘2’ represents a situation where
both char and int entries escape but not the constructors. These domains, however, have
lost the simplicity of a linear chain, so there is no advantage anymore.
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Definition 4.1 (Dependence)
Let cs1, cs2 ∈ CS. We say that cs1 depends on cs2 (cs1  cs2) iff there exists a constructor
c ∈ Ct1,...,ti−1,cs2,ti+1,...,tn→cs1. As usual, ? denotes the transitive and reflexive closure of
. If we have cs1? cs2 and cs2? cs1, then we say that cs1 and cs2 are mutually recursive
dependent. By definition, this is an equivalence relation, and we denote the equivalence
class of cs ∈ CS by
[cs] := {cs′ ∈ CS | cs′? cs and cs? cs′}
We extent the notion of equivalence to all sorts by defining [bs] := {bs} for all basic sorts.
Intuitively, constructed sorts are ordered in a dependence graph (CS,) such that the
equivalence classes are the strongly connected components. Switching to the factor graph
(CS/ ? , / ? ) obviously yields a hierarchy. Therefore, we can associate with each cs ∈ CS
a height in this hierarchy:
Definition 4.2 (Height h(cs))
Let cs ∈ CS be a constructed sort. The height of cs h(cs) ∈ N is defined as
h(cs) := 1 + max
cs′∈CS, [cs′] 6=[cs], cs cs′
h(cs′)
With these preparations, we can define the abstract domains:
Definition 4.3 (Abstract Domains)
For all t ∈ T(S) we define the abstract domain 〈At, t〉
1. Abs = B and ⊥bs := 0 bs 1 for all basic sort bs ∈ BS.
2. For all constructed sorts cs ∈ CS, we define Acs as the (unique) solution of the following
equations:
Acs := B×
∏
cs′∈[cs]
∏
c∈Ct1,...,tn→cs′
∏
[ti] 6=[cs]
Ati (∗)
Furthermore, we define cs component–wise.
3. At1,...,tn→t := 〈B, ≤〉× [〈At1 , t1〉×· · ·×〈Atn , tn〉 → 〈At, t〉] for all functional types
t1, . . . , tn → t ∈ T(S).
Remarks:
• The first component of each abstract value is the binary tag indicating escape wrt. the
corresponding level. The domain for a constructed sort cs is obtained by gluing the
domains of all non recursive (within [cs]) arguments of all constructors of a constructed
sort cs′ in the class [cs].
• In Chapter 2, we introduced F with the restriction, that constructors must have first–
order type. If we drop this restriction, the domains At would be not well–defined! For
instance, a definition like
datatype T ::= c (T -> T)
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would result in the abstract domain
AT = B× AT→T = B× (B× [AT → AT])
A solution to this equation would be an infinite domain, which is not useful as abstract
domain. See Chapter 8 for further details on this topic.
Lemma 4.1
The abstract domains 〈At, t〉 are well–defined for all t ∈ T(S).
Proof All we have to prove is that the equations (∗) have an unique solution for all
cs ∈ CS. Therefore, it suffices to prove that for all cs′ ∈ [cs] and c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs′ holds
that ti ∈ CS implies h(ti) < h(cs). With this result, the solution of (∗) can be computed
deterministically by induction on h(cs).
Let cs′, c, and ti fulfill the above conditions.
h(cs) = 1 + max
cs′′∈CS, [cs′′] 6=[cs], cs cs′′
h(cs′′)
> max
cs′′∈CS, [cs′′] 6=[cs], cs cs′′
h(cs′′)
≥ h(cs′′) ∀cs′′ ∈ CS, [cs′′] 6= [cs], cs  cs′′
≥ h(cs′′) ∀cs′′ ∈ CS, [cs′′] 6= [cs], ∃c ∈ Ct1,...,ti−1,cs′′,ti+1,...,tn→cs q.e.d.
Lemma 4.2
For all t ∈ T(S) exists nt ∈ N such that 〈At, t〉 ' 〈Bnt , ≤nt〉 ' 〈P({1, . . . , 2nt}), ⊆〉 where
≤nt is the “bitwise less or equal” defined as
≤n: Bn × Bn → B
(a1, . . . , an) ≤n (b1, . . . , bn) = a1 ≤ b1 ∧ . . . ∧ an ≤ bn
Proof Induction on t
t = bs ∈ BS: Choose nt = 1.
t = cs ∈ CS: For all cs ∈ CS, we can find ncs as the unique solution of the following
equations:
ncs = 1 +
∏
cs′∈[cs]
∏
c∈Ct1,...,tn→cs′
∏
[ti] 6=[cs]
nti (∗∗)
The proof that the equations (∗∗) have an unique solution is analogous to the proof
of Lemma 4.1.
t = t1, . . . , tm → t0: By induction hypothesis we have natural numbers n0, . . . , nm such that
〈Ati , ti〉 ' 〈Bnti , ≤nti 〉
Each function in [At1 × · · ·×Atm → At0 ] can be represented by its (finite) graph. Since
the domain is finite (2nt1+···+ntm elements), we can fix an enumeration of all elements
of the domain:
At1 × · · · × Atm = {e1, . . . , e2nt1+···+ntm }
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Now we can represent the graph as a 2nt1+···+ntm–tuple of function results:
(f(e1), . . . , f(e2nt1+···+ntm )) ∈ (At0)2
nt1
+···+ntm
In this representation, f1(a1, . . . , am) t f2(a1, . . . , am) for all ai ∈ Ati is equivalent to
(f1(e1), . . . , f1(e2nt1+···+ntm )) ≤2nt0 ·2nt1+···+ntm (f2(e1), . . . , f2(e2nt1+···+ntm ))
Obviously, we have nt = 1 + 2nt0+nt1+···+ntm , i.e.
〈At1,...,tm→t0 , t1,...,tm→t0〉 ' 〈B1+2nt0+nt1+···+ntm , ≤
1+2
nt0
+nt1
+···+ntm 〉 q.e.d.
In Section 4.5 we show how we can reduce the exponential factor in the representation of
function types to a linear factor. The underlying idea is instead of representing functions by
their full graph, we use only the function values for certain test arguments. This can occur,
because we can reconstruct the complete graph of functions created during the abstract
interpretation solely by their values for the test arguments. This modified representation
allows an efficient implementation of the abstract interpretation.
Corollary 4.1 (Properties of 〈At, t〉)
• 〈At, t〉 is finite
• 〈At, t〉 is a complete lattice 〈At; unionsqt, ut〉 such that unionsqt ' ∨nt and ut ' ∧nt.
Remarks:
• The finiteness guarantees termination of the abstract interpretation.
• The representation of unionsqt as “bitwise or” and ut as “bitwise and” is again an indication
that an implementation can be very efficient: Both operations are very cheap.
4.2 Interpretation of Selectors and Constructors
To formalise which parts of an abstract value are affected by a particular constructor (or
selector) of a particular type of an equivalence class [cs], we need arbitrary, but fixed order-
ings on all constructed types of class [cs] and on all constructors of a target type cs′ ∈ [cs].
More formally, we assume that for all cs ∈ CS
1. [cs] = {cs1, . . . , csncs}
2. Ccs = {c1, . . . , cmcs}
Implicitly, we have already used these orderings in the definition of Acs.
Definition 4.4 (Recursive/Non–recursive Arguments)
Let c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs be a constructor. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n
• ti is called a recursive argument of c iff [ti] = [cs]
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• ti is called a non–recursive argument of c iff [ti] 6= [cs]
Without loss of generality, we assume that all constructors have their recursive arguments
after their non–recursive arguments, i.e. for all c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs exists 1 ≤ rc ≤ n + 1 such
that
ti /∈ [cs] for 1 ≤ i < rc and tj ∈ [cs] for rc ≤ j ≤ n + 1
Of course, this is no real restriction, because we can always reorder argument sequences.
However, without this restriction the formalisation would become more difficult, because
the abstract interpretation of selectors and constructors handles recursive and non–recursive
arguments differently [Moh95a, Moh95b].
Examples:
1. For the list constructors, we have rNil = 1 and rCons = 2.
2. For the CTree/ITree constructors, we have rILeaf = rCLeaf = 1 and rINode = rCNode = 2.
With this assumption, we can reformulate equations (∗) in Definition 4.3:
Corollary 4.2 (Alternative Characterisation of Acs)
Acs = B×
∏
cs′∈[cs]
∏
c∈Ct1,...,tn→cs′
rc−1∏
i=1
Ati
Definition 4.5 (Escape Semantics of Constructors)
Let c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs be a constructor such that cs has index l in the order of the sorts and c
has index m in the order of constructors. The escape semantics of c is defined as
E : Ct1,...,tn→cs → At1,...,tn→cs
E c := (0, λ(a1, . . . , an).(0,⊥<l, (⊥l,<m, (a1, . . . , arc−1),⊥l,>m),⊥>l) unionsq
n⊔
i=rc
ai)
where ⊥<l is the least element in
l−1∏
k=1
∏
c∈Ct1,...,tn→csk
rc−1∏
i=1
Ati ,
⊥>l is the least element in
ncs∏
k=l+1
∏
c∈Ct1,...,tn→csk
rc−1∏
i=1
Ati ,
⊥l,<m is the least element in
m−1∏
j=1
rcj−1∏
i=1
Ati for cj ∈ Ct1,...,tn→csl
⊥l,>m is the least element in
mcsl∏
j=m+1
rcj−1∏
i=1
Ati for cj ∈ Ct1,...,tn→csl.
Firstly, a new value is created by placing non–recursive arguments into a vector filled with
0. Secondly, the information of arguments which belong to the same equivalence class,
contained in the remaining arguments, are taken into account by building the maximum.
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Examples:
1. For the list constructors, we have AListOfInt = B2. The escape semantics of the
constructors are tuples consisting of an escape tag and the actual abstract function:
E Nil = (E Nil 1,E Nil 2) and E Cons = (E Cons 1,E Cons 2). The escape tags
are zero and the functional components are:
(E Nil )2 : AListOfInt (E Cons )2 : Aint × AListOfInt → AListOfInt
(E Nil )2 = (0, 0) (E Cons )2(a, l) = (0, a) unionsq l
2. For the CTree/ITree constructors, we have AITree = ACTree = B× (B4). We choose to
have the first half of the second component for the int layers and the second half for
the char layers. The abstract functions for the constructors are:
(E ILeaf )2 : Aint → AITree (E INode )2 : Aint × AITree × AITree → AITree
(E ILeaf )2(a) = (0, (a, 0, 0, 0)) (E INode )2(a, t1, t2) = (0, (0, a, 0, 0)) unionsq t1 unionsq t2
(E CLeaf )2 : Achar → ACTree (E CNode )2 : Achar × ACTree × ACTree → ACTree
(E CLeaf )2(a) = (0, (0, 0, a, 0)) (E CNode )2(a, t1, t2) = (0, (0, 0, 0, a)) unionsq t1 unionsq t2
Definition 4.6 (Escape Semantics of Selectors)
Let c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs be a constructor such that cs has index l in the order of the sorts and
c has index m in the order of constructors. The escape semantics of selk−c (1 ≤ k ≤ n) is
defined as
E : CSelcs→t → Acs→t
E selk−c := (0, λ(a).
{
((((a)2)l)m)k if k < rc
a otherwise
)
Remarks:
• To be consistent with the abstract domains, an additional tag is added to the actual
function.
• If tk is a recursive argument, the functional component of a selector is the identity.
This corresponds to the pruning of recursion in the abstract domains. Moreover,
computation of the abstract value becomes very efficient, especially for structurally
recursive functions. We discuss this topic in greater detail in Section 4.5.
• For non–recursive arguments, the selector function actually selects the part of its
argument which corresponds to the component k. This is done in four stages (see
Figure 4.3)
1. removal of the escape tag of the argument
2. selection of the value corresponding to the sort cs′ in [cs]
3. selection of the value corresponding to the constructor c of result sort cs′
4. selection of the value corresponding to the component k
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a = ((a)1, (a)2) ∈ B×
∏
cs′∈[cs]
∏
c∈Ct1,...,tn→cs′
rc−1∏
i=1
Ati
(a)2 = (((a)2)1, . . . , ((a)2)l, . . . , ((a)2)|[cs]|) ∈
∏
cs′∈[cs]
∏
c∈Ct1,...,tn→cs′
rc−1∏
i=1
Ati
((a)2)l = ((((a)2)l)1, . . . , (((a)2)l)m, . . . , (((a)2)l)|Ccs′ |) ∈
∏
c∈Ct1,...,tn→cs′
rc−1∏
i=1
Ati
(((a)2)l)m = (((((a)2)l)m)1, . . . , ((((a)2)l)m)k, . . . , ((((a)2)l)m)n) ∈
rc−1∏
i=1
Ati
((((a)2)l)m)k ∈ Atk
Fig. 4.3: The Four Stages of Non–Recursive Selection
Examples:
1. For the list constructors, we have the abstract functions
(E sel1−Cons )2 : AListOfInt → Aint (E sel2−Cons )2 : AListOfInt → AListOfInt
(E sel1−Cons )2((x, y)) = y (E sel2−Cons )2((x, y)) = (x, y)
The selection of the head of the list is (E sel1−Cons )2, which extracts the information
for all entries from the abstract value of the list. Note that (E sel1−Cons )2 is not
the projection of the first component of its argument. The tail of the list is assumed
to have the same escape behaviour as the whole list, and therefore (E sel2−Cons )2
is the identity function.
2. For the non–recursive selectors associated with the ITree constructors, we have
(E sel1−ILeaf )2 : AITree → Aint
(E sel1−ILeaf )2(a1, (a2, a3, a4, a5)) = a2
(E sel1−INode )2 : AITree → Aint
(E sel1−INode )2(a1, (a2, a3, a4, a5)) = a3
and for the CTree constructors
(E sel1−CLeaf )2 : ACTree → Achar
(E sel1−CLeaf )2(a1, (a2, a3, a4, a5)) = a4
(E sel1−CNode )2 : ACTree → Achar
(E sel1−CNode )2(a1, (a2, a3, a4, a5)) = a5
The next corollary shows that the abstract interpretation of constructors and selectors
behave like their concrete counterparts.
Corollary 4.3
Let c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs be a constructor, 1 ≤ k ≤ n an index, and ai ∈ Ati (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
1. If k < rc is the index of a non–recursive argument then
(E selk−c )2((E c )2(a1, . . . , an)) = ak
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2. If k >= rc is the index of a recursive argument then
(E selk−c )2((E c )2(a1, . . . , an)) = (E c )2(a1, . . . , an)
Note that the escape semantics of both constructors and selector has the property that
non–zero entries in the result can only be originated from non–zero entries in arguments.
4.3 Interpretation of (Partial) Applications
An abstract value for a functional type is a tuple of an abstract function and an escape
tag. Partial applications of functions again have functional type. Therefore, the result is
again a tuple of tag and function. Full application of functions is simply done by dropping
the escape tag, and applying the functional component. We define families of auxiliary
functions which model this behaviour:
Definition 4.7 (papply, apply)
The family papply = 〈papplyt1,...,tn→tm | n ∈ N0, 1 ≤ m < n, t1, . . . , tn, t ∈ T(S))〉 is defined
as
papplyt1,...,tn→tm : A
t1,...,tn→t × At1 × · · · × Atm → Atm+1,...,tn→t
papplyt1,...,tn→tm ((i, f), a1, . . . , am) = (i, λ(am+1, . . . , an).f(a1, . . . , an))
Here m is the number of arguments given.
The family apply = 〈applyt1,...,tn→t | n ∈ N0, t1, . . . , tn, t ∈ T(S)〉 is defined as
applyt1,...,tn→t : At1,...,tn→t × At1 × · · · × Atn → At
applyt1,...,tn→t((i, f), a1, . . . , an) = f(a1, . . . , an)
4.4 The Complete Abstract Interpretation
We are in the position to complete the escape semantics. We start by defining the abstract
meaning of basic function.
Definition 4.8 (Escape Semantics of Basic Functions)
Let f ∈ BF bs1,...,bsn→bs be a basic function. The escape semantics of f is defined as
E : BF bs1,...,bsn→bs → Abs1,...,bsn→bs
E f := ⊥bs1,...,bsn→bs
This is reasonable, because basic functions do not create non–zero escape tags in the aug-
mented semantics. Operationally, we can be sure that the result of a basic function is always
represented in a newly created heap cell, and, furthermore, basic functions are not created
at run-time.
Analogously, we define the abstract meaning of the constructor test functions.
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Definition 4.9 (Escape Semantics of Constructor Tests)
Let c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs be a constructor. The escape semantics of is−c is defined as
E : CTestcs→bool → Acs→bool
E is−c := ⊥cs→bool
In analogy to Ops and Ôps , we define the family of escape operations.
Definition 4.10 (Escape Operations)
The family of escape operations is defined as AOps := 〈AOpst1,...,tn→t | t1, . . . , tn → t ∈
T(S)〉, where AOpst1,...,tn→t is defined as AOpst1,...,tn→t := At1,...,tn→t.
Definition 4.11 (Escape Expression Semantics E)
Let e ∈ Et be an expression, χ ∈ Env(X,A) be an environment for variables, and ϕ ∈
Env(DF,AOps) be an environment for defined functions. The escape semantics of e under
χ and ϕ (E e (χ,ϕ) ∈ At) is inductively defined:
• E x (χ,ϕ) := χ(x) for x ∈ Xt
• E F (χ,ϕ) := ϕ(F ) for F ∈ DF t
• E f (χ,ϕ) := E f for f ∈ Ωt
• E (e0 e1 . . . em) (χ,ϕ) :={
applyt1,...,tn→t0(E e0 (χ,ϕ),E e1 (χ,ϕ), . . . ,E em (χ,ϕ)) if m = n
papplyt1,...,tn→t0m (E e0 (χ,ϕ),E e1 (χ,ϕ), . . . ,E em (χ,ϕ)) if 1 ≤ n < m
for e0 ∈ Et1,...,tn→t0 and ei ∈ Eti (1 ≤ i ≤ m)
• E if e0 then e1 else e2 (χ,ϕ) := E e1 (χ,ϕ) unionsqt E e2 (χ,ϕ) for e0 ∈ Ebool and
e1, e2 ∈ Et
Remarks:
• f ∈ Ω handles basic functions (Definition 4.8), constructors (Definition 4.5), selectors
(Definition 4.6), and constructor tests (Definition 4.9).
• In a conditional expression ‘if e0 then e1 else e2’ the condition e0 does not contrib-
ute to the result, because nothing can escape from there.
Example: For the right hand side
e = if (is−Nil l) then l’
else (Cons (sel1−Cons l) (append (sel2−Cons l) l’))
of the append definition, a variable environment χ = [l/(a1, a2), l’/(a′1, a′2)], and any en-
vironment ϕ for defined functions, we get
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E e (χ,ϕ) = E l’ (χ,ϕ) unionsqListOfInt E (Cons . . .) (χ,ϕ)
= χ(l’) unionsqListOfInt (0,E (sel1−Cons l) (χ,ϕ))
unionsqListOfInt E (append (sel2−Cons l) l’) (χ,ϕ)
= (a′1, a′2) unionsqListOfInt (0, χ(l)2)
unionsqListOfInt ϕ(append)2(E (sel2−Cons l) (χ,ϕ),E l’ (χ,ϕ))
= (a′1, a
′
2) unionsqListOfInt (0, a2) unionsqListOfInt ϕ(append)2(χ(l), χ(l’))
= (a′1, a
′
2 unionsqint a2) unionsqListOfInt ϕ(append)2((a1, a2), (a′1, a′2))
Definition 4.12 (Escape Program Semantics E)
Given a program P = (Fj(xj1, . . . , xjnj) := ej | 1 ≤ j ≤ p) with Fj ∈ DF tj1,...,tjnj→tj ,
xji ∈ Xtji , and ej ∈ Etj with variables {xj1, . . . , xjnj} for 1 ≤ j ≤ p, the escape semantics
of P is an environment E P ∈ Env(DF,A) defined as
E P := [F1/(0, fix(Φ ,P )1), . . . , Fp/(0, fix(Φ ,P )p)]
Here, fix(Φ ,P ) is the least fixpoint of the transformation Φ ,P : FS ,P → FS ,P on the
function space
FS ,P :=
p∏
j=1
[
Atj1 × · · · × Atjnj → Atj
]
The transformation is defined as
Φ ,P (g1, . . . , gn) :=
λ(v11, . . . , v1n1).E e1 ([x11/v11, . . . , x1n1/v1n1 ], ϕ)...
λ(vp1, . . . , vpnp).E ep ([xp1/vp1, . . . , xpnp/vpnp ], ϕ)

where ϕ := [F1/(0, g1), . . . , Fp/(0, gp)]
Because the semantic domains are finite cpo’s and the expression semantics defines mono-
tonic functions, the fixpoint theorem of Knaster and Tarski (Theorem A.1) guarantees that
fix(Φ ,P ) exists and can be represented in the following way:
fix(Φ ,P ) =
⊔
{Φi ,P (⊥FS ,P ) | i ∈ N}
Hence, E P is well–defined.
Furthermore, because the semantics domains have only finite ascending chains, we know
that the least fixpoint can effectively be computed:
fix(Φ ,P ) = Φl ,P (⊥t1,1,...,t1,n1→t1 , . . . ,⊥tp,1,...,tp,np→tp)
where l is determined by the maximal chain lengths of all abstract domains involved.
Example: For the append program Pappend, we have the following transformation
Φ ,Pappend(g) = λ((a1, a2), (a
′
1, a
′
2)).E if ... ([l/(a1, a2), l’/(a
′
1, a
′
2)], [append/g])
= (a′1, a
′
2 unionsqint a2) unionsqListOfInt g2((a1, a2), (a′1, a′2))
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Successive application of Φ ,Pappend on the least element ⊥= λ(x, y).⊥ListOfInt of the associ-
ated function space FS ,Pappend = A
ListOfInt,ListOfInt→ListOfInt yields the sequence summar-
ised in Table 4.1. The values in the three columns entitled (ΦP )
i
2 contain the values of the
functional component of (ΦP )
i applied to the argument vector ((a1, a2), (a′1, a′2)).
The lines marked with a star are for the test arguments, i.e. those which have exactly one
non–zero entry. These lines give us information about whether one level of one argument
escapes. We can see that the analysis infers that only the first level of the first argument
does not escape (line ∗4).
(a1, a2) (a′1, a
′
2) (ΦP )
0
2 (ΦP )
1
2 (ΦP )
2
2
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)
(0,0) (0,1) (0,0) (0,1) (0,1) ∗1
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (1,0) (1,0) ∗2
(0,0) (1,1) (0,0) (1,1) (1,1)
(0,1) (0,0) (0,0) (0,1) (0,1) ∗3
(0,1) (0,1) (0,0) (0,1) (0,1)
(0,1) (1,0) (0,0) (1,1) (1,1)
(0,1) (1,1) (0,0) (1,1) (1,1)
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) ∗4
(1,0) (0,1) (0,0) (0,1) (0,1)
(1,0) (1,0) (0,0) (1,0) (1,0)
(1,0) (1,1) (0,0) (1,1) (1,1)
(1,1) (0,0) (0,0) (0,1) (0,1)
(1,1) (0,1) (0,0) (0,1) (0,1)
(1,1) (1,0) (0,0) (1,1) (1,1)
(1,1) (1,1) (0,0) (1,1) (1,1)
Tab. 4.1: Fixpoint Computation for append
Because we are only interested in the values for the four test arguments, it would be reas-
onable to compute only those. In the next section, we show that it is indeed possible to do
this reduction.
4.5 Efficient Computation of E
Higher-order abstract interpretation is often considered inefficient, since functional types
t1, . . . , tn → t are represented by the set of all monotonic functions from At1×· · ·×Atn to At.
Therefore, the straightforward representation of abstract values of this type needs a table
of |At1 | · . . . · |Atn | elements. Consequently, the worst case complexity for the computation
of the fixpoint is quadratic in the number of function definitions, but exponential in the
maximal number of arguments.
By using a test argument approach, we are able to reduce the representation to a tables
of |At1 | + · · · + |Atn | elements and to decrease the number of evaluations necessary for the
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computation of the abstract functions dramatically. Following this approach, the worst case
complexity for arbitrary programs is quadratic in both the number of function definitions
and maximal number of arguments.
Furthermore, we show that the computation of the fixpoint can be done almost in linear
time for realistic programs.
These results are already contained in [Moh95a, Moh95b]. Here, we develop the results
using a general theory of complexity of fixpoint computations which is due to Nielson &
Nielson [NN92a, NN92b, NN92c].
4.5.1 The Size of a Program
To discuss complexity, we need units of measure for the size of a program. Unlike [Deu97],
where the complexity of the escape analysis by Goldberg & Park is studied [GP90, PG92],
we consider the “size of the textual representation” to be too coarse to allow precise bounds.
In the rest of the section we use the following units as characteristics of a given program
P = (E1 . . . Ep) with equations Ei = Fi(xi,1, . . . , xi,ni) = ei:
Number of function definitions: p
Number of possible argument combinations: We approximate this by the term sn, where
• n := max{ni | 1 ≤ i ≤ p} is the maximal number of arguments.
• s is the size of the largest abstract domain for all types.
Chain lengths of the abstract domains of the result types: This unit is approximated by the
maximal chain length d of all abstract domains.
Size of the right hand sides: Since functional programs tend to grow more in “length” than
in “width”, we consider this as a constant. Moreover, the complexity of a right hand
side is mainly determined by the types involved, and hence we assume this factor to
be captured by the other units of measure.
In summary, we have the following four numbers:
p : #definitions s: max. size of abst. dom.
n: max. #args d: max. chain length in abst. dom.
For our analysis, the abstract domains are isomorphic to bit vectors and hence we have the
relation: s = 2d.
4.5.2 The Na¨ıve Fixpoint Computation
The na¨ıve approach is the direct implementation of the Fixpoint Theorem by Knaster and
Tarski, i.e. it uses the representation
fix(Φ) =
⊔
n∈
Φn(⊥)
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Here all functions are recomputed for all argument combinations until stability. For one
function, the number of argument combinations is bound by sn. Hence, this approach
requires the computation of
#eval/iter = p · sn
values in every iteration. The worst case wrt. to the number of iterations occurs, if in every
iteration only a single value changes. The maximum number of changes (until the maximal
values in the appropriate domains are reached) is determined by the maximal chain lengths
of the result types. Therefore, an upper bound for the number of iterations is
#iter = p · sn · d
This implies a total of
#eval = p2 · s2n · d
function evaluations. Hence, the complexity of the na¨ıve approach is quadratic in the number
of functions, but exponential in the number of arguments. Note that this is completely
independent of the nature of the abstract interpretation.
4.5.3 Additivity of E
The crucial point for the reduction of complexity is that E is additive. This property allows
the representation of functions without storing their complete graph.
Definition 4.13 (Additive Function)
Let 〈A; unionsq, u〉, 〈A′; unionsq′, u′〉 be complete lattices. A function f : A → B is additive iff for all
a1, a2 ∈ A holds
f(a1 unionsq a2) = f(a1) unionsq′ f(a2)
Theorem 4.1 (E is Additive)
For all programs P and functions F ∈ DF t1,...,tn→t holds that ((E P )(F ))2 is additive, i.e.
for all ai, a′i ∈ Ati (1 ≤ i ≤ n) holds:
((E P )(F ))2((a1, . . . , an) unionsqt1×···×tn (a′1, . . . , a′n))
= ((E P )(F ))2(a1, . . . , an) unionsqt ((E P )(F ))2(a′1, . . . , a′n)
where unionsqt1×···×tn ⊆ (At1 × · · · × Atn)2 is defined componentwise.
Proof It is obvious from Definitions 4.5, 4.6, 4.8 and 4.9 that intrinsic functions are
additive. By induction, we can prove the same for expressions of functional type, if all
entries in the function environment are also additive. Since additivity is a continuous
property, we then have the result for the fixpoint. q.e.d.
However, we do not have completely additive functions, i.e. E P (F ) does not need to be
strict. Consider the program P with the function definition F x y = x. If we consider the
partial application (F z), we have E (F z) (χ,E P ) = λx.χ(z). If χ(z) 6= ⊥ then this
result is not a strict function.
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The next step is to find an appropriate set of abstract elements, such that every element is
representable by these.
Definition 4.14 (Join–Irreducible Elements)
Let 〈A; unionsq, u〉 be a complete lattice. An element a ∈ A is join–irreducible iff for all a1, a2 ∈ A
a = a1 unionsq a2 implies that a = a1 or a = a2.
It is easy to see that every element a of a complete lattice can be represented by the least
upper bound of a set of join–irreducible elements L, i.e. we have a =
⊔
L. Hence, given an
additive function f : A → B, we have f(a) = f(⊔ L) = ⊔ f(L) and therefore it is sufficient
to know the values of f for the join–irreducible elements of A.
Note that the least element ⊥ of a lattice is always join–irreducible. In contrast to the
work by Nielson & Nielson, we cannot ignore this element, since we do not have completely
additive functions. The other join–irreducible elements of At are essentially those which
contain only one non–zero bit.
Examples:
1. For a function f : AListOfInt → At we need |AListOfInt| = 22 = 4 elements of At to
represent the graph. The three join–irreducible elements of AListOfInt are
{(1, 0), (0, 1), (0, 0)}
Hence, we can represent the graph by using only the three values of f at those posi-
tions. In the corresponding Hasse–diagrams, we can see that the test values are the
lowest strata plus the bottom element in the diagram (Figure 4.4(a)).
2. We consider the type of nested lists of integers:
ListOfList ::= LNil | LCons ListOfInt ListOfList
For a function f : AListOfList → At we need four elements instead of eight (see Fig-
ure 4.4(b)).
3. A higher–order function f : Aint→int → At has the following test arguments:{(
0,
0 7→ 1
1 7→ 0
)
,
(
0,
0 7→ 0
1 7→ 1
)
,
(
1,
0 7→ 0
1 7→ 0
)
,
(
0,
0 7→ 0
1 7→ 0
)}
In a strict sense, we do not need the elements set in italic in Figure 4.4(c) since
these functions are not additive. We could use the test argument (0, 07→117→1) instead of
(0, 07→117→0).
By using the set of join–irreducible elements as test arguments, we observe a significant
reduction of complexity: Instead of computing the values of functions for all inputs, we
compute only the values for test arguments. The next result uses that At is also a distributive
lattice, which allows us to approximate the number of join–irreducible elements by the
maximal chain length.
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(1, 1)
(0, 1)
(0, 0)
(1, 0)
(a) AListOfInt
(1, (1, 1))
(1, (0, 1)) (0, (1, 1))
(0, (0, 1)) (1, (0, 0))
(0, (0, 0))
(0, (1, 0))
(1, (1, 0))
(b) AListOfList
(1, 07→117→1)
(1 , 0 7→11 7→0 ) (0,
07→1
17→1)
(0 , 0 7→11 7→0 ) (1,
07→0
17→0)
(0, 07→017→0)
(0, 07→017→1)
(1, 07→017→1)
(c) Aint→int
Fig. 4.4: Hasse Diagrams of Abstract Domains
Lemma 4.3
Let d be the maximal chain length in At. For the number J of join–irreducible elements of
At holds: J ≤ d + 1.
Proof [Gra¨71, p. 73] q.e.d.
This allows us to make new approximations. The number of arguments to consider for each
function is now bound by n ·(d+1). Since we only need to evaluate the functions for the test
arguments in each iteration, the number of evaluations is linear in the number of arguments:
#eval/iter = p · n · (d + 1)
Also the number of iterations reduces, because less changes can occur:
#iter = p · n · (d + 1)2
This implies a total of
#eval = p2 · n2 · (d + 1)3
function evaluations. Now the complexity is quadratic both in the number of functions and
in the number of arguments.
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4.5.4 Structurally Recursive Functions
Realistic programs, however, seldom reach this worst case, since the function definitions are
not that enigmatic. Especially structurally recursive functions, like the append function,
are interesting. Looking at the corresponding transformation, we can observe that the value
of E append for an argument (a1, a2) in the i + 1-th iteration depends only on the value
for (a1, a2) in the i-th iteration and not on the value for any other argument.
E append (a1, a2)
= E Nil unionsq E Cons (sel1−Cons(a1),E append (sel2−Cons(a1), a2))
= E Cons (sel1−Cons(a1),E append (a1, a2))
= (0, sel1−Cons(a1)) unionsq E append (a1, a2)
The reason is that the abstract interpretation of E sel2−Cons is the identity function,
corresponding to the axiom that all constructors of the same level behave in the same way.
Functions which are defined via structural recursion always have this property.
The effect on the complexity of the computation is enormous. Because the value for each
argument is independent from the other values, the computation of the fixpoint is stable
after at most d steps. For a program where all definitions have this form, the overall number
of function evaluations drops to
#eval = p · n · (d + 1)3
which is linear both wrt. the number of definitions and arguments.
We can also exploit this property for programs P where not all definitions have this form.
There we can decompose P into Psr and Pnsr such that Psr contains only structurally
recursive definitions. By using chaotic fixpoint computation [CC77, VWL94] we can find
the fixpoint for the structural recursive part Psr first, and then compute the rest.
4.6 Summary
We have presented the escape semantics E of the language F, an abstract interpretation
which allows us to approximate the escape behaviour of programs. The design criteria
for the abstraction were based on (1) the removal of concrete values from data structures,
and (2) the compression of unbounded or infinite values to finite abstract values. The
basic concept of the compression was the assumption that all constructors of the same level
behave in the same way. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the design of the abstract
interpretation results in quadratic complexity for the computation of the information.
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In this chapter we show that the abstract interpretation E provides safe approximations
of the escape behaviour of programs. Safeness in this context means that if E judges that
no escape occurs then we can be sure that this is true. On the other hand, if the result
of E indicates that something escapes then there may be no escape. Hence, E gives us
a correct, but not complete approximation of escape behaviour. But since escaping is a
non–trivial semantic property, it is in general not possible to define a (decidable) abstract
interpretation, which is both correct and complete.
Comparing this situation with that in strictness analysis [Myc80, BHA86a], we see that the
terminology is not consistent. While strictness analysis is a safe approximation of strictness,
escape analysis is a save approximation of non–escaping.
5.1 Relating Abstract and Concrete Domains
We need some means to relate the abstract domains At and the concrete domains ĈT
t
. The
first rigorous framework for this task was developed in [CC77]. There, the correspondence
between a concrete domain DC and an abstract domain DA is established through a Galois
connection (Abs,Conc), i.e. an adjoined pair of abstraction and concretisation functions with
the properties:
Abs : DC → DA Conc : DA → DC
Abs ◦ Conc = id Conc ◦ Abs ≥ id
Intuitively, the properties ensure that concretisation does not loose information, whereas ab-
straction may loose information by increasing the concrete value. An abstract interpretation
is safe wrt. a concrete interpretation in this framework iff the following diagram holds:
a1 a2
v1
≤
v2
abstract computation
Abs
concrete computation
Conc
Unfortunately, we cannot use this approach directly, because it is not possible to define
a function Conc : A → ĈT with the above properties. Clearly, many augmented values
relate to a single abstract value, e.g. (1, 0) ∈ AListOfInt represents all list where at least one
constructor is tagged with ’1’. This problem did not occur in [CC77] because they used a
collecting semantics, i.e. one concrete value represented all computations.
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However, we can use the modified approach described in [AH87b, BHA86a, BHA86b] where
we only need an abstraction function. An abstract interpretation is safe wrt. a concrete
interpretation in this framework iff the following diagram holds:
a1 a2≤
v1 v2
abstract computation
α
concrete computation
α
This approach is equivalent to the approach of [CC77] if we move to a collecting semantics
and define
Abs : P(ĈT) → P(A) Conc : P(A) → P(ĈT)
Abs(V̂ ) := α(V̂ ) Conc(A) := α−1(A)
Definition 5.1 (Abstraction Function α)
1. The abstraction function α : ĈT → A is defined as:
(a) α((b, v)) = b for all (b, v) ∈ ĈTbs, bs ∈ BS
(b) α(v̂) =
⊔cs{αp(p) | p ∈ v̂} for all v̂ ∈ ĈTcs, cs ∈ CS
where αp : P̂T
cs → Acs is defined as
i. αp((b,⊥cs)) := (b, (0, . . . , 0)) ∈ Acs
ii. c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs, b ∈ B, and for 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
{
wi ∈ P̂T
ti
, αi = αp if ti ∈ CS
wi ∈ ĈT
ti
, αi = α if ti /∈ CS
αp((b, c(w1, . . . , wn))) := (b, (0, . . . , 0)) unionsqcs E c (α1(w1), . . . , αn(wn))
(c) α((b, f)) := (b, α(f)) where
α(f) = λ(a1, . . . , an).
⊔t{α(f(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)) | v̂i ∈ ĈTti , α(v̂i) ti ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
for all (b, f) ∈ ĈTt1,...,tn→t, t1, . . . , tn → t ∈ T(S)
2. The abstraction function for environments α : Env(X, ĈT) → Env(X,A) is defined
componentwise: (α(β̂))(x) := α(β̂(a)) for all x ∈ X.
Remarks:
• α essentially removes the concrete values and keeps the escape tags.
• For data structures, we use E c to remove recursion.
• For functions, we compute the worst case behaviour since escaping in the augmen-
ted domain may depend on the actual parameters. Monotonicity implies that the
condition α(v̂i) ti ai can be replaced by α(v̂i) = ai if we prove that α is surjective.
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Example: Consider the augmented values for lists over integers [n1, . . . , nm] which can be
pictured in the following way
(bs,1, Cons)
(be,1, n1) (bs,2, Cons)
(be,2, n2) (bs,m, Cons)
(be,m, nm) (bs,m+1, Nil)
Abstracting such a value yields
α((bs,1, Cons((be,1, n1), . . . Cons((be,m, nm), (bs,m, Nil)))))
= (bs,1 ∨ · · · ∨ bs,m, be,1 ∨ · · · ∨ be,m)
Lemma 5.1 (Properties of α)
α is surjective: α(ĈT) = A.
α is monotonic: α(v̂1) t α(v̂2) for all v̂1, v̂2 ∈ ĈT
t
with v̂1 ≤̂t v̂2.
α is distributive: α(f(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)) t (α(f))(α(v̂1), . . . , α(v̂n)) for all (b, f) ∈ ĈT
t1,...,tn→t
,
v̂i ∈ ĈT
ti
, and 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
5.2 Denotational Safeness
The abstraction function α is the key for the notion of safeness used in this chapter.
Definition 5.2 (Safe Approximation)
Let a ∈ At be an abstract value and v̂ ∈ ĈTt be an augmented value. If α(v̂) t a then we
say that a is a safe approximation of v̂.
Our next aim is to show that a program’s escape semantics is a safe approximation of its
augmented semantics. Corresponding to the structure of programs and expressions, we start
with intrinsic function.
Lemma 5.2
For all intrinsics f ∈ Ωt1,...,tn→t holds that E f is a safe approximation of M̂ f .
Proof We distinguish four cases:
1. f = bf ∈ BF
α(M̂ bf ) = α(⊕(M bf ))
= (0, λ(a).
⊔t0{α(⊕(M bf (	(v̂)))) | v̂i ∈ ĈTti , α(v̂i) ti ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n})
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= (0, λ(a).
⊔t0{α((0,M bf ](	(v̂)))) | v̂i ∈ ĈTti , α(v̂i) ti ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n})
= (0, λ(a).
⊔t0{0 | v̂i ∈ ĈTti , α(v̂i) ti ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n})
= (0, λ(a).0)
= ⊥t1,...,tn→t
= E bf
2. f = c ∈ C
α(M̂ c ) = (0, λ(a1, . . . , an)(0,⊥1, . . . ,⊥l−1,
(⊥l,1, . . . ,⊥l,m−1, (a1, . . . , arc−1),⊥l,m+1, . . . ,⊥l,mcsl )
⊥l+1, . . . ,⊥ncs) unionsq
⊔n
i=rc
ai)
= E c
3. f = selj−c ∈ CSel
Let c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs such that cs has index l in the order of the sorts and c has index
m in the order of constructors.
α(M̂ selj−c )
= α((0, λ(v̂).
{
v̂j if v̂ = (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂m)) and 1 ≤ j ≤ m
⊥̂tj otherwise ))
= (0, λ(a).
⊔tj{α({ v̂j v̂ = (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂m)), 1 ≤ j ≤ m⊥̂tj otherwise ) | v̂ ∈ ĈTcs, α(v̂) cs a})
(∗)
t (0, λ(a).
{
((((a)2)l)m)k if k < rc
a otherwise
)
= E selj−c
To verify (∗) we can assume that 1 ≤ j ≤ m, because α(⊥̂tj ) = ⊥tj . What remains to
be shown is that⊔tj{α(v̂j) | v̂ ∈ ĈTcs, α(v̂) cs a, v̂ = (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂m))}
tj
{
((((a)2)l)m)k if k < rc
a otherwise
It suffices to prove this is true for each element of the chain, i.e. let v̂ ∈ ĈTcs with
α(v̂) cs a and v̂ = (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂m)).
α(v̂) =
⊔cs{αp(p) | p ∈ v̂}
=
⊔cs{(b, (0, . . . , 0)) unionsqcs E c (α1(w1), . . . , αn(wn)) | (b, c(w1, . . . , wn)) ∈ v̂}
= (b, (0, . . . , 0)) unionsqcs
⊔cs{E c (α1(w1), . . . , αn(wn)) | (b, c(w1, . . . , wn)) ∈ v̂}
Let (b, c(w1, . . . , wn)) ∈ v̂:
E c (α1(w1), . . . , αn(wn))
= (0,⊥<l, (⊥l,<m, (α1(w1), . . . , αrc−1(wrc−1)),⊥l,>m),⊥>l) unionsq
n⊔
i=rc
αi(wi)
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Hence, we have with the abbreviation
⊔cs
∈v . =
⊔cs{. | (b, c(w1, . . . , wn)) ∈ v̂}
α(v̂) = (b,⊥<l, (⊥l,<m, (
⊔cs
∈v α1(w1), . . . ,
⊔cs
∈v αrc−1(wrc−1)),⊥l,>m),⊥>l)
unionsq
⊔cs
∈v
n⊔
i=rc
αi(wi)
tj a
We distinguish two cases:
(a) If k < rc then we have α(v̂j) tj
⊔cs
∈v αi(wi) tj ((((a)2)l)m)k.
(b) Otherwise, we have α(v̂j) tj
⊔cs
∈v
⊔n
i=rc
αi(wi) tj a.
4. f = is−c ∈ CTest
α(M̂ is−c )
= α((0, λ(v̂).

(0, true) if v̂ = (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂m))
⊥̂bool if v̂ = ⊥̂cs
(0, false) otherwise
))
= (b, λ(a).
⊔bool{α((0,

(0, true) if v̂ = (b, c(v̂1, . . . , v̂m))
⊥̂bool if v̂ = ⊥̂cs
(0, false) otherwise
)) | v̂ ∈ ĈTcs, α(v̂) cs
a})
= (0, λ(a).
⊔bool{0 | v̂ ∈ ĈTcs, α(v̂) cs a})
= (0, λ(a).0)
= ⊥cs→bool
= E is−c q.e.d.
Theorem 5.1
Let e ∈ Et, β̂ ∈ Env(X, ĈT), and σ̂ ∈ Env(DF, Ôps): E e (α(β̂), α(σ̂)) is a safe approxima-
tion of M̂ e (β̂, σ̂)).
Proof Induction on e
e = x ∈ X: α(M̂ x (β̂, σ̂)) = α(β̂(x)) = (α(β̂))(x) = E x (α(β̂), α(σ̂))
e = F ∈ DF : α(M̂ F (β̂, σ̂)) = α(σ̂(F )) = (α(σ̂))(F ) = E F (α(β̂), α(σ̂))
e = f ∈ Ω: Lemma 5.2
e = (e0 e1 . . . em): By induction, we have
α(M̂ ei (β̂, σ̂)) ti E ei (α(β̂), α(σ̂)) for 0 ≤ i ≤ m
Let t1, . . . , tn → t0 be the type of e0, (b, f) = M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂), (i, fa) = E e0 (α(β̂), α(σ̂)).
Two cases may occur: either m = n, i.e. the application is saturated, or m < n, i.e.
we have a partial application of e0.
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n = m: α(M̂ e (β̂, σ̂))
= α(f(M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂), . . . , M̂ en (β̂, σ̂)))
t (α(f))(α(M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂)), . . . , α(M̂ en (β̂, σ̂))))
t fa(E e1 (α(β̂), α(σ̂)), . . . ,E en (α(β̂), α(σ̂)))
= applyt1,...,tn→t0(E e0 (α(β̂), α(σ̂)),E e1 (α(β̂), α(σ̂)), . . . ,E en (α(β̂), α(σ̂)))
= E e (α(β̂), α(σ̂))
m < n: analogously
e = if e0 then e1 else e2: By induction, we have
α(M̂ ei (β̂, σ̂)) ti E ei (α(β̂), α(σ̂)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2
α(M̂ e (β̂, σ̂)) =
 α(M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂)) if M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂) = (b, true), b ∈ Bα(⊥̂t) if M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂) = ⊥̂bool
α(M̂ e2 (β̂, σ̂)) if M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂) = (b, false), b ∈ B
t α(M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂)) unionsqt α(⊥̂t) unionsqt α(M̂ e2 (β̂, σ̂))
t E e1 (α(β̂), α(σ̂)) unionsqt ⊥t unionsqt E e2 (α(β̂), α(σ̂))
= E e (α(β̂), α(σ̂)) q.e.d.
Corollary 5.1 (Safeness of E)
For all programs P and functions F ∈ DF t holds that (E P )(F ) is a safe approximation
of (M̂ P ))(F ).
5.3 Void Abstract Values
Safety is not the only important property of abstract interpretations. An abstract inter-
pretation which assigns the top element of the abstract domains to all expression is safe by
definition. However, it is not meaningful since it never allows to determine that no escaping
occurs. The escape analysis E is meaningful, as we have seen in the last chapter.
Example: For the append program Pappend, we have
E (append l l’) ([l/(1, 0), l’/(0, 0)]) = (0, 0)
which means that for all v̂, v̂′ ∈ ĈTListOfInt with α(v̂) = (1, 0) and α(v̂′) = (0, 0) holds
α(M̂ (append l l’) ([l/v̂, l’/v̂′])) ListOfInt (0, 0)
and hence
α(M̂ (append l l’) ([l/v̂, l’/v̂′])) = ⊥ListOfInt
Furthermore, it is obvious that α(v̂) = ⊥ListOfInt iff v̂ has void augmentation. Consequently,
we know that the spine of the first list does not escape from the expression.
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What remains to be done is to characterise those abstract values a with α(v̂) such that v̂
has void augmentation. For basic types and constructed types it is obvious that augmented
values with void augmentation have ⊥ as abstraction. Functional values, however, may have
void augmentation although their abstraction is not equal to ⊥.
Example: Consider the value (0, id) ∈ ĈTint→int which has void augmentation. However,
α((0, id)) = (0, λ(a).
⊔int{α(id(v̂)) | v̂ ∈ ĈTint, α(v̂) int a})
= (0, λ(a).
⊔int{α(v̂) | v̂ ∈ ĈTint, α(v̂) int a})
= (0, λ(a).a)
6= (0, λ(a).0)
= ⊥ListOfInt
The reason is simply that in addition to the actual escape tags, the abstract value also
contains the functions escape behaviour. Obviously, we have to find a counterpart to the
notion of void augmentation. Essentially, we use the same approach as in Definition 3.10:
For functional type, we require that the escape tag is zero and the functions result is void
for all void arguments.
Definition 5.3 (Void Abstract Value)
An abstract value a ∈ At be is called void abstract value iff
• a = ⊥t with t ∈ S.
• a = (0, f) and f(a1, . . . , an) is void for all void arguments ai ∈ Ati .
Example: The value α((0, id)) = (0, λ(a).a) ∈ Aint→int is void.
Lemma 5.3 (Properties of Void Abstract Value)
1. If a ∈ At is a void abstract value then all a′ t a are void.
2. If A ⊆ At is a set of abstract values then all a ∈ A are void iff ⊔t A is void.
Proof Simple induction on type t. q.e.d.
The next result show that the void abstract values can be used to identify values with void
augmentation.
Lemma 5.4 (Void Abstract Values Approximate Void Augmentation)
If v̂ ∈ ĈTt such that α(v̂) is a void abstract value then v̂ has void augmentation.
Proof Induction on t
t = bs ∈ BS: Let v̂ = (b, v) such that α(v̂) void
⇐⇒ ⊥bs = α(v̂)
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⇐⇒ 0 = α((b, v))
⇐⇒ 0 = b
⇐⇒ (0, v) = (b, v)
⇐⇒ ⊕(v) = v̂
⇐⇒ v̂ has void augmentation
t = cs ∈ CS: α(v̂) void
⇐⇒ α(v̂) = ⊥cs
⇐⇒ ⊔cs{αp(p) | p ∈ v̂} = ⊥cs
⇐⇒ ∀p ∈ v̂ : αp(p) = ⊥cs
⇐⇒ ∀p ∈ v̂ : p = ⊥cs or p 6= ⊥cs and αp(p) = ⊥cs
⇐⇒ ∀(b, c(w1, . . . , wn)) ∈ v̂ : (b, (0, . . . , 0)) unionsqcs E c (α1(w1), . . . , αn(wn)) = ⊥cs
where
{
wi ∈ P̂T
ti
, αi = αp if ti ∈ CS
wi ∈ ĈT
ti
, αi = α if ti /∈ CS
1 ≤ i ≤ n
⇐⇒ ∀(b, c(w1, . . . , wn)) ∈ v̂ : b = 0 and αi(wi) = ⊥ti
where
{
wi ∈ P̂T
ti
, αi = αp if ti ∈ CS
wi ∈ ĈT
ti
, αi = α if ti /∈ CS
1 ≤ i ≤ n
(∗)⇐⇒ ∀(b, c(w1, . . . , wn)) ∈ v̂ : b = 0 and ⊕i(	i(wi)) = wi
where
{
wi ∈ P̂T
ti
, ⊕i = ⊕⊥, 	i = 	⊥ if ti ∈ CS
wi ∈ ĈT
ti
, ⊕i = ⊕, 	i = 	 if ti /∈ CS
1 ≤ i ≤ n
⇐⇒ ∀(b, c(w1, . . . , wn)) ∈ v̂ : ⊕⊥(	⊥((b, c(w1, . . . , wn)))) = (b, c(w1, . . . , wn))
⇐⇒ ∀p ∈ v̂ : ⊕⊥(	⊥(p)) = p
=⇒ ∀p ∈ v̂ ∃p′ ∈ v̂ : ⊕⊥(	⊥(p)) = p′ and ∀p′ ∈ v̂ ∃p ∈ v̂ : p′ = ⊕⊥(	⊥(p))
⇐⇒ ⊕(	(v̂)) = ⊕({	⊥(p) | p ∈ v̂}) = {⊕⊥(	⊥(p)) | p ∈ v̂} = v̂
⇐⇒ v̂ has void augmentation
The equivalence (∗) can be shown by a trivial induction on the height of cs and the
structure of p.
t = t1, . . . , tm → t0: Let v̂ = (b, f): α(v̂) void
⇐⇒ (b, λ(a1, . . . , an).
⊔t{α(f(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)) | v̂i ∈ ĈTti , α(v̂i) ti ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}) void
⇐⇒ b = 0 and ⊔t0{α(f(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)) | v̂i ∈ ĈTti , α(v̂i) ti ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} void for all
void ai ∈ Ati , 1 ≤ i ≤ n
⇐⇒ b = 0 and α(f(v̂1, . . . , v̂n)) void for all v̂i ∈ ĈT
ti , α(v̂i) ti ai for all void ai ∈ Ati ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n
⇐⇒ b = 0 and f(v̂1, . . . , v̂n) has void augmentation for all v̂i ∈ ĈT
ti
, α(v̂i) ti ai for
all void ai ∈ Ati , 1 ≤ i ≤ n
⇐⇒ b = 0 and f(v̂1, . . . , v̂n) has void augmentation for all v̂i ∈ ĈT
ti with void
augmentation, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
⇐⇒ v̂ has void augmentation q.e.d.
Unfortunately, we were not able to prove that void abstract values are an equivalent char-
acterisation of values with void augmentation. However, we strongly believe that this is the
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case, since the only non–equivalence in the proof concerns partial terms and we were not
able to construct a counterexample for the unproven implication.
Still, this lemma allows us to use E as an indicator for non–escaping: If E yields a void
abstract value then we can be sure that the augmented semantics has void augmentation,
i.e. nothing escapes.
Lemma 5.5 (E Approximates Escaping)
For all programs P , expressions e ∈ Et, environments β̂ ∈ Env(X, ĈT), and variables x ∈ X
holds that if E e (α(β̂),E P ) is void then no parts of x escape from e.
Proof Assume E e (β̂,E P ) is void. Lemma 5.1, Corollary 5.1, and Theorem 5.1 guar-
antee that α(M̂ e (β̂, M̂ P )) is void, too. We can conclude with Lemma 5.4. q.e.d.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter we proved that the escape analysis E is a safe approximation of the augmented
semantics M̂. We have characterised void abstract values which indicate void augmentation
and used these results to give a means for testing non–escaping by using E.
                
Part II: Optimisations
6. The Semantics G: Modelling Eager Graph Reduction Denotationally
In this chapter, we introduce the operational model we use to implement the language F, to
show the effect of escaping for this model, and to study the optimisations we can perform
based on this knowledge.
The execution model is graph reduction. We chose this model, although it is well–known that
eager graph reduction is not a complete but only correct implementation of the non–strict
semantics. However, the memory behaviour of lazy graph reduction is much less predict-
able than those of eager graph reduction. Therefore, the optimisations we demonstrate in
Chapter 7 can only be used for an eager operational model. In Section 8.5 we discuss how
we can modify the optimisations to allow lazy evaluation.
Graph reduction was originally invented to implement the lambda calculus [Wad71]. In this
original approach both program and data are represented in the graph. Nowadays, graph
reduction is a synonym for programmed graph reduction where the program is not part of
the graph, but operates on the data represented in the graph.
There are essentially two approaches for describing graph reduction: abstract machines and
graph rewrite systems. Since our interest is focused on the removal of garbage in the graphs,
the approach we choose must be able to express the handling of garbage.
Abstract machines like the G–machine [Aug87, Joh87], the TIM [FW87, Arg89], the ABC
machine [PvE93], or the STG [PS89, Pey92] implement both control structures by trans-
forming recursion to iteration and data structures by using graph reduction. They share the
property that they “can be easily translated into any concrete machine code” [PL91a], and
hence contain many details which are irrelevant for our interests. Especially the removal
of recursion is a major obstacle, because a proof of correctness in this setting would also
include the proof of correctness of the translation of recursion to iteration.
Graph rewrite systems [BvEG+87, PvE93] are extensions of term rewrite systems which were
introduced to include the notion of sharing. They are suited to describe lazy approaches,
where a value is computed at most one time. However, there is no notion of garbage in
graph rewrite systems.
Therefore, none of these approaches is suited for our needs. Instead, we introduce an
additional level of abstraction to model graph reduction (see Figure 6.1). Since we are only
interested in the representation of data structures and not in the implementation of control,
it is convenient to avoid the additional obstacles imposed by an abstract machine. Instead,
our “operational” model is a denotational graph semantics G, which uses an explicit graph
component to represent data structures, but leaves the recursive structure of the programs
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unchanged. The graph component is unique, i.e. there is only one graph which is threaded
through the evaluation. Therefore this approach can easily be mapped to an abstract
machine where the graph is a global mutable component.
recursion terms denotational semantics
recursion graphs denotational graph semantics
iteration graphs abstract machines
Fig. 6.1: Levels of Abstraction
Given a function definition F (x1, . . . , xn) := e with xi ∈ Xti and e ∈ Et the main idea is to
associate a function of type Pt1 ×· · ·×Ptn ×G → Pt×G with this definition. The parameter
of type G is the graph containing the arguments to the function. The i–th argument is
represented by a pointer of type Pti into the graph. The result is a pair consisting of the
modified graph and the pointer to the result in that graph.
The major task in defining G is the definition of the domain for the graph component. The
standard theory requires the semantic domains to be complete partially ordered sets. This
allows the application of the Theorem of Knaster and Tarski and hence the definition of the
semantics as least fixpoint.
In our context we cannot apply this theorem: The order on the graphs 4 must ignore the
garbage, because otherwise removal of garbage would be a non–monotonic operation. In
turn, two graphs g1 6= g2 which differ only in the amount of garbage cannot be distinguished
by this order, i.e. g1 4 g2 and g2 4 g1. But partially ordered sets require that the order is
anti–symmetric and therefore we cannot model the graph domain as a cpo.
Instead we use a graph domain which is a quasi ordered set, i.e. a partially ordered set
lacking anti-symmetry. There, neither the least element nor least fixpoints are uniquely
determined, but only up to garbage. To allow the definition of the semantics, we develop
an extension of the standard theory the standard theory that can handle such domains.
6.1 Heap Functions
We assume that we have an arbitrary but fixed family of heap locations HL = 〈HLt | t ∈ T(S)〉
where each HLt is a set of typed heap locations.The graph is represented by a heap function,
i.e. a storage mapping heap locations (addresses) to heap nodes. To allocate new heap cells,
we have to know which address to choose next.
Definition 6.1 (Allocation Strategy)
An allocation strategy for HL is a family of functions free = 〈freet | t ∈ T(S)〉 such that for
each freet : Pfin(HLt) → HLt and T ⊆ HLt, T finite, holds: freet(T ) /∈ T .
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We can restrict the allocation strategy to finite subsets of P because all graph functions will
have finite domains.
Example: The simplest example for locations and an allocation strategy is the set of natural
numbers and “first–fit”: HLt := N, freet(N) := max
N
+1.
For the remainder of the thesis we assume that we have a fixed allocation strategy.
Definition 6.2 (Heap Nodes, Heap Function)
1. We define the family of all heap nodes HN := 〈HNt | t ∈ T(S)〉, where the sets HNt are
defined as:
(a) HNbs := {〈v〉 | v ∈ V bs} for all basic sort t = bs ∈ BS.
(b) HNcs := {〈c, l1, . . . , ln〉 | c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs, n ∈ N, li ∈ HLti , 1 ≤ i ≤ n} for all
constructed sorts t = cs ∈ CS.
(c) HNt1,...,tn→te := {〈ϕ〉 | ϕ ∈ (Ω ∪DF )t1,...,tn→te}
∪ {〈@, lf , l1, . . . , lm〉 | lf ∈ HLt′1,...,t′m,t1,...,tn→te , li ∈ HLt′i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m}
for all functional types t = t1, . . . , tn → te ∈ T(S).
2. A family of functions h = 〈ht | t ∈ T(S)〉 with ht : HLt HNt is called heap function
iff Dom(ht) is finite for all t ∈ T(S). We write: h : HL HN.
Corresponding to the types, we have four different kinds of heap nodes:
1. Heap nodes containing basic values; this boxed representation [Pey87] can be inefficient
in realistic implementations but is easier to deal with in this context.
2. Heap nodes containing a constructor and locations for its arguments.
3. Heap nodes containing a function name (defined or intrinsic); these nodes represent
functions without arguments. In abstract machines, the functions names are replaced
by pointers to the code of the function.
4. Heap nodes containing locations for a function node and for already supplied argu-
ments for that function; these nodes represent partially applied functions and are
called closures.
Example: In Figure 6.2 we give an example for a heap function. Each box in the fig-
ure represents one graph node, the corresponding locations are given in the upper right
corner of the box. The graph contains one shared node l4. Assume that we have append ∈
DF ListOfInt,ListOfInt→ListOfInt. Using the above formalisation, the graph consists of four
functions: hint, hListOfInt, hListOfInt→ListOfInt, and hListOfInt,ListOfInt→ListOfInt with do-
mains Dom(hint) = {l4}, Dom(hListOfInt) = {l3, l5, l6, l7}, Dom(hListOfInt→ListOfInt) = {l1},
and Dom(hListOfInt,ListOfInt→ListOfInt) = {l2}.
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〈@, l2, l3〉 l1 〈append〉 l2
〈Cons, l4, l5〉 l3
〈42〉 l4
〈Nil〉 l5 〈Cons, l4, l7〉 l6
〈Nil〉 l7
Fig. 6.2: Demo Graph gdemo
Note that there exist various modifications of this approach, like “unboxed values as first
class citizens” [PL91b] or a “spineless” representation of partially applied function [PS89,
Pey92]. However, all these are variations of the same basic approach and can easily be
studied in this setting.
Modelling lazy graph reduction would only require the addition of a fifth kind of heap nodes:
thunks are essentially the same as closures except that they represent applications which
are saturated but not (yet) evaluated.
We can identify one special heap function, the empty heap g∅ with Dom(gt∅) = ∅ for all
t ∈ T(S).
Not all heap functions are representations of a graph and not all graphs are reasonable in
the context of this thesis:
• A heap h may have dangling pointers, i.e. there exists a heap cell such that the locations
stored in the heap cell are invalid (not in Dom(h)).
• A heap may by cyclic.
To formalise this, we need the notion of dependence.
Definition 6.3 (Dependant Locations)
Let h : HL HN be a heap function, l ∈ HLt, l′ ∈ HLt′ . The location l depends on the
location l′ iff l ∈ Dom(ht) and either h(l) = 〈c, l1, . . . , ln〉 or h(l) = 〈@, l1, l2, . . . , ln〉 and
l′ = lj for one 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
We write l  l′. As usual, + denotes the transitive closure, and ∗ denotes the transitive
and reflexive closure of . For l ∈ HLt, l := {l′ ∈ HLt′ | l ∗ l′} denotes the locations on
which l depends, and for L ⊆ HL, L := ⋃l∈L l denotes the locations on which any of L
depends.
In terms of graphs theory we can characterise

l as the graph component spanned by l.
Example: For the graph function gdemo from Figure 6.2 we have

l1 = {l1, l2, l3, l4, l5} and
l6 = {l6, l4, l7}.
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Definition 6.4 (Graph Function)
Let h : HL HN be a heap function. We call h a graph function iff
1. h has no dangling pointers, i.e. for all l ∈ HL holds that l ⊆ Dom(h)
2. h is not cyclic, i.e. for all l ∈ Dom(h) holds: l 6+ l
Note that the empty heap function g∅ is a graph function, the empty graph.
To relate heaps with the domains of the denotational semantics M̂, we define the following
function.
Definition 6.5 (Representation Function rep)
Let g : HL HN, g 6= g∅ be a non–empty graph function. The representation function
repg : Dom(gt)× Env(DF,Ops) → CTt is defined by induction on t:
t = bs ∈ BS : repg(l, σ) := v if g(l) = 〈v〉.
t = cs ∈ CS : repg(l, σ) := c(v1, . . . , vn) if g(l) = 〈c, l1, . . . , ln〉 and vi = repg(li, σ).
t = t1, . . . , tn → t0 ∈ T(S) :
repg(l, σ) :=

M ϕ ([], σ) if g(l) = 〈ϕ〉, ϕ ∈ (Ω ∪DF )t1,...,tn→te
λ(vm+1, . . . , vn).f(v1, . . . , vm, vm+1, . . . , vn)
if g(l) = 〈@, lf , l1, . . . , lm〉, f = repg(lf , σ),
vi = repg(li, σ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Remarks:
• The properties from Definition 6.4 guarantee that repg is well–defined for all graph
functions g.
• Since the graphs contain nodes with the names of functions, we need an environment
for defined functions to assign values to partial applications.
• Different graph functions may represent the same value caused by sharing and distri-
bution of the nodes.
• No terms containing ⊥ can be result of repg; the possibility of non–terminating com-
putations is handled differently here.
• No infinite values i.e. infinite ideals can be result of repg.
• Hence, the function repg is neither injective nor surjective.
Example: To give some examples for rep, we use the graph function gdemo given in Fig-
ure 6.2. With σ = [append/app] we obtain the following representations:
1. repg(l4, σ) = 42
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2. repg(l5, σ) = repg(l7, σ) = Nil
3. repg(l3, σ) = repg(l6, σ) = Cons(42, Nil)
4. repg(l2, σ) = app
5. repg(l1, σ) = λ(l).app(Cons(42, Nil), l)
6.2 The Graph Domain G
The removal of garbage in a graph is the aim of the applications we consider. Hence we must
formalise the notion of garbage, which requires that we can determine which heap nodes are
active. By adding such information to a graph function we obtain our representation of a
graph. In an implementation of graph reduction with an abstract machine, this information
can be obtained by inspecting the call stack.
Furthermore, we introduce an order on the set of graphs which we need to model functions
on graphs denotationally.
Definition 6.6 (Graph Domain G)
The graph domain 〈G, 4〉 is defined as:
1. G := {(g, L) | g : HL HN graph function, L ⊆ Dom(g)}
2. G1 4 G2 iff Gi = (gi, Li) ∈ G (i = 1, 2) with L1 ⊆ L2 and ∀l1 ∈ L1: g1(l1) = g2(l1).
3. for G = (g, L) ∈ G, L is the set of active locations, and Dom(g)\L is the set of garbage
locations.
Example: If we choose the graph function gdemo from Figure 6.2 and L = {l1, . . . , l5} then
the spine consisting of {l6, l7} is garbage.
Remarks:
• A graph G ∈ G is a tuple consisting of a graph function and a set of active locations.
• The active locations define which parts of the graph functions are relevant. All other
graph locations are garbage. The order 4 is the usual graph inclusion restricted to
the set of active locations.
• Our notion of garbage is more general than the usual one. Classically, garbage cells
are those which are not reachable from any active location. But since we made no
restriction on the second component of a graph, it may occur in this setting that
garbage cells are reachable from active cells and vice versa. This is useful, because it
may be the case that a cell is reachable from an active location, but is never going
to be used again. Our approach allows to declare such a location as garbage. For
instance, region inference [TT94, BTV96] considers such garbage cells.
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• Because the order 4 ignores the values of the graph functions at garbage locations
two graphs which differ only at those locations cannot be distinguished by 4. Hence,
4 is not anti–symmetric and consequently it is not a partially ordered set. Consider
(gi, ∅) ∈ G for i = 1, 2 such that g1 6= g2. Since there are no active locations, we have
g1 4 g2 and vice versa.
Corollary 6.1
The graph domain G is a quasi ordered set (qos).
Because the standard theory of denotational semantics requires complete partially ordered
sets as denotational domains, we have to extend this theory accordingly. Essentially, our
aim is to use the fixpoint characterisation from Tarski’s Theorem. In Section 6.4 we show
how to obtain a similar possibility in this broader framework.
We need one additional definition before we can introduce the semantics G. To model
partial functions on locations and graphs we need representations for undefined locations.
Definition 6.7 (Pointers)
For all t ∈ T(S) we define the pointer domain 〈Pt, Et〉 by
Pt := HLt {NULLt} NULLt Et p, p Et p ∀p ∈ Pt
The family P of pointer domains is defined as P := 〈Pt | t ∈ T(S)〉.
We obtain the pointer domains by adding additional elements to the sets of locations. The
resulting structures are flat, and hence the following corollary is obvious.
Corollary 6.2
The pointer domains P are flat cpos.
6.3 Graph Expression Semantics
We define the graph expression semantics G such that the representation of all data is done
in the graph component. Therefore, we introduce a new notion which allows this allocation
of a new node in a graph.
Definition 6.8 (Graph Allocation)
Let G = (g, L) ∈ G be a graph and let hn ∈ HNt be a graph node. The pair consisting of
location and graph G + hn ∈ HLt × G which results from allocation of the node hn in G is
defined as G + hn := (l′, G′) where l′ = freet(Dom(g)), and G′ = (g[l′/hn], L ∪ {l′}) if the
resulting function is a heap function.
Example: The allocation of an additional constructor node in the demo graph from Fig-
ure 6.2 (gdemo,Dom(gdemo)) + 〈Cons, l4, l6〉 yields the graph in Figure 6.3.
We start the definition of the graph semantics by defining the graph semantics of intrinsic
functions.
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〈@, l2, l3〉 l1 〈append〉 l2
〈Cons, l4, l5〉 l3
〈42〉 l4
〈Nil〉 l5 〈Cons, l4, l7〉 l6
〈Nil〉 l7
〈Cons, l4, l6〉 l8
Fig. 6.3: (gdemo, Dom(gdemo)) + 〈Cons, l4, l6〉
Definition 6.9 (Graph Semantics of Intrinsic Functions G)
Let f ∈ Ωt1,...,tn→t be an intrinsic function. The graph semantics of f is defined as a function
G f : Pt1 × · · · × Ptn × G → Pt × G
1. G bf (p1, . . . , pn, (g, L)) :=
{
(NULLt, (g∅, ∅)) if ∃1 ≤ j ≤ n with pj /∈ Dom(g)
(g, L) + 〈M bf (g(p1), . . . , g(pn))〉 otherwise
for all bf ∈ BF
2. G c (p1, . . . , pn, (g, L)) := (g, L) + 〈c, g(p1), . . . , g(pn)〉 for all constructors c ∈ C
3. G selj−c (p, (g, L)) :=
{
(pj, (g, L)) if p ∈ Dom(g), g(p) = 〈c, l1, . . . , lm〉, 1 ≤ j ≤ m
(NULLtj , (g∅, ∅)) otherwise
for all selectors selj−c ∈ CSel
4. G is−c (p, (g, L)) :=

(NULLbool, (g∅, ∅)) if p /∈ Dom(g)
(g, L) + 〈true〉 if p ∈ Dom(g), g(p) = 〈c, l1, . . . , lm〉
(g, L) + 〈false〉 otherwise
for all is−c ∈ CTest
Remarks:
• For basic functions, the graph semantics unpacks the arguments, applies the function,
and packs the result in a new heap cell.
• For constructors, a new constructor cell is created, which contains the references to
the arguments. Here, sharing of graph components can occur.
• For constructor tests, the graph is inspected whether the location points to a cell for
the constructor. The boolean result is stored in a newly created heap cell.
• For selectors, the corresponding entry in the constructor node is returned. This is the
only case where the graph is not modified.
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• If one of the arguments is an invalid pointer then the result will also contain an invalid
pointer. This is especially the case if any of the argument pointers is equal to NULL.
Hence the semantics is strict.
The denotational semantics of an expression is determined by the interpretation of variables
X, defined functions DF , the semantics of intrinsic functions, and, of course, a graph. The
interpretation of a defined functions is an operation on the graph domain.
Definition 6.10 (Graph Operations)
The family of graph operations is defined as GOps := 〈GOpst1,...,tn→t | t1, . . . , tn → t ∈ T(S)〉,
where GOpst1,...,tn→t is defined as GOpst1,...,tn→t := {f : Pt1 × · · · × Ptn × G → Pt × G}.
Functions are represented by graph nodes: intrinsic functions or user–defined functions
by simple nodes and functions resulting from partial applications by application nodes
(closures). Hence, to execute saturated applications, we need an auxiliary function which
collects all arguments while following a linked chain of closures. This functions uses the
semantics of intrinsic functions and an environment for user–defined functions.
Definition 6.11 (Execution Function exec)
For all functional types t1, . . . , tn → t ∈ T(S) we simultaneously define the execution func-
tion exect1,...,tn→t : Env(DF,GOps) × Pt1,...,tn→t × G → GOpst1,...,tn→t in the following way.
for θ ∈ Env(DF,GOps), pf ∈ Pt1,...,tn→t, and (g, L) ∈ G:
• exect1,...,tn→t(θ, pf , (g, L)) := λ(p1, . . . , pn, L).(NULLt, (g∅, ∅)) if pf /∈ Dom(g).
• exect1,...,tn→t(θ, pf , (g, L)) := G f if g(pf ) = 〈f〉, f ∈ Ωt1,...,tn→t.
• exect1,...,tn→t(θ, pf , (g, L)) := θ(F ) if g(pf ) = 〈F 〉, F ∈ DF t1,...,tn→t.
• exect1,...,tn→t(θ, pf , (g, L)) := λ(p1, . . . , pn, G).f(p′1, . . . , p′m, p1, . . . , pn, G) if g(pf ) =
〈@, p′f , p′1, . . . , p′m〉, p′f ∈ Pt
′
1,...,t
′
m,t1,...,tn→t, and f = exect′1,...,t′m,t1,...,tn→t(θ, p′f , (g, L)).
Remarks:
• Although exec is not defined by induction on the type structure, it is well–defined
because the graph is finite and not cyclic.
• Application of exec to an environment, a pointer, and a graph yields a graph operation
as result, i.e. a function which takes pointers and a graph as arguments.
Example: With an environment θ, the graph function gdemo from Figure 6.2, and some set
L we obtain
(execListOfInt→ListOfInt(θ, l1, (g, L)))(l6, (g, L))
= (execListOfInt,ListOfInt→ListOfInt(θ, l2, (g, L)))(l3, l6, (g, L))
= (θ(append))(l3, l6, (g, L))
Before we can define the graph expression semantics, we need one more auxiliary function.
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Definition 6.12 (Garbage Creation Function mkgarb)
The garbage creation function mkgarb : P(HL)× (Pt × G) → Pt × G is defined as
mkgarb(L′, (p, (g, L)) :=
{
(NULLt, (g∅, ∅)) if p = NULLt
(p, (g, L′ ∪p )) otherwise
The purpose of this function is to identify heap cells as garbage by omitting their locations
in the set of active locations. Every location which was in L but is neither in L′ nor in

p
becomes garbage.
Definition 6.13 (Graph Expression Semantics G)
Let e ∈ Et be an expression, G ∈ G be a graph, ξ ∈ Env(X,P) be an environment for
variables, and θ ∈ Env(DF,GOps) be an environment for defined functions. The graph
semantics of e G e (ξ, θ,G) ∈ Pt × G is defined inductively on the structure of e:
• G x (ξ, θ,G) := (ξ(x), G) for x ∈ Xt
• G F (ξ, θ,G) := G + 〈F 〉 for F ∈ DF t
• G f (ξ, θ,G) := G + 〈f〉 for f ∈ Ωt
• G (e0 e1 . . . em) (ξ, θ, (g, L)) := mkgarb(L, (pr, Gr)) with
(pr, Gr) :=
{
f(p1, . . . , pm, (gm, Lm)) if m = n, f := exect1,...,tm→t(θ, p0, (gm, Lm))
(gm, Lm) + 〈@, p0, p1, . . . , pm〉 if 1 ≤ m < n
where (p0, (g0, L0)) := G e0 (ξ, θ, (g, L))
(pj, (gj , Lj)) := G ej (ξ, θ, (gj−1, Lj−1)) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m
for e0 ∈ Et1,...,tn→t0 and ei ∈ Eti (1 ≤ i ≤ m)
• G if e0 then e1 else e2 (ξ, θ, (g, L)) :=
(NULLt, (g∅, ∅)) if p′ /∈ Dom(g′)
mkgarb(L,G e1 (ξ, θ, (g′, L′))) if p′ ∈ Dom(g′), g′(p′) = 〈true〉
mkgarb(L,G e2 (ξ, θ, (g′, L′))) if p′ ∈ Dom(g′), g′(p′) = 〈false〉
where (p′, (g′, L′)) := G e0 (ξ, θ,G) for e0 ∈ Ebool and e1, e2 ∈ Et
Remarks:
• The graph is an unique parameter in the semantics. It always has an unique state,
which is threaded through the evaluation. Therefore this semantics can easily be
implemented by an abstract machine where the graph is a global mutable component.
• In contrast to the semantics M and M̂, this expression semantics is eager; if one
argument pointer is NULL it is not element of Dom(g) and hence the resulting pointer
is also NULL.
• The evaluation order is fixed to be left–to–right.
• We can determine those constructs where garbage can occur:
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In applications: Graph cells which were allocated during the evaluation of arguments
of an application, but are neither shared nor part of the result.
In conditionals: Graph cells which were allocated during the evaluation of the condi-
tional expression.
Examples:
1. Our first example is the expression e = (Cons x l) with the graph (g, L) with g =
gdemo from Figure 6.2, L = Dom(gdemo), and the variable environment ξ = [x/l4, l/l3].
G (Cons x l) (ξ, θ, (g, L))
= mkgarb(L, execint,ListOfInt→ListOfInt(θ, p0, (g2, L2))(p1, p2, (g2, L2)))
where (p0, (g0, L0)) = G Cons (ξ, θ, (g, L))
= (g, L) + 〈Cons〉
= (l8, (g[l8/〈Cons〉], L ∪ {l8}))
(p1, (g1, L1)) = G x (ξ, θ, (g0, L0))
= (ξ(x), (g0, L0))
= (l4, (g0, L0))
(p2, (g2, L2)) = G l (ξ, θ, (g1, L1))
= (ξ(l), (g0, L0))
= (l3, (g0, L0))
= mkgarb(L,G Cons (l8, l4, l3, g[l8/〈Cons〉], L ∪ {l8}))
= mkgarb(L, (g[l8/〈Cons〉], L ∪ {l8}) + 〈Cons, l4, l3〉)
= mkgarb(L, (l9, (g[l8/〈Cons〉, l9/〈Cons, l4, l3〉], L ∪ {l8, l9})))
= (l9, (g[l8/〈Cons〉, l9/〈Cons, l4, l3〉], L ∪l9 ))
= (l9, (g[l8/〈Cons〉, l9/〈Cons, l4, l3〉], L ∪ {l9}))
One cell of garbage is created: The node 〈Cons〉 at location l8 is not part of the result.
2. The second example is the right–hand side of the usual append definition:
e = if (is−Nil l) then Nil
else (Cons (sel1−Cons l) (append (sel2−Cons l) m))
Like in the previous example, we use the graph function g = gdemo from Figure 6.2
and L = Dom(g). Furthermore, we use environments ξ = [l/l3, m/l7] and θ =
[append/app1] with app1 : PListOfInt × PListOfInt × G → PListOfInt × G defined as
app1(l1, l2, (g, L)) =
{
l2 if g(l1) = 〈Nil〉
(NULLListOfInt, (g∅, ∅)) otherwise
This function implements appending to an empty list.
G e (ξ, θ, (g, L))
=

(NULLt, (g∅, ∅)) if p′ /∈ Dom(g′)
mkgarb(L,G e1 (ξ, θ, (g′, L′))) if p′ ∈ Dom(g′), g′(p′) = 〈true〉
mkgarb(L,G e2 (ξ, θ, (g′, L′))) if p′ ∈ Dom(g′), g′(p′) = 〈false〉
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where (p′, (g′, L′)) = G (is−Nil l) (ξ, θ, (g, L))
= (l9, (g[l8/〈is−Nil〉, l9/〈true〉], L ∪ {l9}))
= mkgarb(L,G (Cons ...) (ξ, θ, (g′, L′)))
= mkgarb(L,mkgarb(L, exec(θ, p0, (g2, L2))(p1, p2, (g2, L2))))
where (p0, (g0, L0)) = G Cons (ξ, θ, (g′, L′))
= (l10, (g′[l10/〈Cons〉], L′ ∪ {l10}))
(p1, (g1, L1)) = G (sel1−Cons l) (ξ, θ, (g0, L0))
= (l4, (g0[l11/〈sel1−Cons〉], L0))
(p2, (g2, L2)) = G (append (sel2−Cons l) m)) (ξ, θ, (g1, L1))
= (l7, (g1[l12/〈append〉, l13/〈sel2−Cons〉], L0))
= mkgarb(L,mkgarb(L, (l14, (g2[l14/〈Cons, l4, l7〉], L2 ∪ {l14}))))
= mkgarb(L, (l14, (g2[l14/〈Cons, l4, l7〉], L ∪l14)))
= (l14, (g2[l14/〈Cons, l4, l7〉], L ∪ {l14}))
The resulting graph (g2[l14/〈Cons, l4, l7〉], L∪{l14}) is shown in Figure 6.4. It contains
six garbage cells, which are set with a dashed border.
〈@, l2, l3〉 l1 〈append〉 l2
〈Cons, l4, l5〉 l3
〈42〉 l4
〈Nil〉 l5 〈Cons, l4, l7〉 l6
〈Nil〉 l7 〈is−Nil〉 l8
〈true〉 l9 〈Cons, l4, l7〉 l14 〈Cons〉 l10
〈sel1−Cons〉 l11 〈append〉 l12 〈sel2−Cons〉 l13
Fig. 6.4: Resulting Graph of Example 2
As before, we use the expression semantics to associate a transformation with a program.
Definition 6.14 (Graph Semantic Transformation)
Given a program P = (F (xj1, . . . , xjnj) := ej | 1 ≤ j ≤ p) with Fj ∈ DF tj1,...,tjnj→tj , xji ∈
Xtji , and ej ∈ Etj with variables {xj1, . . . , xjnj} for 1 ≤ j ≤ p the graph semantic trans-
formation for P , Φ ,P : FS ,P → FS ,P on the function space FS ,P :=
p∏
j=1
GOps
tj1,...,tjnj→tj
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is defined as
Φ ,P (g1, . . . , gp) :=
λ(p11, . . . , p1n1 , G1).G e1 ([x11/p11, . . . , x1n1/p1n1 ], θ,G1)...
λ(pp1, . . . , ppnp , Gp).G ep ([xp1/pp1, . . . , xpnp/ppnp ], θ,Gp)

where θ := [F1/g1, . . . , Fp/gp]
Example: For the append program Pappend, we have the following transformation
Φ ,Pappend(g) = λ(p1, p2, G).G if (is−Nil l) ... ([l/p1, l’/p2], [append/g], G)
But unlike before, the fixpoint theorem of Knaster and Tarski does not guarantee that
the least fixpoint of Φ ,P exists and can be represented as least upper bound of successive
applications of Φ ,P . The graph domain G is not a cpo. It is not even a pos, but only a
qos. Consequently the function space FS ,P is not a cpo either.
Hence, we must generalise the fixpoint theorem to deal with this more general setting. The
following problems arise when we try to do so:
1. Because the graph order 4 is not symmetric the least element of a set F ⊆ FS ,P (if
it exists) is not determined uniquely. Consequently, we do not have an unique least
element of FS ,P .
2. Even worse, G is not complete: Consider the infinite chain of (finite) graphs Gi ∈ G
with G0 = (g∅, ∅) and Gi+1 = Gi + 〈true〉 for i ∈ N. Obviously, we have Gi 4 Gi+1
but a least upper bound of the chain {Gi | i ∈ N} is an infinite graph (g∞,HLbool)
with g∞(l) = 〈true〉 for all l ∈ HLbool, which hence cannot be an element of G.
3. But even if we choose one least element ⊥FS ,P to be the starting point of the chain of
successive iterations and can ensure that the chain has least upper bounds, the limit⊔{Φi ,P (⊥FS ,P ) | i ∈ N} is not unique either.
4. In addition, when we try to choose one element of the limit as semantics, we must
ensure that it is indeed a fixpoint of Φ ,P . Not all elements must have this property,
because although they are identical in the parts which can be distinguished by the
order, they may indeed differ in the garbage parts.
We can generalise the standard theory by using the following observations:
1. It does not matter which least element is the starting point of the chain of successive
applications of the transformation.
2. Although the least upper bound is not unique in quasi ordered sets, we can identify a
notion of convergence, such that the limit fulfils the properties we need.
We achieve this aim by examining the proof of the fixpoint theorem of Knaster and Tarski
(Theorem A.1). We can observe that
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• It does not actually need the completeness of the whole cpo. In fact, it just needs the
chain of successive applications of the transformation to have a least upper bound.
• It is independent of the structure of the cpos involved; especially, it does not need the
cpos to be sets of functions.
In the next section, we use this observations to formalise a generalisation of the standard
fixpoint theory.
6.4 Fixpoints in Quasi Ordered Sets
The usual approach for the handling of recursion in a denotational context is based on cpos
and the fixpoint theorem by Knaster and Tarski. Another approach, typically used in the
context of concurrency ([dBZ82]), is based on metric spaces and the fixpoint theorem by
Banach (see [BMC94, MCB96] for a more detailed discussion of the metric space approach).
We use techniques and notions from both approaches to obtain results for qos.
We start by generalising some basic notions of partially ordered sets. We then can demon-
strate their deficiencies in the context of qos.
Definition 6.15 (Basic Notions)
Let 〈Q, 4〉, 〈Q′, 4′〉 be qos.
1. The set of least elements of a set X ⊆ Q is defined as
least(X) := {y ∈ Q | y 4 x for every x ∈ X}
The set of least elements of Q is defined as least(Q).
2. A non–empty set D ⊆ Q is directed iff ∀x, y ∈ D ∃z ∈ D such that x 4 z and y 4 z.
3. The set of least upper bounds of a directed set D ⊆ Q is defined as
lub(D) := least({y ∈ Q | x 4 y for all x ∈ D})
4. A function f : Q → Q′ is called monotonic iff for all x, y ∈ Q with x 4 y holds that
f(x) 4′ f(y)
Here we can see the major problems: Neither least element nor least upper bound are
determined uniquely. This implies that for a given function f , even if we can guarantee that
x ∈ lub({f i(b) | i ∈ N}) exists (for some b ∈ least(D)), it is not uniquely determined either.
Hence, we need a way of selecting an unique element. However, if we try to transfer the
notion of continuity of a function f with the condition
f(lub(D)) = lub(f(D))
we have a condition between sets, and not between elements. Consequently, even if we can
select an x ∈ lub({f i(b) | i ∈ N}) for an f which fulfils the above condition, we can only
conclude that f(x) ∈ lub({f i(b) | i ∈ N}) but it does not need to be a fixpoint of f .
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Example: We use the following structure as a running example: Q := 〈(N ∪ {⊥}) × N, 4Q〉,
where (x, y) 4Q (x′, y′) iff x =⊥ or x = x′. Obviously, Q is a qos and the least elements of
Q are the elements of the set {(⊥, n) | n ∈ N}. Q can be seen as augmentation of the flat
cpo N ∪ {⊥} with a second component of natural numbers.
We show that an element of the least upper bound does not need to be a least element after
the introduction of product and function space qos.
Like in pos, monotonic functions preserve directed sets.
Corollary 6.3
Let 〈Q, 4〉, 〈Q′, 4′〉 be qos, f : Q → Q′ be a monotonic function, and D ⊆ Q be a directed
set. Then f(D) is directed.
The next lemma shows that qos have the same closure properties wrt. product and function
spaces as pos.
Lemma 6.1 (Closure Properties)
Let 〈Q1, 41〉, 〈Q2, 42〉 be qos.
1. the product structure 〈Q1 ×Q2, 4Q1×Q2〉, where the relation 4Q1×Q2 is defined as
(x, y) 4Q1×Q2 (x′, y′) :⇐⇒ x 41 x′, y 42 y′
is a qos.
2. the function space 〈[Q1 → Q2], 4Q1→Q2〉, where the relation 4Q1→Q2 is defined as
f 4Q1→Q2 g :⇐⇒ f(x) 42 g(x) for all x ∈ Q1
is a qos.
We now focus on function space qos, since we need to exploit their special structure to
obtain our main result. As already mentioned, using the lub is not sufficient to obtain a
single value as limit, because lub is a set of values. However, in function space qos, we can
identify functions which have a unique limit within lub.
Example: Consider for instance our running example Q and the directed set of functions
{(In)n∈ }, with In ∈ [Q → Q] defined by
In((x, y)) =
{
(x, y) if x ∈ N and x < n
(⊥, y) otherwise ∀n ∈ N
For each n ∈ N, In is the identity on the segment {(⊥, y), (0, y), . . . , (n, y)} for all y ∈ N.
For the remaining arguments, In((x, y)) is equal to (⊥, y).
The least upper bound lub({(In)n∈ }) is the set of functions which are the identity on the
first component, i.e.
lub({(In)n∈ }) = {I : Q → Q | I((x, y)) = (x, z) for all (x, y) ∈ Q and some z ∈ N}
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Here, the behaviour on the second component is completely ignored, since 4Q ignores the
second component. However, intuitively the sequence (In)n∈ uniquely determines a single
function in lub({(In)n∈ }), the identity function id.
We introduce a notion of convergence, which captures this intuition.
Definition 6.16 (Convergent Sequence of Functions)
Let A and B be sets. A sequence of functions (fn)n∈ , fn : A → B is called convergent to
f : A → B ( lim
n→∞ fn = f) iff for all x ∈ A exists i ∈ N such that f(x) = fi(x) = fi+j(x) for
all j ∈ N.
Example: The example functions (In)n∈ are convergent: For (⊥, y) we have index 0, and
for (x, y) we have index x + 1. The limit is lim
n→∞ In = id.
Note that the sets A and B do not need to have any structure. Furthermore, this notion
of convergence is related to the convergence notion for metric spaces ([SHLG94]). To show
that, we assume A = N, since in semantics countable sets are typically used. On the set of
functions [N → B] := {f | f : N → B} we define
% : [N → B]× [N → B] → R≥0
%(f, g) :=
∑
n∈
f(n) 6=g(n)
2−n
It uses the geometric series
∑∞
n=0 a1q
n, which converges to a11−q . In our case we have a1 = 1
and q = 12 , which means that %(f, g) = 2 for functions with f(n) 6= g(n) for all n ∈ N.
The function % is a metric, because it fulfils the following conditions: (1) %(f, g) = 0 iff
f = g, (2) %(f, g) = %(g, f), and (3) %(f, h) ≤ %(f, g) + %(g, h) for all f, g, h ∈ [N → B]. In
metric spaces we have the notion of convergence, which is defined in the following way for
this metric: A sequence of functions (fn)n∈ converges to f in the metric space ([N → B], %)
iff for all ε > 0 exists n0 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ n0 holds: %(f, fn) < ε.
It is easy to see that (fn)n∈ converges to f corresponding to this notion iff it converges to
f in the sense of Definition 6.16.
When we consider transformations, i.e. functions on function spaces, we get the result that
all transformations preserve convergence.
Lemma 6.2
Let A,B be sets and F := {f | f : A → B} be the set of functions from A to B, Φ :
F → F be a transformation, and (fn)n∈ ⊆ F a convergent sequence. Then we have that
(Φ(fn))n∈ ⊆ F is a convergent sequence.
Proof Let (fn)n∈ be convergent, i.e. for all x ∈ A exists i ∈ N such that fi(x) = fi+j(x)
for all j ∈ N. Hence, Φ(fi)(x) = Φ(fi+j)(x) for all j ∈ N and consequently (Φ(fn))n∈ is
convergent. q.e.d.
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However, we need more. To obtain a fixpoint, we need the possibility to exchange application
of the transformation and limit, i.e. we need functions which preserve the limit.
Definition 6.17 (Continuous Function)
Let A,B be sets and F := {f | f : A → B} be the set of functions. A transformation
Φ : F → F is called continuous iff for all convergent sequences (fn)n∈ ⊆ F holds:
Φ( lim
n→∞ fn) = limn→∞Φ(fn)
Again, this is an instance of the notion of continuity in metric spaces. For instance, if
A = N then a transformation F is continuous iff it is continuous in our special metric space,
i.e. for all f0 ∈ {f | f : N → B} and ε > 0 exists δ > 0 such that %(f, f0) < δ implies
%(Φ(f),Φ(f0)) < ε.
The next result establishes a connection between this notion of limit and the limit in the
usual sense for qos.
Lemma 6.3
Let 〈[Q1 → Q2], 4Q1→Q2〉 be a function space qos like in Lemma 6.1 and (fn)n∈ ⊆ [Q1 →
Q2] be a convergent sequence of functions, such that fi 4Q1→Q2 fi+1 for all i ∈ N. Then we
have:
lim
n→∞ fn ∈ lub({(fn)n∈ })
Proof We know that the least upper bound is defined, because {(fn)n∈ } is a directed
set. Let f := lim
n→∞ fn. We first prove that f is an upper bound for all elements of the
sequence, i.e. for all n ∈ N holds
fn 4Q1→Q2 f
By definition of 4Q1→Q2 this is equivalent to fn(x) 42 f(x) for all x ∈ Q1. Let x ∈ Q1 be
fixed, and i be the first index such that fi(x) = fi+j(x) for all j ∈ N. Either n < i then we
have fn(x) 42 fn+1(x) 42 · · · 42 fi(x) = f(x), or else fn(x) = f(x).
It remains to be shown that f is a least element of the upper bounds of (fn)n∈ . Let g be
a least upper bound, i.e. g ∈ lub({(fn)n∈ }). We have to prove that
f 4Q1→Q2 g
i.e. that for all x ∈ Q1 holds: f(x) 42 g(x). Assume that there exists x ∈ Q1 such that
f(x) 642 g(x). By definition of f there exists i ∈ N such that g(x) = fi(x) and hence
fi(x) 642 g(x) which is a contradiction to g ∈ lub({(fn)n∈ }). q.e.d.
With these preparations we can formulate the main result of this section.
Theorem 6.1 (Fixpoint Theorem for Function Space Quasi Ordered Sets)
Let Q = 〈[Q1 → Q2], 4Q1→Q2〉 be a function space qos and Φ : Q → Q be a monotonic and
continuous transformation. For all least elements fb ∈ least(Q) holds that if (Φn(fb))n∈ is
convergent then lim
n→∞Φ
n(fb) is a least fixpoint of Φ.
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Proof We know that f∞ := lim
n→∞Φ
n(fb) exists because by assumption (Φn(fb))n∈ is
convergent. We have to show that f∞ is fixpoint of Φ:
Φ(f∞) = Φ( lim
n→∞Φ
n(fb))
= lim
n→∞Φ(Φ
n(fb))
= lim
n→∞Φ
n(fb)
= f∞
What remains is the proof that f∞ is least among the set of fixpoints of Φ. Let g be another
fixpoint of Φ. By definition of 4Q1→Q2 we have
f∞ 4Q1→Q2 g
⇐⇒ f∞(x) 42 g(x) ∀x ∈ Q1
Let x be fixed. Because f∞ is a limit there exists an i ∈ N such that f∞(x) = (Φi(fb))(x).
Given that, we have to show that
(Φi(fb))(x) 42 g(x)
We show that this is true for all 0 ≤ j ≤ i by induction on j ∈ N:
j = 0: We have (Φ0(fb))(x) = fb(x) 42 g(x) because fb ∈ least(Q).
j → j + 1: By induction hypothesis we have (Φj(fb))(x) 42 g(x). Because Φ is monotonic,
this implies (Φj+1(fb))(x) 42 (Φ(g))(x) = g(x). q.e.d.
Example: For the qos Q, we define a transformation Φ : [Q → Q] → [Q → Q] by
Φ(I) := λ(x, y).

(⊥, y) if x =⊥
(0, y) if x = 0
(x′ + 1, y′) if x /∈ {⊥, 0} with (x′, y′) = I((x− 1, y))
It is easy to show that Φ is continuous. We choose a least element B ∈ least([Q → Q]) by
B((x, y)) = (⊥, y). We then have
Φn(B) = In ∀n ∈ N
which means that we can apply the preceding theorem and obtain the identity function as
limit.
To use our new fixpoint theorem for defining a graph program semantics, we need one small
extension to deal with products of function spaces.
Definition 6.18 (Componentwise Convergent Sequence, Limit)
Let Q = 〈Q1 × · · · ×Qm, 4Q1×···×Qm〉 be a product qos, where Qi = 〈[Di → Ri], 4Di→Ri〉
is a function space qos for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. A sequence of tuples of functions ((f1,n, . . . , fm,n))n∈ ,
fj,n ∈ Qj is called componentwise convergent iff for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n (fj,n)n∈ is convergent.
The limit of ((f1,n, . . . , fm,n))n∈ is the tuple of functions
lim
n→∞(f1,n, . . . , fm,n) := ( limn→∞ f1,n, . . . , limn→∞ fm,n)
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Definition 6.19 (Continuous Transformation)
Let Q = 〈Q1 × · · · ×Qm, 4Q1×···×Qm〉 be a product qos, where Qi = 〈[Di → Ri], 4Di→Ri〉
is a function space qos for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. A transformation Φ : Q → Q is continuous iff for
all convergent sequences ((f1,n, . . . , fm,n))n∈ holds:
Φ( lim
n→∞(f1,n, . . . , fm,n)) = limn→∞Φ((f1,n, . . . , fm,n)))
Theorem 6.2 (Fixpoint Theorem for Product of Function Spaces QOS)
Let Q = 〈Q1 × · · · ×Qm, 4Q1×···×Qm〉 be a product qos, where Qi = 〈[Di → Ri], 4Di→Ri〉
is a function space qos for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and Φ : Q → Q is a monotonic and continuous
transformation. For all least elements tb ∈ least(Q) holds that if (Φn(tb))n∈ is component-
wise convergent then lim
n→∞Φ
n(tb) is a least fixpoint of Φ.
Before we start to use the generalisation of the fixpoint theorem, we discuss the relation to
the standard theory. Here we can use two different points of view:
1. Consider the special case where the qos are also pos.
2. Use the well–known fact [Wec92] that every qos induces an equivalence relation and
hence a pos, and use the standard theory for the latter.
For the special case that the qos is a pos, the induced pos is isomorphic to the pos, hence
we solely consider the second approach.
Definition 6.20 (Equivalence Relation induced by Quasi Ordered Set)
Let 〈Q, 4〉 be a qos. The equivalence relation induced by 4 is defined as
x ≡ y :⇐⇒ x 4 y and y 4 x for all x, y ∈ Q
The relation ≡ is symmetric by definition and transitive and reflexive because 4 is a quasi
ordered set.
Corollary 6.4 (Partial Ordered Set induced by Quasi Ordered Set)
Let 〈Q, 4〉 be a qos. The structure defined as 〈Q/≡ , 4 /≡ 〉 is a pos, the partially ordered
set induced by 〈Q, 4〉.
Of course, one approach to find fixpoints in qos would be to consider the induced pos instead.
This would yield an equivalence class of solutions in the qos without the choice to designate
a single element as solution. All additional structure in the qos would be ignored, which
is not satisfactory. However, we can use the induced pos as a reference point. This is of
interest especially in the context of proving the correctness of an annotated semantics wrt.
a standard semantics. All which is to be done there is to prove that the induced pos of the
annotated semantics is isomorphic to the standard pos.
The next result shows that our notions for qos are conservative extensions of the well–known
notions for pos.
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Corollary 6.5
Let 〈Q, 4〉 be a qos.
1. With X ⊆ Q we have
least(X) =
{
L if L is the least element of X/≡ in 〈Q/≡ , 4 /≡ 〉
∅ if the least element does not exist
2. A set D ⊆ Q is a directed set iff D/≡ is a directed set in 〈Q/≡ , 4 /≡ 〉.
3. Let D ⊆ Q be a directed set:
lub(D) =
{ ⊔
D/≡ if it exists in 〈Q/≡ , 4 /≡ 〉
∅ otherwise
With this result and the remark after Corollary 6.4 we know that for qos which are pos the
limit is identical to the least upper bound of the partial order. Hence, we obtain the same
result for function space pos with continuous transformations and convergent sequence of
approximations. What remains to be investigated is how the different conditions “continuous
transformations” and “convergent sequence of approximations” relate.
6.5 Graph Program Semantics
To use Theorem 6.2, we have to check its conditions.
Lemma 6.4
1. The structure 〈Pt × G, 4Pt×G〉 is a product space qos for all types t ∈ T(S).
2. The structure 〈GOpst1,...,tn→t, 4→Pt×G〉, with 4→Pt×G defined as
f 4→Pt×G g ⇐⇒ f(p1, . . . , pn, G) 4Pt×G g(p1, . . . , pn, G)
for all pi ∈ Pti , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, G ∈ G is a function space qos for all types t1, . . . , tn → t ∈
T(S).
3. The structure 〈FS ,P , 4 ,P 〉, with 4 ,P defined as
(f1, . . . , fp) 4 ,P (g1, . . . , gp) ⇐⇒ fi 4→Pt×G gi ∀1 ≤ i ≤ p
is a product of function space qos for all programs P with p definitions, i.e. P =
(F (xj1, . . . , xjnj) := ej | 1 ≤ j ≤ p) with Fj ∈ DF tj1,...,tjnj→tj , xji ∈ Xtji , and
ej ∈ Etj with variables {xj1, . . . , xjnj} for 1 ≤ j ≤ p.
4. The transformation Φ ,P is a monotonic transformation on 〈FS ,P , 4 ,P 〉 for all
programs P .
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Now we have to select a least element in 〈FS ,P , 4 ,P 〉. Here we choose
Tb := (λ(p11, . . . , p1n1 , G1).(NULL
t1 , (g∅, ∅)), . . . , λ(pp1, . . . , ppnp , Gp).(NULLtp , (g∅, ∅)))
the tuple of functions assigning each argument the least element in 4Pt×G . The only actual
choice we have here is how much garbage the initial graphs contain. However, it is sensible
to use the graph without garbage.
Obviously, Φ ,P is monotonic. We omit the proof that Φ ,P is continuous.
It remains to be checked that the sequence
(Φn ,P (Tb))n∈
is componentwise convergent. Our next aim is to show a stronger result; if we consider
the j–th component of the i–th element of the sequence (Φi ,P (Tb))j , then if (Φ
i
,P (Tb))j =
(T )j 6= (Tb)j then we have also (Φi+k,P (Tb))j = (T )j for all k. This means that as soon as
the sequence has reached a defined result for one function of a program, than this result is
fixed. To formalise this result, we need a new notation.
Definition 6.21 (Stable Value, Stable Function)
Let (p,G), (p′, G′) ∈ Pt × G. The value (p′, G′) is called stable wrt. (p,G) iff either (p,G) =
(NULLt, (g∅, ∅)) of (p,G) = (p′, G′).
Let f, f ′ ∈ GOpst1,...,tn→t be graph operations. The function f ′ is called stable wrt. f ’ iff
f ′(p1, . . . , pn, G) is stable wrt. f(p1, . . . , pn, G) for all G ∈ G and pi ∈ Pti (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
The following result shows how the auxiliary functions used by the expression semantics
respect the above notion.
Corollary 6.6 (Graph Allocation Respects Stability)
Let (p,G), (p′, G′) ∈ Pt × G such that (p′, G′) is stable wrt. (p,G), and let hn ∈ HNt be a
graph node. Then we have that G + hn is stable wrt. G′ + hn.
Corollary 6.7 (mkgarb Respects Stability)
Let (p,G), (p′, G′) ∈ Pt × G such that (p′, G′) is stable wrt. (p,G), and let L ⊆ HL. Then
we have that mkgarb(L′, (p′, G′)) is stable wrt. mkgarb(L′, (p,G)).
Lemma 6.5 (exec Respects Stability)
Let θ, θ′ ∈ Env(DF,GOps) such that θ′(F ) is stable wrt. θ(F ) for all F ∈ DF t′1,...,t′n→t′ .
Furthermore, let G,G′ ∈ G be graphs, pf , p′f ∈ Pt1,...,tn→t be pointers such that (p′f , G′)
is stable wrt. (pf , G), and pi, p′i ∈ Pti be pointers such that (p′i, G′) is stable wrt. (pi, G)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then we have that exect1,...,tn→t(θ, p′f , G′)(p′1, . . . , p′n, G′) is stable wrt.
exect1,...,tn→t(θ, pf , G)(p1, . . . , pn, G).
Proof Let G = (g, L), G′ = (g′, L′). If
exect1,...,tn→t(θ, pf , (g, L))(p1, . . . , pn, (g, L)) = (NULLt, (g∅, ∅))
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then we have nothing to show. Therefore we assume that
exect1,...,tn→t(θ, pf , (g, L))(p1, . . . , pn, (g, L)) = (pr, (gr, Lr)) 6= (NULLt, (g∅, ∅))
We distinguish four cases:
1. If pf /∈ Dom(g), then we have (pr, (gr, Lr)) = (NULLt, (g∅, ∅)), which cannot happen.
2. If g(pf ) = 〈f〉, f ∈ Ωt1,...,tn→t, then we have (pr, (gr, Lr)) = G f (p1, . . . , pn, (g, L)).
Assume that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n holds that (pi, G) 6= (p′i, G). Then we know that
(pi, G) = (NULLt, (g∅, ∅)) and because G f is strict we can conclude that (pr, (gr, Lr))
is equal to (NULLt, (g∅, ∅)), which cannot happen. Hence, (pi, G) = (p′i, G) for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n and consequently G f (p′1, . . . , p′n, (g′, L′)) = (pr, (gr, Lr)).
3. If g(pf ) = 〈F 〉, F ∈ DF t1,...,tn→t a defined function, then we know that (pr, (gr, Lr)) =
(θ(F ))(p1, . . . , pn, (g, L)). Given that, the result immediately follows from the assump-
tion that θ′(F ) is stable wrt. θ(F ) and the same argument as in the preceding case
for the identity of the arguments.
4. Otherwise we have g(pf ) = 〈@, lf , l1, . . . , lm〉. Because the graph is finite and not
cyclic we can reduce this case to one of the previous cases in finitely many steps. q.e.d.
Lemma 6.6
Let e ∈ Et be an expression, G ∈ G be a graph, ξ ∈ Env(X,P) be an environment for
variables, and θ, θ′ ∈ Env(DF,GOps) be environments for defined functions. If θ′(F ) is
stable wrt. θ(F ) for all F ∈ DF t′1,...,t′n→t′ then G e (ξ, θ′, G) is stable wrt. G e (ξ, θ,G).
Proof If G e (ξ, θ,G) = (NULLt, (g∅, ∅)) then we have nothing to show. Therefore we
assume that G e (ξ, θ,G) = (p,G) 6= (NULLt, (g∅, ∅)). We show that G e (ξ, θ′, G) = (p,G)
by induction on e:
e = x ∈ X: G x (ξ, θ′, G) = (ξ(x), G) = G x (ξ, θ,G)
e = F ∈ DF : G F (ξ, θ′, G) = G + 〈F 〉 = G F (ξ, θ,G)
e = f ∈ Ω: G f (ξ, θ′, G) = G + 〈f〉 = G f (ξ, θ′, G)
e = (e0 e1 . . . em): Let (p0, (g0, L0)) = G e0 (ξ, θ, (g, L))
(pj , (gj , Lj)) = G ej (ξ, θ, (gj−1, Lj−1)) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m
(p′0, (g0, L0)) = G e0 (ξ, θ
′, (g, L))
(p′j , (gj , Lj)) = G ej (ξ, θ
′, (gj−1, Lj−1)) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m
We distinguish between partial and saturated applications:
1. If 1 ≤ m < n, then we have
G e (ξ, θ, (g, L)) = mkgarb(L, (gm, Lm) + 〈@, p0, p1, . . . , pm〉)
and conversely,
G e (ξ, θ′, (g, L)) = mkgarb(L, (gm, Lm) + 〈@, p′0, p′1, . . . , p′m〉)
We conclude with induction hypothesis and Corollaries 6.6 and 6.7.
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2. If m = n, then we have
G e (ξ, θ, (g, L))
= mkgarb(L, exect1,...,tm→t(θ, p0, (gm, Lm))(p1, . . . , pm, (gm, Lm)))
and conversely,
G e (ξ, θ′, (g, L))
= mkgarb(L, exect1,...,tm→t(θ′, p′0, (gm, Lm))(p
′
1, . . . , p
′
m, (gm, Lm)))
We conclude with the induction hypothesis, Corollary 6.7, and Lemma 6.5.
e = if e0 then e1 else e2: Let (p′, (g′, L′)) = G e0 (ξ, θ,G). We distinguish three cases:
1. If p′ /∈ Dom(g′) then G if e0 then e1 else e2 (ξ, θ, (g, L)) = (NULLt, (g∅, ∅)) and
this cannot happen.
2. If p′ ∈ Dom(g′) with g′(p′) = 〈true〉 then we have
G if e0 then e1 else e2 (ξ, θ, (g, L)) = mkgarb(L,G e1 (ξ, θ, (g′, L′)))
Hence, G e1 (ξ, θ, (g′, L′))) 6= (NULLt, (g∅, ∅)), and by induction hypothesis we
know that G e1 (ξ, θ′, (g′, L′)) = G e1 (ξ, θ, (g′, L′)). We conclude with Corol-
lary 6.7.
3. If p′ ∈ Dom(g′) with g′(p′) = 〈false〉 then we can conclude analogous to the
previous case. q.e.d.
We use this lemma to show that the sequence of successive applications of Φ ,P is compon-
entwise convergent.
Lemma 6.7
Let P be a program. The sequence (Φn ,P (Tb))n∈ is componentwise convergent.
Proof Let P = (F (xj1, . . . , xjnj) := ej | 1 ≤ j ≤ p) with Fj ∈ DF tj1,...,tjnj→tj , xji ∈ Xtji ,
and ej ∈ Etj with variables {xj1, . . . , xjnj} for 1 ≤ j ≤ p. We have to show that the
sequence ((Φn ,P (Tb))j)n∈ is convergent for all 1 ≤ j ≤ p. Therefore, we must find an index
i for all (g1, . . . , gp) ∈ FS ,P such that for all 1 ≤ k < ∞ holds:
((Φi ,P (Tb))j)(g1, . . . , gp) = ((Φ
i+k
,P (Tb))j)(g1, . . . , gp)
Let (g1, . . . , gp) ∈ FS ,P . We distinguish two cases:
1. If ((Φi ,P (Tb))j)(g1, . . . , gp) = (Tb)j for all i ∈ N then we choose the index 0.
2. If there exists an index i ∈ N such that ((Φi ,P (Tb))j))(g1, . . . , gp) 6= (Tb)j , then this
is equivalent to G ej (ξ, θ,G) = (pr, Gr) 6= (NULLtj , (g∅, ∅)) for all environments ξ =
[xj1/p1, . . . , xjnj/pn] and all graphs G where θ := [F1/g1, . . . , Fp/gp]. The preceding
lemma (Lemma 6.6) guarantees that
G ej (ξ, θ′, G) = (pr, Gr)
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for all “larger” environments θ′. Hence, we have
((Φi+k,P (Tb))j))(g1, . . . , gp) = λ(p1, . . . , pnj , G).(pr, Gr)
for all k ∈ N. q.e.d.
Note that the determination of the index is not constructive and hence the result does not
yield a decision procedure for the test if a function is defined at certain points.
We conclude this section by the definition of the graph program semantics.
Definition 6.22 (Graph Program Semantics G)
Given a program P = (Fj(xj1, . . . , xjnj) := ej | 1 ≤ j ≤ p) with Fj ∈ DF tj1,...,tjnj→tj ,
xji ∈ Xtji , and ej ∈ Etj with variables {xj1, . . . , xjnj} for 1 ≤ j ≤ p the graph semantics of
P is an environment G P ∈ Env(DF,GOps) given by
G P := [F1/fix(Φ ,P )1, . . . , Fp/fix(Φ ,P )p]
Here, fix(Φ ,P ) is the limit of the transformation Φ ,P defined as
fix(Φ ,P ) = lim
n→∞Φ
n
,P (Tb)
Example: For the append program Pappend, we have the following transformation
Φ ,Pappend(g) = λ(p, p
′, G).G if (is−Nil l) ... ([l/p, l’/p′], [append/g], G)
Successive application of Φ ,Pappend on the least element
Tb = λ(p, p′, G).(NULLtListOfInt , (g∅, ∅))
of the associated function space FS ,Pappend = GOps
ListOfInt,ListOfInt→ListOfInt yields the
following sequence:
Φ1 ,Pappend(Tb) = (p, p
′, (g, L)) 7→
{
(p′, (g[〈is−Nil〉, 〈true〉], L)) if g(p) = 〈Nil〉
(NULLtListOfInt , (g∅, ∅)) otherwise
Φ2 ,Pappend(Tb) = (p, p
′, (g, L)) 7→
(p′, (g[〈is−Nil〉, 〈true〉], L)) if g(p) = 〈Nil〉
(g[〈is−Nil〉, 〈false〉, 〈is−Nil〉, 〈true〉], L) + 〈Cons, p1, p′〉
if g(p) = 〈Cons, p1, q1〉, g(q1) = 〈Nil〉
(NULLtListOfInt , (g∅, ∅)) otherwise
...
Φm,Pappend(Tb) = (p, p
′, (g, L)) 7→
(p′, (g[〈is−Nil〉, 〈true〉], L)) if g(p) = 〈Nil〉
(g[〈is−Nil〉, 〈false〉, 〈is−Nil〉, 〈true〉], L)
+〈Cons, p1, p′〉
if g(p) = 〈Cons, p1, q1〉,
g(q1) = 〈Nil〉
...
(r1, (g [〈is−Nil〉, 〈false〉, . . . , 〈is−Nil〉, 〈true〉]
[r1/〈Cons, p1, r2〉, . . . , rm−1/〈Cons, pm−1, p′〉]
L∪{r1, . . . , rm−1}))
if g(p) = 〈Cons, p1, q1〉,
g(pi) = 〈Cons, pi+1, qi+1〉,
g(qm−1) = 〈Nil〉
(NULLtListOfInt , (g∅, ∅)) otherwise
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Here, the notation g[hn1, . . . , hn2] denotes a graph function where the additional heap nodes
hni are allocated corresponding to the allocation strategy. All these node are garbage nodes.
In the m–th iteration, lists of length n < m as first argument are copied, producing n
new constructor cells for Cons. Furthermore, 2n garbage cells for the function is−Nil,
2(n − 1) garbage cells for the constant false, and one garbage cell for the constant true
are produced. The garbage cells are created by the condition (is−Nil l).
6.6 Soundness of G wrt. M
Our next aim is to prove that our model of graph reduction is sound wrt. the denotational
semantics. We establish this soundness by using the representation function rep from Defin-
ition 6.5. Of course, we cannot expect G to be complete wrt. M, because while M is a
non–strict semantics, G is strict. The main result of this section is that if G produces a
result then it represents the result from M.
To cater for all intermediate steps, we introduce soundness notions for values, variable
environments, (tuples of) graph operations, and environments for defined functions.
Definition 6.23 (Soundness)
1. Let (g, L) ∈ G be a graph, l ∈ Dom(gt) be a location, σ ∈ Env(DF,Ops) be an
environment for defined functions, and v ∈ CTt be a value. The tuple (l, (g, L)) is
sound wrt. v under σ iff l ∈ Dom(g) implies that repg(l, σ) = v.
2. Let (g, L) ∈ G be a graph and σ ∈ Env(DF,Ops) be an environment for defined
functions. An environment for variables ξ ∈ Env(X,P) is sound wrt. an environment
β ∈ Env(X,CT) under σ iff for all x ∈ X holds that (ξ(x), G) is sound wrt. β(x) under
σ.
3. Let σ ∈ Env(DF,Ops) be an environment for defined functions. A function fG :
Pt1 × · · ·×Ptn ×G → Pt×G is sound wrt. f : CTt1 , . . . ,CTtn → CTt under σ iff for all
graphs (g, L) ∈ G, locations li ∈ Dom(gti), and values vi ∈ CTti with (li, (g, L)) sound
wrt. vi under σ (1 ≤ i ≤ n) holds: fG(l1, . . . , ln, (g, L)) is sound wrt. f(v1, . . . , vn)
under σ.
4. Let σ ∈ Env(DF,Ops) be an environment for defined functions. A tuple of functions
(fG1 , . . . , f
G
n ), f
G
i : P
ti,1 × · · · × Pti,ni × G → Pti × G is sound wrt. (f1, . . . , fn), fi :
CTti,1 , . . . ,CTti,ni → CTti under σ iff fGi is sound wrt. fi under σ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
5. An environment for defined functions θ ∈ Env(DF,GOps) is sound wrt. an environ-
ment for defined functions σ ∈ Env(DF,Ops) iff for all functions F ∈ DF holds θ(F )
is sound wrt. σ(F ) under σ.
The essential point in the definition is soundness of values. Here we use the representation
function to relate a tuple of pointer and graph on one hand and a denotational value on
the other hand. By definition all tuples which contain an invalid pointer (especially the
undefined pointer NULL) are sound wrt. all values.
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A problem arises since the graphs contain nodes with the names of functions. Therefore, we
need an environment for defined functions which is used by rep to assign values to partial
applications.
Our first result is that the graph semantics of intrinsic functions implements the denotation
of intrinsic functions. Note that this result is stronger than soundness, because it does not
allow the pointer to be invalid.
Lemma 6.8
Let f ∈ Ωt1,...,tn→t be an intrinsic function, σ ∈ Env(DF,Ops) an environment, G ∈ G
a graph, and li ∈ HLti locations with vi = repg(li, σ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If (lr, (gr, Lr)) =
G f (l1, . . . , ln, G) then we also have repg(lr, σ) = M f (v1, . . . , vn).
Proof trivial q.e.d.
We show that the auxiliary function exec implements application.
Lemma 6.9 (exec Implements Application)
Let θ ∈ Env(DF,GOps), σ ∈ Env(DF,Ops) be environments for defined function such that
θ is sound wrt. σ. Furthermore, let lf ∈ HLt1,...,tn→t, l1 ∈ HLt1 , . . . , ln ∈ HLtn be locations
and (g, L) ∈ G be a graph such that repg(lf , σ) = vf and repg(li, σ) = vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If
(lr, (gr, Lr)) = exect1,...,tn→t(θ, lf , (g, L))(l1, . . . , ln, (g, L)) then repgr(lr, σ) = vf (v1, . . . , vn).
Proof Corresponding to the definition of exec, we distinguish four cases:
1. lf /∈ Dom(g). This cannot happen, because otherwise f would not be defined.
2. g(lf ) = 〈f〉, f ∈ Ωt1,...,tn→t: We have
(lr, (gr, Lr)) = exect1,...,tn→t(θ, lf , (g, L))(l1, . . . , ln, (g, L))
= G f (l1, . . . , ln, (g, L))
On the other hand, we have vf = repg(lf , σ) = M f ([], σ) = M f and we can
conclude with Lemma 6.8.
3. g(lf ) = 〈F 〉, F ∈ DF t1,...,tn→t
(lr, (gr, Lr)) = exect1,...,tn→t(θ, lf , (g, L))(l1, . . . , ln, (g, L))
= (θ(F ))(l1, . . . , ln, (g, L))
On the other hand, given that vf = repg(lf , σ) = M F ([], σ) = σ(F ), we can conclude
with θ is sound wrt. σ.
4. g(lf ) = 〈@, p′f , p′1, . . . , p′m〉, p′f ∈ Pt
′
1,...,t
′
m,t1,...,tn→t, p′m+i = pi, t
′
mi = ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
(lr, (gr, Lr)) = exect1,...,tn→t(θ, lf , (g, L))(l1 , . . . , ln, (g, L))
= exect
′
1,...,t
′
m+n→t(θ, p′f , (g, L))(p
′
1, . . . , p
′
m+n, (g, L))
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Furthermore, we have vf = repg(lf , σ) = λ(v1, . . . , vn).v′f (v
′
1, . . . , v
′
m, v1, . . . , vn) where
v′f = repg(p
′
f , σ), and v
′
i = repg(p
′
i, σ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Because the graph is finite and
not cyclic this reduction can only occur finitely many times until one of the other
cases occurs. q.e.d.
We prove our soundness result for expressions, which is the major task in this section.
Theorem 6.3 (Soundness Of Expression Semantics)
Let e ∈ Et be an expression, G ∈ G be a graph, and let ξ ∈ Env(X,P), θ ∈ Env(DF,GOps),
β ∈ Env(X,CT), and σ ∈ Env(DF,Ops) be environments such that the variable environment
ξ is sound wrt. β under σ and the environment for defined function θ is sound wrt. σ:
G e (ξ, θ,G) is sound wrt. M e (β, σ) under σ
Proof Let G = (g, l).
Induction on e
e = x ∈ X: We have G x (ξ, θ,G) = (ξ(x), G) and hence soundness by the assumption
that ξ is sound wrt. β.
e = F ∈ DF : We have G F (ξ, θ,G) = G + 〈F 〉 = (l′, G′) where l′ = freet(Dom(g)), and
G′ = (g[l′/〈F 〉], L ∪ {l′}). Obviously, l′ ∈ Dom(g[l′/〈F 〉]) and by definition we have
repg[l′/〈F 〉](l, σ) = M F ([], σ) = σ(F ) = M F (β, σ)
e = f ∈ Ω: Similar to the previous case.
e = (e0 e1 . . . em): Let (p0, (g0, L0)) = G e0 (ξ, θ, (g, L))
(pj, (gj , Lj)) = G ej (ξ, θ, (gj−1, Lj−1)) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m
We distinguish two cases:
1. if m = n, i.e. the application is saturated:
G (e0 e1 . . . em) (ξ, θ, (g, L))
= mkgarb(L, exect1,...,tm→t(θ, p0, (gm, Lm))(p1, . . . , pm, (gm, Lm)))
=
{
(NULLt, (g∅, ∅)) if lr = NULLt
(lr, (gr, L ∪lr )) otherwise
with (lr, (gr, Lr)) = exect1,...,tm→t(θ, p0, (gm, Lm))(p1, . . . , pm, (gm, Lm))
If lr = NULLt then there is nothing more to prove. Otherwise, we have
M (e0 e1 . . . em) (β, σ) = (M e0 (β, σ))(M e1 (β, σ), . . . ,M em (β, σ))
Note that li 6= NULLti for all i, because otherwise the strictness of G would imply
lr = NULLt. We conclude with the induction hypothesis, Lemma 6.9, and the
property that application of a sound function to sound arguments yields a sound
result.
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2. 1 ≤ m < n, i.e. the application is partial:
G (e0 e1 . . . em) (ξ, θ, (g, L)) = mkgarb(L, (gm, Lm) + 〈@, p0, p1, . . . , pm〉)
=
{
(NULLt, (g∅, ∅)) if lr = NULLt
(lr, (gr, L ∪lr )) otherwise
with lr = freet(Dom(gm))
gr = gm[lr/〈@, p0, p1, . . . , pm〉]
Lr = Lm ∪ {lr}
If lr = NULLt then there is nothing more to prove. Otherwise, we have
repgr(lr) = λ(vm+1, . . . , vn).v0(v1, . . . , vm, vm+1, . . . , vn)
with vi = repg(li, σ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ m. Note that li 6= NULLti for all i, because
otherwise the strictness of G would imply lr = NULLt. We can conclude with the
observation that
M (e0 e1 . . . em) (β, σ) = λ(vm+1, . . . , vn).v0(v1, . . . , vm, vm+1, . . . , vn)
where vi = M ei (β, σ) 0 ≤ i ≤ m
e = if e0 then e1 else e2: Let (p′, (g′, L′)) := G e0 (ξ, θ,G). We distinguish three cases:
1. p′ /∈ Dom(g′). We have G if e0 then e1 else e2 (ξ, θ, (g, L)) = (NULLt, (g∅, ∅))
and by definition this is sound wrt. every value.
2. p′ ∈ Dom(g′), g′(p′) = 〈true〉. Then we know by induction hypothesis that
M e0 (β, σ) = true and hence
G if e0 then e1 else e2 (ξ, θ, (g, L)) = mkgarb(L,G e1 (ξ, θ, (g′, L′)))
=
{
(NULLt, (g∅, ∅)) if lr = NULLt
(lr, (gr, L ∪lr )) otherwise
with (lr, (gr, Lr)) = G e1 (ξ, θ, (g′, L′))
If lr = NULLt then there is nothing more to prove. Otherwise, we have
M if e0 then e1 else e2 (β, σ) = M e1 (β, σ)
We can conclude with the induction hypothesis for the expression e1 and the
graph (gr, L ∪lr ).
3. p′ ∈ Dom(g′), g′(p′) = 〈false〉. Similar to the previous case. q.e.d.
Our main result is the next theorem, which establishes soundness of the graph semantics.
Theorem 6.4 (Soundness of G)
For all programs P holds that G P is sound wrt. M P .
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Proof By definition, we know that
G P = [F1/fix (Φ ,P )1, . . . , Fp/fix (Φ ,P )p]
with fix (Φ ,P ) = lim
n→∞Φ
n
,P (Tb)
M P = [F1/fix (Φ ,P )1, . . . , Fp/fix (Φ ,P )p]
with fix (Φ ,P ) =
⊔{Φi ,P (⊥FS ,P ) | i ∈ N}
By Lemma 6.3 we know that the following relation holds:
fix (Φ ,P ) = lim
n→∞Φ
n
,P (Tb) ∈ lub({Φi ,P (Tb) | i ∈ N})
Hence it suffices to show that for all T ∈ lub({Φi ,P (Tb) | i ∈ N}) holds that T is sound wrt.
M P . Since this relation in continuous, it suffices to validate the more general relation that
Φi ,P (Tb) is sound wrt. Φ
i
,P (⊥FS ,P ) for all i ∈ N. This immediately follows by induction
from Theorem 6.3. q.e.d.
6.7 Escaping as Graph Property
In this section we investigate the relation between the augmented semantics presented in
Chapter 3 and the graph semantics. We show that the augmented semantics is indeed a
model of the escape behaviour of the graph semantics: A value escapes from an expression e
corresponding to the augmented semantics iff the corresponding graph nodes are reachable
from the result of evaluating e using the graph semantics. By showing this, we demonstrate
that we have chosen a reasonable approach, which allows the prediction of the behaviour of
implementations based on denotational semantics.
We formalise this intuition by the notion of escape–soundness. Again, we have to cater for
all intermediate steps; therefore, we defined escape–soundness not only for environments of
defined functions, but also for values, graph operations, and variable environments.
Definition 6.24 (Escape–Soundness)
We simultaneously define the following notions:
1. Let (g, L) ∈ G be a graph, l ∈ Dom(gt) be a location, v̂ ∈ ĈTt be a value, and
θ ∈ Env(DF,GOps) be an environment. We define that the tuple (l, (g, L)) is escape–
sound wrt. v under θ by induction on the type: either t ∈ S or t = t1, . . . , tn → t0 and
the function exect1,...,tn→t0(θ, l, (g, L)) is escape–sound wrt. v̂ under θ (see Item 2).
2. Let θ ∈ Env(DF,GOps) be an environment. A function f : GOpst1,...,tn→t is escape–
sound wrt. f̂ ∈ Ôpst1,...,tn→t under θ iff for all graphs (g, L) ∈ G, locations li ∈
Dom(gti), and values v̂i ∈ ĈT
ti
with (li, (g, L)) escape–sound wrt. v̂i under θ for
1 ≤ i ≤ n holds: if we have (lr, (gr, Lr)) = f(l1, . . . , ln, (g, L)) then
(a) (lr, (gr, Lr)) is escape–sound wrt. f̂(v̂1, . . . , v̂n) under θ.
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(b) lr 6= NULLt implies that parts of v̂j escape from the application f̂(v̂1, . . . , v̂n) iff
li ∩lr 6= ∅.
3. Let θ ∈ Env(DF,GOps) be an environment and let (g, L) ∈ G be a graph. An envir-
onment for variables ξ ∈ Env(X,P) is escape–sound wrt. θ ∈ Env(DF,GOps) under θ
and G iff for all x ∈ X holds that (ξ(x), G) is escape–sound wrt. β̂(x) under θ.
4. An environment for defined functions θ ∈ Env(DF,GOps) is escape–sound wrt. an
environment σ̂ ∈ Env(DF, Ôps) iff for all functions F ∈ DF holds that θ(F ) is escape–
sound wrt. σ̂(F ) under θ.
Remarks:
• Although Items 1 and 2 are mutually dependent, the notions are well–defined: Each
step reduces the size of the types.
• The central point is the definition of escape–sound functions. It essentially means that
escaping as defined in Chapter 3 is captured by the graph function.
• Here, we solely consider escaping, because the aspect that the computed values are
sound was already handled in the previous section.
We prove our soundness result for expressions, which is the major task in this section.
Theorem 6.5 (Escape–Soundness Of Expression Semantics)
Let e ∈ Et be an expression, x ∈ X be a variable, G ∈ G be a graph, ξ ∈ Env(X,HL),
θ ∈ Env(DF,GOps) be graph environments, and β̂ ∈ Env(X, ĈT), σ̂ ∈ Env(DF, Ôps) be
augmented environments such that ξ is escape–sound wrt. β̂ under θ and G, and θ is escape–
sound wrt. σ̂. Then we have that the value (lr, (gr, Lr)) := G e (ξ, θ,G) is escape–sound
wrt. M̂ e (β̂, σ̂) under θ and (gr, Lr). Furthermore, if lr 6= NULLt then parts of x escape
from e under σ̂ iff

ξ(x) ∩lr 6= ∅.
Proof Assume that (lr, (gr, Lr)) = G e (ξ, θ,G) with lr 6= NULLt and let x ∈ X be such
that β̂(y) has void augmentation iff x 6= y. By Definition 3.11, parts of x escape from e
under σ̂ iff M̂ e (β̂, σ̂) has non–void augmentation. We show the second by induction on e:
e = x ∈ X: We have M̂ x (β̂, σ̂) = β̂(x) and hence M̂ x (β̂, σ̂) always has non–void aug-
mentation. On the other hand, G e (ξ, θ,G) = (ξ(x), G) and hence lr = ξ(x), which
trivially implies

ξ(x) ∩ lr = lr 3 lr. Furthermore, ξ(x) is escape–sound wrt. β̂(x)
under θ and (gr, Lr) by assumption.
e = F ∈ DF : By definition, M̂ F = β̂(F ) and hence no part of x escapes. Similarly,
G F (ξ, θ,G) = G + 〈F 〉 and therefore we always have ξ(x) ∩lr = ∅.
Given that, it remains to show that G + 〈F 〉 is escape–sound wrt. β̂(F ) under θ and
(gr, Lr). Let (b, f̂) := β̂(F ). By Definition 6.24 (Item 2), we have to show that
the function f := exect1,...,tn→t(θ, lr, (gr , Lr)) = θ(F ) is escape–sound wrt. f̂ under θ.
However, this is true by assumption.
e = f ∈ Ω: Like the previous case.
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e = (e0 e1 . . . em): Let (b, f̂) = M̂ e0 (β̂, σ̂)
(p0, (g0, L0)) = G e0 (ξ, θ, (g, L))
(pj, (gj , Lj)) = G ej (ξ, θ, (gj−1, Lj−1)) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m
We distinguish two cases: either the application is saturated with m = n or it is
partial with m < n.
m = n: G (e0 e1 . . . em) (ξ, θ, (g, L))
= mkgarb(L, exect1,...,tm→t(θ, p0, (gm, Lm))(p1, . . . , pm, (gm, Lm)))
=
{
(NULLt, (g∅, ∅)) if lr = NULLt
(lr, (gr, L ∪lr )) otherwise
with (lr, (gr, Lr)) = exect1,...,tm→t(θ, p0, (gm, Lm))(p1, . . . , pm, (gm, Lm))
If lr = NULLt then there is nothing more to prove. Otherwise,
M̂ (e0 e1 . . . em) (β̂, σ̂) = f̂(M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂), . . . , M̂ en (β̂, σ̂))
Note that li 6= NULLti for all i, because otherwise the strictness of G would imply
lr = NULLt. We conclude this case with the induction hypothesis and that the
application of escape–sound function to escape–sound arguments yields escape–
sound results.
m < n: For the annotated semantics, we have M̂ (e0 e1 . . . em) (β̂, σ̂) = (b, f̂ ′) with
f̂ ′ = λ(v̂m+1, . . . , v̂n).f̂(M̂ e1 (β̂, σ̂), . . . , M̂ em (β̂, σ̂), v̂m+1, . . . , v̂n). Hence we
can conclude that
(b, f ′) has non–void augmentation
⇐⇒ b = 1 or there exist v̂m+1, . . . , v̂n such that v̂i ∈ ĈT
ti
has void augmentation
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and f̂ ′(v̂m+1, . . . , v̂n) has non–void augmentation
⇐⇒ b = 1 or there exist 1 ≤ j ≤ m such that M̂ ej (β̂, σ̂) has non–void
augmentation
⇐⇒ there exist M̂ ej (β̂, σ̂) with non–void augmentation
On the other hand, for the graph reduction semantics we have
G (e0 e1 . . . em) (ξ, θ, (g, L)) = mkgarb(L, (gm, Lm) + 〈@, p0, p1, . . . , pm〉)
=
{
(NULLt, (g∅, ∅)) if lr = NULLt
(lr, (gr, L ∪lr )) otherwise
with lr = freet(Dom(gm))
gr = gm[lr/〈@, p0, p1, . . . , pm〉]
Lr = Lm ∪ {lr}
If lr = NULLt then there is nothing more to prove. Otherwise,

lr = {lr} ∪p0 ∪ · · · ∪ pm
By induction hypothesis, we have that M̂ ej (β̂, σ̂) has non–void augmentation
iff there exists 1 ≤ j ≤ m such that ξ(x) ∩ pj 6= ∅. This is equivalent to
ξ(x) ∩lr 6= ∅.
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It remains to be shown that (lr, (gr, Lr) is escape–sound wrt. (b, f̂ ′) under θ and
(gr, Lr). By Definition 6.24 (Item 2), we have to show that the function f ′
f ′ = exect1,...,tm→t(θ, lr, (gr, Lr))
= λ(pm+1, . . . , pn, G).f(p1, . . . , pm, pm+1, . . . , pn, G)
where f = exect1,...,tn→t(θ, p0, (g, L))
is escape–sound wrt. f̂ ′ under θ. This is true by induction hypothesis.
e = if e0 then e1 else e2: Trivial. q.e.d.
This theorem implies the corresponding result for programs.
Theorem 6.6 (Escape–Soundness of G)
For all programs P holds that G P is escape–sound wrt. M̂ P .
Proof By definition, we know that
G P = [F1/fix (Φ ,P )1, . . . , Fp/fix (Φ ,P )p]
with fix (Φ ,P ) = lim
n→∞Φ
n
,P (Tb)
M̂ P = [F1/fix (Φ ,P )1, . . . , Fp/fix (Φ ,P )p]
with fix (Φ
,P
) =
⊔{Φi
,P
(⊥FS ,P ) | i ∈ N}
By Lemma 6.3 we know that the following relation holds:
fix (Φ ,P ) = lim
n→∞Φ
n
,P (Tb) ∈ lub({Φi ,P (Tb) | i ∈ N})
Hence it suffices to show that for all T ∈ lub({Φi ,P (Tb) | i ∈ N}) holds that T is escape–
sound wrt. M̂ P . Because this relation in continuous, we can prove this by validating the
more general relation that Φi ,P (Tb) is escape–sound wrt. Φ
i
,P
(⊥FS ,P ) for all i ∈ N. This
immediately follows by induction from Theorem 6.5. q.e.d.
With the last result we have obtained a characterisation of escaping in terms of graph
reduction. Caused by sharing, however, non–escaping of parts does not imply that these
parts are always garbage. Consider the program
F x = (H (G x) x)
G y = 2
H x y = x
Obviously, x does not escape from G but it is not garbage at the end of the evaluation of G.
On the other hand, the evaluation of G creates a heap node for the value 2 which does not
escape from H. Such newly created heap nodes cannot be shared and are therefore garbage
at the end of the evaluation of H.
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6.8 Summary
In this chapter, we have defined a denotational model of graph reduction. The main idea is
to model the denotational view of functions on terms by functions on locations and graphs:
Pt1×· · ·×Ptn×G → Pt×G. The parameter of type G is the graph containing the arguments
to the function. The arguments are represented by pointers into the graph. The result is a
tuple consisting of the modified graph and the pointer to the result in that graph. Since the
graph is a unique component, we can easily implement this denotational graph semantics
by an abstract machine where the graph is a global mutable component.
To model garbage in the graphs, we had to define the graph domain G as a quasi ordered set:
The order on the graphs 4 had to ignore garbage, because otherwise removal of garbage
would not be a monotonic operation. Because the standard theory of denotational semantics
requires complete partially ordered sets as denotational domains, we have extended this the-
ory accordingly. The generalised fixpoint theorem exploits the special structure of function
spaces and uses a new notion of convergence. Like the standard theorem, it guarantees that
we obtain a least fixpoint by successive application to a least element.
This approach came to fruition for the proofs of two major results of this chapter. We have
shown that (1) the graph semantics G is sound with respect to the reference semantics M and
(2) escaping in the augmented semantics M̂ is a precise model of reachability from the result
in the graph semantics. Since our approach has avoided the translation of recursion into
iteration both result were obtained essentially by induction on the structure of expressions.
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In this chapter, we introduce two applications based on the knowledge of non–escaping
of expressions. Since these applications solely rely on the semantic property, and not on
its approximation by the abstract interpretation, we can independently prove the correct-
ness of the applications. Therefore, providing a different abstract interpretation or other
method for obtaining information on the escape behaviour of programs will not invalidate
the correctness results of this chapter.
Compile–time garbage collection detects positions in a program where parts of data struc-
tures will become garbage during execution, and modifies the program to cater for these
situations. This includes both the deletion of constructor nodes and closure chains. For
closures, we additionally can perform efficient closure utilisation to avoid heap allocation
of closures at all.
In addition to the proofs of correctness of these applications, we study the effects of the
applications. The experiments show that the runtime behaviour is improved.
7.1 Compile–Time Garbage Collection
Several methods have been proposed to reduce the runtime memory consumption of func-
tional programs by compile–time garbage collection (ctgc). The approaches differ in the way
how the memory management strategy is altered by the information obtained. Especially,
the location of memory reuse and the way of memory reuse is of importance.
The location of memory reuse determines at which point of execution a garbage cell is
reused. Here, we distinguish two approaches:
Immediate reuse: This approach has the advantage of keeping the number of garbage cells
small at the price of frequent interruptions of the actual computation. It must be
guaranteed that sharing of the argument being reused does not occur. Therefore,
either (1) the (implementation of the) function must be altered to receive additional
arguments indicating an “unshared situation”, or (2) specially trimmed versions of
the function must be used in the appropriate situations. Both approaches have major
deficiencies: (1) requires additional tests within the function, which increase the time
spent on memory management operations; (2) avoids this but can increase the code
size exponentially in the number of arguments of the function.
Delayed reuse: Deallocations are performed at some later point in execution, maybe even
the end of the corresponding function call. The advantage is that more deallocations
are performed at the same time, which may be done more efficiently. Also, there is no
need for modifications within the function, which circumvents the above problems.
The way of memory reuse can be either:
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Deallocating: This is done by adding the cell to the free part of the heap.
Direct reuse: It can be used in situations where the deallocation is immediately followed by
an allocation, resulting in an “in-place” version of the function.
Using the above characteristics, our approach can be described as delayed deallocating: We
insert deallocation annotations into the programs, which cause the deallocation of heap cells
after the evaluation of an application. The deleted cells were created during the evaluation
of the arguments of the application. We circumvent the problems with shared structures by
considering only those locations which were created during the evaluation of the argument
of an application. Such cells cannot be shared.
7.1.1 Program Annotations
We extend the sets of expressions and programs as defined in Definition 2.4 by allowing one
additional construct; an annotated version of saturated application. The general scheme is
to annotate the argument ei in applications (e e1 . . . em), where parts of ei do not escape
from the (evaluation of the) expression.
Definition 7.1 (Annotations)
We define the family of annotations ℵ := 〈ℵt | t ∈ T(S)〉, where the sets of annotations of
type t are defined by induction on t:
t = bs ∈ BS: ℵbs := B
t = cs ∈ CS: ℵcs := P
(⋃
cs
?
cs′{(c, i) | c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs
′
, ti ∈ BS, 0 ≤ i ≤ n}
)
t = t1, . . . , tm → t0: ℵt1,...,tn→t := B× B
Remarks:
• For basic types the annotations are either 0 or 1, indicating whether all cells allocated
for this result are to be deleted.
• For constructed sorts, an annotation is a set of pairs (c, i), where c is a constructor
and i is either 0 or the index of an argument of c with basic sort as type. More
precisely, the constructor c must be one of those constructors which may occur as the
top constructor of one of the subterms of a value of type cs. Formally, we describe
this by using the notation cs? cs′, which was introduced in Chapter 4.
• For functional types the annotations are pairs; each component is either 0 or 1. The
first component determines whether the chain of closures is to be deleted, and the
second component affects the parameter bindings in the closures. In analogy to the
ListOfInt type, the chain of closures is the spine, and the parameters are the entries.
The semantics of the annotations is formally defined in Definitions 7.4 and 7.5.
Definition 7.2 (CTGC–Annotated Expressions, Programs)
We define the family of all ctgc–annotated expressions as Ec := 〈Etc | t ∈ T(S)〉, where the
sets Etc are defined as:
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1. Et ⊆ Etc
2. (e ea11 . . . e
an
n ) ∈ Etc if e ∈ Et1,...,tn→tc , ei ∈ Etc, and ai ∈ ℵti (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
An ctgc–annotated F-program is a finite set of definitions where the right hand sides are
annotated expressions.
To provide a semantics for annotated expressions, we define a function which performs
deallocations in graphs.
Definition 7.3 (Graph Deletion)
Let G = (g, L) ∈ G be a graph and let l ∈ Dom(g) be a location. The graph resulting from
deletion of the node g(l) in G is defined as G− l := (g′, L′) where Dom(g′) = Dom(g) \ {l}
and L′ = L \ {l}.
Remarks:
• This notion is the counterpart to the graph allocation function G+hn. More precisely,
if we have (l′, G′) = G + hn then G′ − l′ = G.
• The order of deletions is not important, i.e. (G − l1) − l2 = (G − l2) − l1. Therefore,
we can introduce the following abbreviation: G−{l1, . . . , ln} := (. . . (G− l1) . . .)− ln.
Lemma 7.1 (Deletion of Garbage Preserves Order)
Let G = (g, L) ∈ G be a graph and let l ∈ Dom(g) be a location. We have l /∈ L iff G− l 4 G
and G 4 G− l.
Proof Trivial. q.e.d.
This property is the key to the design of the graph domain. With a graph order which does
not ignore garbage cells, the deletion of graph cells would be non–monotonic.
We use this function to define the deallocation of more than one graph node corresponding
to an annotation.
Definition 7.4 (Annotated Graph Deletion)
Let G ∈ G be a graph, a ∈ ℵt be an annotation, and l0 ∈ Dom(gt), L ⊆ l0 be locations.
The graph resulting from deletion of the nodes in

l0 restricted to L in G corresponding to
the annotation a is defined as G−a/L l0 := Gr −N , where the graph Gr and the set N are
defined in the following way:
1. Gr := G and N :=
{
{l0} if a = 1
∅ otherwise if t = bs ∈ BS.
2. Gr := Gn and the graphs Gi and the set N are defined as
G0 := G
Gi :=
{
Gi−1 −a/Li li if t′i ∈ CS, Li :=

li ∩ L
Gi−1 if t′i ∈ BS
1 ≤ i ≤ n
N := {li | 0 ≤ i ≤ n, (c, i) ∈ a}
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if t = cs ∈ CS and g(l0) = 〈c, l1, . . . , ln〉 with c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→t.
3. Gr := G and N :=
{ {l0} if a = (1, b2)
∅ otherwise if t = t1, . . . , tn → t0 ∈ T(S), g(l0) = 〈ϕ〉.
4. Gr := G−a/Lf lf , where Lf := L ∩

lf and N := {l0 | a = (1, b2)} ∪ {L ∩li | 1 ≤ i ≤
n ∧ a = (b1, 1)} if t = t1, . . . , tn → t0 ∈ T(S), g(l0) = 〈@, lf , l1, . . . , ln〉.
The graph component spanned by l0 is the part in which deletion is performed. The set
L restricts the set of cells of

l0 which are to be deleted. We need this set to avoid that
cells are deleted which were already present before the evaluation; these cells can be shared
which means that they are active and hence their deletion would be incorrect.
Remarks:
• For basic types, the annotation a determines whether the heap cell is deleted (a = 1)
or not (a = 0).
• For constructed sorts, the deallocation consists of three phases:
1. Recursive deletion corresponding to the annotation a in all argument components
li which have a constructed type; this is done by successive creation of the graphs
Gi.
2. Delete the top cell g(l0) = 〈c, l1, . . . , ln〉, if the tuple (c, 0) is an element of the
annotations.
3. Furthermore, delete those li where (c, i) is element of the annotations. By defin-
ition, this can only occur for arguments which have a basic sort as type. This
phase is necessary to remove boxed basic values.
Because the order of the deletions is not important, it does not matter in which order
these steps are performed either.
• For functional types, we perform similar steps: For an annotation (b1, b2), we delete
the spine of the closure chain if b1 = 1, and the entries in the closure chain if b2 = 1.
However, in contrast to constructed types, there is no distinction between different
entry types. We cannot do this here, because there is no possibility to determine at
compile time which parameter profiles are present in the closure chain.
Example: Consider the graph function gdemo given in Figure 6.2 on page 66. We choose
Gdemo := (gdemo,Dom(gdemo)).
• If we consider Gdemo −l3/{l3,l4,l5} {(Cons, 0), (Cons, 1)}, we obtain a graph were l3 is
deleted because of the annotation (Cons, 0) and l4 is deleted because of (Cons, 1). On
the other hand, l5 remains, since there is no annotation (Nil, 0).
• For the annotation (b1, b2) and the location l1, we delete l1 and l2 if b1 = 1, and l3, l4, l5
if b2 = 1.
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With this auxiliary function, we can now give the definition of the graph semantics of
ctgc-annotated expressions in extension of Definition 6.13.
Definition 7.5 (Graph Semantics Gc of CTGC-Annotated Expressions)
Let e ∈ Etc be a ctgc–annotated expression, G ∈ G be a graph, ξ ∈ Env(X,P) be an
environment for variables, and θ ∈ Env(DF,GOps) be an environment for defined functions.
The graph semantics of e Gc e (ξ, θ,G) ∈ Pt × G is defined inductively on the structure of
e in analogy to Definition 6.13, with the following extension:
• Gc (e ea11 . . . eann ) (ξ, θ, (g, L)) := mkgarb(L, (pr, Gr))−a1/∆1 p1 −a2/∆2 . . .−an/∆n pn
where (p0, (g0, L0)) := Gc e0 (ξ, θ, (g, L))
(pj , (gj , Lj)) := Gc ej (ξ, θ, (gj−1, Lj−1)) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m
(pr, Gr) := exect1,...,tm→t(θ, p0, (gm, Lm))(p1, . . . , pm, (gm, Lm))
∆i := (Dom(gi) \ Dom(gi−1)) ∩pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
for e0 ∈ Et1,...,tn→t0c , ei ∈ Etic , and ai ∈ ℵti (1 ≤ i ≤ m).
An annotated application (e ea11 . . . e
an
n ) is interpreted in the following way: While evaluat-
ing the expression (e e1 . . . en) all allocations in the graph are recorded such that the sets
∆i contain those locations which were allocated during the evaluation of ei and are part of
the result. After performing the function call and executing mkgarb, the locations in ∆i are
deleted corresponding to the annotation ai.
Example: Consider the annotated expression (qs (filter (< a) l){(Cons,0),(Nil,0)}) where
filter and qs are defined in the program P
filter f [] = []
filter f (x:xs) = if (f x) (f:(filter f fs)) else (filter f fs)
qs [] = []
qs (a:l) = (qs (filter (<a) l))++[a]++(qs (filter (>=a) l))
Furthermore, we use bindings θ = G P = [filter/filter , qs/qs ], ξ = [l/l1, a/l5], and the
graph (g,Dom(g)) where the graph function g is shown in Figure 7.1(a).
Evaluating the arguments of the top–level application yields the results (l8, (g0, L0)) =
Gc qs (ξ, θ, (g, L)) and (l9, (g1, L1)) = Gc (filter (<a) l) (ξ, θ, (g0, L0)). The resulting
graph g1 is shown in Figure 7.1(b)1. Hence, we have ∆1 = {l9, l10, l11}. Note that l8 is
allocated during the evaluation of qs and therefore is already present in g0.
Immediately after the call to qs and the evaluation of mkgarb, we have the graph (g2, L2)
shown in Figure 7.1(c), where garbage cells are set with a dashed border2.
Finally, the evaluation of (l12, (g2, L2))−{(Cons,0),(Nil,0)}/{l9,l10,l11}l9 removes almost all garbage
cells, with the exception of l8. The graph (gr, Lr) which results from evaluating the annot-
ated expression (qs (filter (< a) l){(Cons,0),(Nil,0)}) is shown in Figure 7.1(d).
1 For simplicity, we omitted the garbage nodes allocated by the evaluation of (filter (<a) l).
2 As before, we omitted garbage cells created while evaluating the call to qs.
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〈Cons, l5, l2〉 l1 〈Cons, l6, l3〉 l2 〈Cons, l7, l4〉 l3 〈Nil〉 l4
〈3〉 l5 〈2〉 l6 〈1〉 l7
(a) g: Start
〈Cons, l5, l2〉 l1 〈Cons, l6, l3〉 l2 〈Cons, l7, l4〉 l3 〈Nil〉 l4
〈3〉 l5 〈2〉 l6 〈1〉 l7
〈qs〉 l8 〈Cons, l6, l10〉 l9 〈Cons, l7, l11〉 l10 〈Nil〉 l11
(b) g1: Evaluated Top–Level Arguments
〈Cons, l5, l2〉 l1 〈Cons, l6, l3〉 l2 〈Cons, l7, l4〉 l3 〈Nil〉 l4
〈3〉 l5 〈2〉 l6 〈1〉 l7
〈qs〉 l8 〈Cons, l6, l10〉 l9 〈Cons, l7, l11〉 l10 〈Nil〉 l11
〈Cons, l7, l13〉 l12 〈Cons, l6, l14〉 l13 〈Nil〉 l14
(c) g2: After qs
〈Cons, l5, l2〉 l1 〈Cons, l6, l3〉 l2 〈Cons, l7, l4〉 l3 〈Nil〉 l4
〈3〉 l5 〈2〉 l6 〈1〉 l7 〈qs〉 l8
〈Cons, l7, l13〉 l12 〈Cons, l6, l14〉 l13 〈Nil〉 l14
(d) gr: Result
Fig. 7.1: Evolution of the Example Graph
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7.1.2 Correctness
Of course, arbitrary annotations do not preserve the meaning of expressions. This is guar-
anteed only if deletions affect only garbage locations. To ensure this, it is sufficient that no
cell from ∆i which is reachable from the result is deleted. Hence, non–escaping is sufficient
to preserve the semantics. This is formalised by the notion of well–annotated expressions.
Definition 7.6 (Well-Annotated Expression)
A ctgc–annotated expression e0 ∈ Ec of a program P is called well–annotated iff for all
e ∈ Et1,...,tn→tc , ei ∈ Etc, and ai ∈ ℵti (1 ≤ i ≤ n) holds that if (e ea11 . . . eann ) is a sub
expressions of e then all parts of ei which escape from (e e1 . . . en) are not deleted by Gc.
We show that well–annotated expression have the same meaning as their non–annotated
counterparts. To clarify what “meaning” is in this context, we have to consider that we do
not want the resulting graphs to be equal. Instead, we use the representation function intro-
duced in the last chapter to establish a connection between annotated and non–annotated
expressions.
Corollary 7.1 (Well–Annotated Expressions are Monotonic)
Let e ∈ Etc be a well–annotated expression, G,G′ ∈ G be graphs such that G 4 G′, ξ ∈
Env(X,P) be an environment for variables, and θ ∈ Env(DF,GOps) be an environment for
defined functions. Given that, we have Gc e (β, σ,G) 4Pt×G Gc e (β, σ,G′).
This result guarantees that we can define a fixpoint semantics for ctgc–annotated programs
based on the expression semantics for annotated expressions. This is only possible because
of our model of graphs in conjunction with the generalised fixpoint Theorem 6.2 from the
previous chapter.
Theorem 7.1 (Correctness Of Compile–Time Garbage Collection)
Let e ∈ Etc be a well–annotated expression, G ∈ G be a graph, ξ ∈ Env(X,P) be an
environment for variables, and θ ∈ Env(DF,GOps) be an environment for defined functions.
1. If (lr, Gr)′ = Gc e (β, σ,G) then we have G 4 Gr.
2. Let e′ ∈ Et be the expression resulting from e by removing all annotations, and let
(l, (g, L)) = Gc e (β, σ,G) and (l′, (g′, L′)) = G e′ (β, σ,G). Then we have
repg(l, σ) = repg′(l
′, σ)
The first item ensures that no “old” cell is deleted by the evaluation, i.e. no allocated cell
is deleted during the evaluation. The second item establishes the actual correctness of the
result.
Proof
1. During evaluation of annotated application, only locations in the sets ∆i are deleted.
These sets contain only locations allocated during evaluation of arguments. Hence,
no locations already present before evaluating the i–th argument is deleted.
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2. The only chance to violate the equation (cf. Lemma 7.1)is that a heap cell contributing
to the result is deleted in the evaluation of the expression e. This means that we have
an l ∈ ∆i which is deleted by G′−ai/∆i pi and is not garbage, i.e. l ∈

pr . However, this
means that l escapes from the application which is a contradiction to our assumption.
q.e.d.
7.1.3 Using the Abstract Interpretation E for Finding Annotations
Following our model–based approach, we considered the correctness of ctgc solely based on
the semantical property. Hence, the results are valid independently of the means used to
determine escaping. Especially, the last result does not depend on any special property of
our abstract interpretation E, not even on the choice of the abstract domains.
In this subsection, we demonstrate how we can use the abstract interpretation E for finding
annotations. We start by defining a function abstoann which determines the annotations
corresponding to an abstract value.
Definition 7.7 (Abstract Values to Annotations)
The family of functions abstoann = 〈abstoannt | t ∈ T(S)〉, where abstoannt : At → ℵt, is
defined as induction on t:
t = bs ∈ BS: abstoannbs(b) := b for all b ∈ Abs = B = ℵbs.
t = cs ∈ CS: abstoanncs((b, a)) := Cb ∪Ra ∪Na where the sets are defined as
Cb :=
{
{(c, 0) | c ∈ Ct1,...,tn→cs′ , cs′ ∈ [cs]} if b = 1
∅ otherwise
Ra :=
⋃
cs′∈[cs],c∈Ct1,...,tn→cs′ ,[ti] 6=[cs],ti∈CS
abstoannti(acs′,c,ti)
Na :=
⋃
cs′∈[cs],c∈Ct1,...,tn→cs′ ,[ti] 6=[cs],ti∈BS
{(c, i) | abstoannti(acs′,c,ti) = 1}
for all (b, a) ∈ Acs, i.e. a = ∏
cs′∈[cs]
∏
c∈Ct1,...,tn→cs′
∏
[ti] 6=[cs]
acs′,c,ti.
t = t1, . . . , tm → t0: abstoannt1,...,tn→t((b, f)) :=

(1, 1) if b = 1 and f(⊥t1 , . . . ,⊥tn) = ⊥t
(1, 0) if b = 1 and f(⊥t1 , . . . ,⊥tn) 6= ⊥t
(0, 0) otherwise
for all (b, f) ∈ At1,...,tn→t.
In this context, an abstract value is interpreted as indicator for the escape behaviour: Non–
zero bits indicate that the corresponding part does not escape:
• For basic types, the choice is obvious.
• In case of constructed types, the resulting annotation consists of three components:
the set Cb which determines how the constructors of [cs] are handled, the set Ra,
which affects all other reachable constructors, and the set Na, which determines how
the constructor arguments of basic type are handled.
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• Special consideration is necessary for functional types; the escape tag b determines
whether the closure escapes. If it does not, the spine of the closure chain is deleted.
Furthermore, the entries are deleted if the functional component f indicates that there
is no escaping of entries stored in the closure chain.
Examples:
1. For the type t = ListOfInt, we obtain the following values:
abstoannListOfInt(0, 0) = ∅
abstoannListOfInt(1, 0) = {(Cons, 0), (Nil, 0)}
abstoannListOfInt(0, 1) = {(Cons, 1}
abstoannListOfInt(1, 1) = {(Cons, 0), (Nil, 0), (Cons, 1)}
We can see that it is sufficient to compute abstoanncs for the values with exactly one
non–zero entry. Furthermore, we have that abstoanncs(a) = ∅ iff a = ⊥cs.
2. Consider again the ITree/CTree example from Section 4.1. Here we have:
abstoannITree(1, ((0, 0), (0, 0))) = {(ILeaf, 0), (INode, 0), (CLeaf, 0), (CNode, 0)}
abstoannITree(0, ((1, 0), (0, 0))) = {(ILeaf, 1)}
abstoannITree(0, ((0, 1), (0, 0))) = {(INode, 1)}
abstoannITree(0, ((0, 0), (1, 0))) = {(CLeaf, 1)}
abstoannITree(0, ((0, 0), (0, 1))) = {(CNode, 1)}
3. For the higher–order type t = int→ int, we obtain:
abstoannint→int(0, [0 7→ 0, 1 7→ y]) = (0, 0)
abstoannint→int(1, [0 7→ 0, 1 7→ y]) = (1, 1)
abstoannint→int(b, [0 7→ 1, 1 7→ y]) = (b, 0)
As before we handle functional abstract values in a slightly different way than non–functional
values. In Section 5.3, we introduced the notion of void abstract values because functional
values contain the functions escape behaviour in addition to the escape behaviour of the
closure. For the algorithm which annotates an expression, we have to tag the escape be-
haviour of the closure without changing the functions escape behaviour. Therefore, we
introduce a function which compares the functional behaviour of abstract values.
Definition 7.8 (Functional Equivalence)
Let t ∈ T(S) be a type. Two abstract values a1, a2 ∈ At are functionally equivalent (a1 'f
a2) iff either t ∈ S or t = t1, . . . , tn → t0 and ai = (bi, f) for bi ∈ B and f : At1×· · ·×Atn → At.
Now we describe an algorithm which annotates an expression using the results of the abstract
interpretation E.
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Definition 7.9 (CTGC–Annotation of Expressions Based on E)
The family of functions ctgc = 〈ctgct | t ∈ T(S)〉, where ctgct : Et × Env(X,A) ×
Env(DF,AOps) → Etc, is defined by induction on the structure of expressions.
• ctgct ϕ (χ,ϕ) := ϕ for ϕ ∈ Xt ∪DF t ∪ Ωt
• ctgct (e0 e1 . . . em) (χ,ϕ) := (e′0 e′1 . . . e′m) for ei ∈ Eti (0 ≤ i ≤ m), t0 =
t1, . . . , tn → tr, m < n where e′i = ctgcti ei (χ,ϕ) (0 ≤ i ≤ m)
• ctgct (e0 e1 . . . en) (χ,ϕ) := (e′0 e′1a1 . . . e′nan) for ei ∈ Eti (0 ≤ i ≤ m), t0 =
t1, . . . , tn → tr where e′i = ctgcti ei (χ,ϕ) (0 ≤ i ≤ n), ai = abstoannti(xi) (1 ≤ i ≤ m)
where (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ At1×· · ·×Atn are maximal abstract values with xi 'f E ei (χ,ϕ)
such that if (b, f) = E e0 (χ,ϕ) then f(x1, . . . , xn) = ⊥t.
• ctgct if e0 then e1 else e2 (χ,ϕ) := if e′0 then e′1 else e′2 for ei ∈ Eti (0 ≤ i ≤ 2),
t0 = bool where e′i = ctgc
ti ei (χ,ϕ) (0 ≤ i ≤ 2)
Remarks:
• The original expression is traversed recursively, leaving every construct except satur-
ated applications unchanged.
• For saturated applications, we search for maximal abstract values without escaping.
To preserve computations influenced by functional parameters, we restrict the func-
tional component of the abstract values to those which coincide with the abstract
function determined by E. For this purpose we use the notion of functional equival-
ence. If we would omit it, the annotation would still be correct, but would be of lower
quality.
• To guarantee that we can choose uniquely determined maximal values in the case of
saturated applications, we use the additivity of E (Theorem 4.1). Assume that we have
two tuples of maximal values (x1, . . . , xn) and (y1, . . . , yn) such that f(x1, . . . , xn) =
f(y1, . . . , yn) = ⊥t. By Theorem 4.1 we have
f((x1, . . . , xn) unionsqt1×···×tn (y1, . . . , yn)) = f(x1, . . . , xn) unionsqt f(y1, . . . , yn) = ⊥t
Because both tuples are maximal, we then also have
(x1, . . . , xn) = (y1, . . . , yn) = (x1, . . . , xn) unionsqt1×···×tn (y1, . . . , yn)
Example: The following program P is a complete implementation of the quicksort al-
gorithm. It consist of three definitions, which are notated in Haskell syntax.
[] ++ x = []
(a:l) ++ x = (a:l++x)
filter p [] = []
filter p (a:l) = if (p a) then a:(filter p l) else (filter p l)
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qs [] = []
qs (a:l) = (qs (filter (<a) l))++([a]++(qs (filter (>=a) l)))
When we try to annotate the right hand sides of the function definitions using a variable
environment χ which assigns to all occurring variables the worst–case behaviour and the
function environment E P , we observe that only the second definition of qs changes; all
other right hand sides become annotated with trivial annotations without effect. For the
second definition of qs, we obtain the following annotations with χ = [a/1, l/(1, 1)]:
ctgcListOfInt (qs (filter (<a) l))++([a]++(qs (filter (>=a) l))) (χ,E P )
= (qs (filter (<a)1:(1,1) l2:{(Cons,0),(Nil,0)})3:{(Cons,0),(Nil,0)})4:{(Cons,0),(Nil,0)}
++( [a]5:{(Cons,0),(Nil,0)}
++(qs (filter (>=a)6:(1,1) l7:{(Cons,0),(Nil,0)})8:{(Cons,0),(Nil,0)}))
To simplify the explanation, the annotations are preceded by numerical labels:
1: and 2: annotate the arguments of the application (filter (<a) l).
We have E (<a) (χ,E P ) = (0, [0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 0]) and E l (χ,E P ) = (1, 1). How-
ever, only the abstract value of the partial application is of interest, because the
notion of functional equivalence affects only values of functional type. This is be-
cause we have to ensure that the functional behaviour is preserved while searching
maximal abstract values a1 and a2 such that (E P (filter))(a1, a2) = ⊥ListOfInt.
Hence, we have a1 ∈ {(0, [0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 0]), (1, [0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 0])}. Corresponding to
Table 7.1, where we find the values for E P (filter) for these possibilities, we have
a1 = (1, [0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 0]) and a2 = (1, 0). Application of abstoann yields the annota-
tions.
a1 a2 (E P (filter))(a1, a2)
(0, [0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 0]) (0, 0) (0, 0)
(0, [0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 0]) (0, 1) (0, 1)
(0, [0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 0]) (1, 0) (0, 0)
(0, [0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 0]) (1, 1) (0, 1)
(1, [0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 0]) (0, 0) (0, 0)
(1, [0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 0]) (0, 1) (0, 1)
(1, [0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 0]) (1, 0) (0, 0) *
(1, [0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 0]) (1, 1) (0, 1)
Tab. 7.1: E P (filter)
During execution, only the annotation (1) will have an effect: It removes the closure
for (<a). However, since the cell representing a is already present before the evaluation
of the argument, nothing is removed there. For the same reason, annotation (2) has
no effect at all. In general, no annotation of variables will have an effect.
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3: annotates the argument of the first recursive call to qs.
The maximal value a such that (E P (qs))(a) = ⊥ListOfInt is a = (1, 0), i.e. the
constructors of the argument list do not escape from qs. Hence, we have the annotation
abstoannListOfInt((1, 0)) = {(Cons, 0), (Nil, 0)}.
4: annotates the result of the first recursive call to qs, which is the first argument to the
outer call to append (++).
The constructors of the first argument of ++ do not escape and hence the annotation
is {(Cons, 0), (Nil, 0)}.
5: annotates the expression [a], which is the first argument of the inner call to ++.
Here we have a special situation: The two constructor cells allocated during evaluation
of the expression are immediately deallocated after ++. Typically, this does not occur
for constructor cells but more often for closures. In a stack–based implementation of
graph reduction, we could allocate such cells in the stack frame of the incarnation of
qs instead of allocating them in the heap. We consider these cases in Section 7.2.
6: and 7: analogous to 1: and 2:
8: analogous to 3:
We show that the annotated expressions we obtain by using the function ctgc are well–
annotated, if the environments are chosen in the way described in the example.
Theorem 7.2 (ctgc Yields Well–Annotated Results)
Let e0 ∈ E be an expression of a program P , X be the variables occurring in e, and χ ∈
Env(X,A) be an environment such that χ(x) = >t. Then we have that ctgct e (χ,E P )
is well–annotated.
Proof Without loss of generality we can assume that e = (e0 e1 . . . en) is a saturated
expression. The rest follows immediately by induction.
Corresponding to Definition 7.6 we have to prove that for all argument expressions ei (1 ≤
i ≤ n) holds that all parts of ei which escape from e are not deleted by Gc. Therefore,
it is sufficient that no part which escapes is annotated. We know with Lemma 5.5 that
E approximates escaping if the environments are chosen correctly. By definition, χ and
E P have this property and hence if (b, f) = E e0 (χ,E P ) then f(x1, . . . , xn) = ⊥t is a
sufficient condition to ensure that no part which escapes is annotated. q.e.d.
7.1.4 Experimental Results
We have done experiments with programs which were annotated by ctgc . Instead of using
an abstract machine as execution basis of graph reduction, the programs were compiled by
hand from our example language to C. This has several advantages:
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1. We can directly translate the graph reduction process described in Chapter 6 by using
C’s runtime system. The recursive structure of the program can be maintained, using
C’s runtime heap as implicit argument of all functions. A detailed description of this
translation can be found in [Moh95c, Moh95d].
2. The runtime and memory behaviour can easily be traced by insertion of appropriate
statements.
3. The measurements focus on the effects caused by ctgc. In highly optimised imple-
mentations of a realistic programming language, several optimisations interfere. As
a consequence, their mutual effects may hinder or intensify each other. Therefore, it
can be hard to rate the results of a single optimisation.
The Quicksort Program
The first example is the qs program. Because the memory consumption is mainly determined
by the list cells, the higher–order function filter was replaced by first–order variants. The
complete C source can be found in Appendix C.
The first experiment was to measure the overall heap usage. To assess the effect of ctgc
separately, we omitted traditional garbage collection here.
In Figure 7.2 we have the input size n on the x–axis: the lists sorted were [n−1, . . . , 0]. These
list have the largest memory consumption and can therefore be seen as worst-case. The lines
in the figure show the amount of heap used by the program without ctgc (dashed line), at
the end of the ctgc version (solid line), and the maximal heap usage during execution of the
ctgc version (dotted line), respectively.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
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5000
7500
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12500
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list size
heap usage
w/o ctgc
ctgc max
ctgc end
Fig. 7.2: Memory Statistic for qs
Note that the maximal heap usage of the ctgc version is only a third of the memory con-
sumption of the version without optimisation. The ctgc version of the program is optimal
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in the sense that all intermediate data is deallocated; only the result is still in memory at
the end. If qs would be called from a position where the input could not be accessed any
more, the ctgc version would effectively be an in-place version.
The next experiment was to compare the evolution of the different heap usages during the
run of the programs for a fixed input size. Here we compared the behaviour for three
different list styles:
Reverse list: In Figure 7.3(a) we compared the different memory consumptions during the
evaluation of qs([9,8,. . .,0]). The diagram shows the number of heap cells used at
each function call performed. After an initial phase, where only alternating calls to
filter and qs are executed until an empty list is reached, the two curves start to
differ. The ctgc version continuously allocates and deallocates intermediate cells. The
point of maximal memory consumption of the ctgc version is the end of the initial
phase. Until then no deallocation is performed.
Sorted list: If we use already sorted lists as input for qs (see Figure 7.3(b)), the two variants
differ before the point of maximal heap usage of the ctgc version is reached. For this
type of list, the ctgc version uses the largest amount of heap.
Mean list: For the list [5, 2, 1, 0, 4, 3, 8, 7, 6, 9] which has the property that the pivot element
of each recursive call to qs is the mean of the remaining list, we obtain the memory
behaviour shown in Figure 7.3(c). The list were generated by the function meanmake.
mm :: int -> int -> [int]
mm n o | (o<=0) = []
mm n o = (n/2+o:(mm n/2 o)++(mm (n/2)-1+(n%2) o+n/2+1))
meanmake :: int -> [int]
meanmake n = mm n 0
These experiments show that ctgc dramatically improves memory utilisation, even in the
worst case of an already sorted list.
We now focus on the behaviour of ctgc in the presence of a garbage collector. Therefore,
we used the public domain garbage collecting storage allocator that is intended to be used
as a plug-in replacement for C’s malloc and free [BW88, Boe91]. By simply adding this
library, we get a garbage collecting C runtime system, and hence can turn any C program
into a garbage collected C program. In our case, we only had to modify the file intlist.c
which implements the constructors NIL and CONS. The library can be obtained from the
URL ftp://ftp.parc.xerox.com/pub/gc/gc4.10.tar.gz.
As stated in [JL96, Chapter 9] “languages like C present a considerable challenge to the
garbage collection implementer” since neither compilers nor operating systems support the
collection of garbage in the runtime heap of C. The collector we have chosen is fully con-
servative non–moving collector based on mark and deferred sweep. It interrupts the normal
execution of the program only for a limited amount of time, at the price of not reclaiming
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(a) qs([9,8,. . .,0])
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(c) qs([5,2,1,0,4,3,8,7,6,9])
Fig. 7.3: Memory Behaviour of qs For Different List Styles With and W/O CTGC
all possible garbage. Due to this choice, the results of the experiments can not directly be
transfered to a full implementation of a functional language, where the garbage collector is
supported by the compiler. On the other hand, it gives a first impression of the usefulness
of ctgc.
In addition to the normal mode of operation, the collector also support “generational mode”.
In the “traditional mode”, the collector interrupts client code for the duration of a garbage
collection mark phase. Since this may be unacceptable if interactive response is needed for
programs with large heaps, the collector can also run in a “generational” mode, in which
it usually attempts to collect only objects allocated since the last garbage collection. Fur-
thermore, in this mode, garbage collections run mostly incrementally, with a small amount
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of work performed in response to each of a large number of GC malloc requests.
Our first experiment with the combination of gc and ctgc was to compare the evolution of
the memory usage of qs for a list of 3000 elements with gc and with gc+ctgc. This time,
we included the generation of the list. The results are in Figure 7.4. The heap size is given
in bytes this time. The spikes in the behaviour of the gc–only version indicate positions
where garbage collection occurs. Because the garbage collector is designed to interrupt
computation only for a limited amount of time, not all garbage is found during these cycles.
In total, 18 collection cycles occurred during the runtime of the gc–only version, whereas
the ctgc+gc version has only one. Here it becomes obvious that the garbage collector we
used does not reclaim all possible memory during one collection cycle: Would that be the
case, then the dashed line would drop below the solid line.
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gc+ctgc (max)
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gc–only
Fig. 7.4: Memory Behaviour qs(meanmake(3000)) with gc and with gc+ctgc
The next experiment was to measure the runtime penalty imposed by ctgc. Obviously, if we
compare the ctgc versions with programs without any garbage collection the native version
has better runtimes, simply because of the additional deallocations in the ctgc version. To
check whether ctgc is acceptable, we have to add traditional garbage collection (gc) to the
runtime system both for the ctgc and for the native version.
To test whether the reduced gc frequency compensates for the runtime overhead caused by
ctgc, we performed runtime test for gc and gc+ctgc versions. Unlike the memory behaviour,
the runtime behaviour cannot be measured completely independent of the environment. In-
fluences like caching, both on cpu and file system level, paging, and dynamic linking can
neither be eliminated nor measured. In addition, the multi–user and networked environment
we used has even more unpredictable influences like NFS latency, daemons, and other pro-
cesses. We tried to minimise these effects by performing each runtime measure five times,
removed the minimal and maximal values, and took the arithmetic mean of the remain-
ing values. All runtimes are total runtimes in seconds, i.e. user time plus system time as
provided by the operating system, and were performed on a SPARCstation 4 with 32 MB
main memory, running with SunOS 5.5.1 and X11.
As before, we used the three different list styles, but now for varying list lengths instead of
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progressing evaluation:
Reverse list: The runtime of qs([n,. . .,1]) for varying n can be found in Figure 7.5(a). In
this case, the ctgc+gc version performs better. For list length 400, the gc–only version
performs ten gc cycles, and the combined version only seven.
Sorted list: When we consider already sorted lists as input to qs (Figure 7.5(b)), we can see
that the gc–only version has better runtime. The reason is simply that not enough gc
cycles occur: The number of cycles of the combined version is at most by one smaller
than the number of the gc–only version.
Mean list: Finally, for lists created by meanmake, we get the runtimes in Figure 7.5(c). Here
number of gc cycles are: 18 for the gc–only version, and only nine for the ctgc+gc
version.
In conclusion, we can see that ctgc clearly reduces the memory usage of the quicksort
program. All intermediate data can be reclaimed by ctgc resulting in a space optimal
version in terms of end heap usage. Although fewer garbage collection cycles were executed,
the influence on the execution times was small. The overhead which is caused by ctgc
compensates the time which was won by the reduced cycle frequency.
Further Benchmarks
One might argue that the quicksort program is a bad benchmark, because it is optimal
for ctgc in the sense that all intermediate data can be reclaimed by ctgc. Therefore, we
performed further benchmarks with various programs taken form the “NoFib Haskell bench-
mark suite” [Par92]. We summarised the results in Figure 7.6. For each program and input
size, the four bars are the ratios between the combined and gc–only versions: maximal heap
usage, end heap usage, number of garbage collection cycles, and runtime. Hence, values
above 1 are “bad”, and values below are “good”. The programs we used for these tests are
the following:
queens 12: counts the number of solutions to the “12 queens” problem.
This benchmark is remarkable because it contains only a single source code location
where a deallocation annotation can be inserted. Still we can see that ctgc influences
memory behaviour and runtime.
banner 10000: creates large version of a text with 10000 characters.
Here we have a typical situation for functional programs: A pipeline of function calls.
Each of the stages of the pipeline creates a new data structure. Consequently, the
result of the previous stage becomes garbage, and we can detect this situation by
escape analysis. Five deallocation annotations were inserted.
clausify 7: reduces a list of seven propositions to clausal form. Escape analysis found
eight positions for ctgc.
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Fig. 7.5: Runtime Behaviour of qs GC Vs. GC+CTGC
life 1000: computes 1000 generations of Conway’s game of life. The annotated program
had seven ctgc positions.
compress 6MB: compresses a six MB file (the ghc-2.01 sparc executable) using the algorithm
defined in [Wel84].
For the results in Figure 7.6(a) we used the traditional mode of the gc library. In Fig-
ure 7.6(b) we can find the results of the same experiments, but this time by using the
incremental mode. Except for three results, the performance of the ctgc+gc version is
better than that of the native version. All exceptions occurred with incremental garbage
collection, and even there the loss of performance was below 15%.
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max. heap
end heap
# gc cycles
runtime
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
queens 12 banner 10000 clausify 7 life 1000 compress 6MB
(a) Non–Incremental Garbage Collection
max. heap
end heap
# gc cycles
runtime
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
queens 12 banner 10000 clausify 7 life 1000 compress 6MB
(b) Incremental Garbage Collection
Fig. 7.6: Further Benchmarks: Ratios ctgc+gc/gc Versions
The results clearly answer the question posed in [JW90], namely whether ctgc is worth the
effort, in a positive way.
7.2 Avoiding Heap Allocation
The ctgc–approach introduced in the last section is truly higher–order: Heap cells created
either by constructors or closures are collected. However, often we can avoid allocating the
cells in the heap at all. This is possible if the point of creation of the cell is in the same
incarnation of an expression as the ctgc annotation which cause the deletion of the cell. For
the qs program, we have four such situations: the partial applications <a and >=a, and the
list constructors in [a]. In contrast, all other heap cells are created during the evaluation
of recursive calls to qs, or calls to ++ and filter. Here the point of creation is in recursive
calls of qs and in calls of ++ and filter, respectively.
Such cells are allocated and deallocated during the evaluation of a single incarnation of a
function. Therefore, we can avoid allocating the cells on the heap and use an incarnation
local environment instead.
The extensions to the graph reduction semantics which are necessary to describe these
optimisations are of technical nature only, and hence we only give an informal overview of
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the modifications:
• Introduction of a new family of (stack) locations SL = 〈SLt | t ∈ T(S)〉 for addressing
the locally allocated objects.
• Generalisation of the heap nodes HN to general nodes N, which allow not only heap
locations in the nodes, but general locations L = HL ∪ SL.
• Modification of the notion of a heap function: Now it has to be a mapping HL N
to allow both references to heap and stack nodes.
• Extension of the graph expression semantics to use the following intermediate step:
G′ e (ξ, θ) := (l, G) where (l, G, f) = G′′ e (ξ, θ, [])
The new semantics G′′ has a new parameter and result component of type SL L
which stores locally allocated objects. G′′ is defined analogously to G, but passes
the new component as an unique component; In the same way it passes the graph
component. As soon as the evaluation of an expression is finished, the definition of G′
ensures that the resulting local component f is discarded.
In a stack–based implementation of graph reduction, such cells can be allocated in the
stack frame of the incarnation of qs. The above modifications model such a local frame on
the level of the graph expression semantics. As soon as the evaluation of the incarnation
terminates, the locally allocated objects are removed automatically.
The use of the additional component is done by a new program element, expressions of
the form local(c) for constructors c and local((e e1 . . . en)) for partial applications.
Informally, the semantics is allocation in the local component of G′′ instead of the heap.
Example: For the quicksort program from the last section, we obtain the following annot-
ated version, which is equivalent to the original one:
(qs (filter local((<a)) l))
++ ((local(Cons) a local(Nil))++(qs (filter local((>=a)) l)))
Like ctgc–annotations, we can be sure that the annotations are semantics–preserving if the
annotated object does not escape from the enclosing expression. Hence, we can use escape
analysis to find appropriate positions to place the annotations. We omit the formalisations,
since it is essentially the same as for the ctgc annotations.
In this particular example, we have local()–annotations on both constructors and partial
applications. Typically, this annotations can be done for partial applications more often than
for constructors, because partial applications are mainly used as parameters for higher–order
functions, like map, filter, and foldr. There they act as parameters which determine the
behaviour of such generalised schemes, but are not directly part of the result.
However, this is not possible in general. Although uncommon, we can use partial applic-
ations to simulate data structures. An example for this behaviour can be found in the
cse–program of the NoFib benchmark suite, which performs common subexpression elim-
ination. There we have a functional +=> defined as
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+=> :: Eq a => a -> b -> (a -> b) -> a -> b
+=> x fx f y = if x==y then fx else f y
This function implements the update of a function f at a single point x with a new value
fx. In the partial expression (+=> n (head ms) r) it is used to update a renaming r of
labels. Here, the functional parameter r escapes from the partial application. The result is
a closure of type a->b. If the result is later again parameter for =+>, we get a linked list of
closures, like in Figure 7.7.
〈@, =+>, 3, 3, l2〉 l1 〈@, =+>, 2, 2, l3〉 l2 〈@, =+>, 1, 1, l4〉 l3 〈id〉 l4
Fig. 7.7: Linked Closures created by =+>
7.2.1 Further Improvement: Analysing the Call Structure
By examining the call structure of the program, we can often perform a further optimisation.
In the above example, the execution of filter will never cause another call to qs. Therefore,
there will always be only a single active incarnation for <a resp. >=a in the course of the
evaluation of qs. However, the stack allocated closures remain on the stack until termination
of the enclosing qs call. Consequently, each recursive call of qs will creates new closures in
its stack frame, although the already existing closures will never be used again.
Instead of allocating closures subsequently in the stack frames for the qs calls, we can
statically create only one heap cell, which represents all closures for all partial applications
in qs. By updating the locations in this heap cell, we can reuse it every time a corresponding
closure is needed.
The call structure of a program can easily be analysed by examining the program text. All
functions on the right hand side of a function definition are considered to be callable in one
step. Similarly, all functions which have the type of a functional parameter are considered
to be callable. Finally, we have to construct the transitive and reflexive closure of this
one–step relation to obtain the call–structure of a program.
7.3 Summary
In this chapter we have demonstrated two applications using the knowledge of the escape
behaviour: (1) compile–time garbage collection removes intermediate structures (either data
or closure chains), and (2) efficient closure utilisation avoids the allocation of heap closures.
Following our model–based approach, the proof of correctness depended on the semantics
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property escaping only, and not on the way this property is approximated. Therefore, these
proofs remain valid for other methods than the escape analysis E.
For both applications we have introduced program annotations which allowed us to express
situations where we can exploit non–escaping. We defined the graph semantics of annotated
programs and showed how to obtain annotations based on the information provided by E.
Experimental results have shown that annotated programs have much better memory be-
haviour, both in terms of overall memory usage and peak usage. In combination with
traditional garbage collection, also the runtimes of the programs decrease in most cases.
                
Part III: Extensions
8. Extensions of F
The language F we used in the preceding chapters lacks many of the advanced features of
modern functional languages. In this chapter we discuss extensions of F, which allow more
comfortable programming. A major focus is their effect on the abstract interpretation E.
8.1 Syntactic Sugar: Pattern–Matching, Local Definitions, . . .
Realistic functional languages contain syntactic sugar like pattern matching, list comprehen-
sions, local definition of functions, or λ–abstractions. All these constructs can be removed
by well–known transformations resulting in programs very similar to those expressible in F.
This approach is commonly used for functional languages.
However, there is one minor difference between the core languages which are typically used
in this context. While these languages have a case–construct which allows the simula-
tion of pattern–matching, we have used constructor tests and selectors. Obviously, every
case–construct can be translated into a cascading sequence of selector tests embedded
in if . then . else ., where the bound variables are replaced by selector sequences. The
reason why we have chosen to use the test/selector approach is that these operations are
more primitive. Therefore, the abstract semantics is simpler and clearer.
8.2 Constructors with Functional Arguments
The constructors were restricted to have parameters of type s ∈ S, i.e. either basics sort
or constructed sorts. This was necessary to avoid situations like data C = K (C -> int).
Here the constructor K has type (C → int) → C. This introduces another level of re-
cursiveness to the definition of domains for the types. For the denotational domains, this
means that we have to use reflexive domains [Sto77], i.e. solutions of domain equations like
A ' A → A.
For the abstract domains, the additional recursiveness is fatal since the abstract domains
can become infinite with the approach we used so far. For the above example, we would
obtain AC = B× AC→int = B× B× [AC → Aint] = . . ., which is not well–defined.
For the graph semantics this is no problem at all, since the constructor K is simply repres-
ented by a heap node containing the location of a heap node for the functional argument.
Of course, we can find intermediate levels between this extremal example and the total
ban of functional constructors. One possibility is to use a stratified approach, where types
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occurring in functional arguments are required to have a lower level in the dependence
hierarchy of constructed sort. This allows the use of the same mechanism as before to
define denotational and abstract domains.
However, there are programs which actually require the worst case. For instance, the fol-
lowing type1 can be used to represent ordinal numbers:
Ord = Zero | Succ Ord | Limit (int -> Ord)
The limit of the countable sequence f(0), f(1), . . . , f(n), . . . can be represented as Limit f .
Therefore, we have to find a way to cut off this additional recursion explicitly. The idea
is a direct generalisation of the general principle of the abstract domains, namely that the
access to a recursive component of an abstract value a is the identity. Here, the situation
is more complicated, because we have to reconstruct a functional value from a.
Given a constructor c with functional argument t, we remove all subtypes which are re-
cursive in the way described above. Note that the resulting argument type t′ may be
non–functional. If this is the case, then we remove this argument completely. We then
use the same mechanisms to construct the abstract domains as in Section 4.1. For our two
examples, this results in the domains AC = B × Aint = B2 and AOrd = B. In addition, the
appropriate abstract constructor and selector functions become more complicated:
• For the constructor, we have to convert a functional argument in the appropriate way
and ensure that the resulting abstract value reflects the worst case:
E K ((a, f)) = (a, 0) unionsqC {(0, f(b)) | b ∈ AC}
E limit ((a, f)) = a unionsqOrd {f(b) | b ∈ Aint}
• For selectors, given an abstract value a, we use this value as result of the function
wherever the recursive type was removed. For positions, where the recursive type was
removed from the functions argument, we create the function by using the same result
for all arguments. As escape tag of the resulting function, we use the escape tag of
the value a: E sel1−K ((a1, a2)) = (a1, λ(b).a2) and E sel1−Limit (a) = (a, λ(b).a).
8.3 Parametric Polymorphism
Parametric polymorphism allows data definitions like List a ::= Nil | Cons a (List
a). In addition to the monomorphic types of Chapter 2, polymorphic types are allowed to
contain type variables (a) and type constructors of different arities (List). Instances of a
polymorphic type can be obtained by replacing type variables with types.
Denotationally, models for a polymorphic language are more complicated. The problem is to
define the domains associated with polymorphic types. The straightforward idea to model,
e.g. the type List a as a function which maps all instances for a to the set for List a
1 This example is due to Simon Thompson.
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can lead to a transgression to Russell’s paradox [RP90]. Therefore, models for polymorphic
type use partial equivalence relations (PERs) [Gun94] or categories [See87].
Again, for the graph reduction semantics the introduction of parametric polymorphism
means no fundamental changes: The boxed representation of basic values in separate heap
cells implies that constructors only contain pointers to other heap nodes. Therefore, the
amount of memory needed to represent a constructor node is fixed, that is it is independent
of the amount needed for the representation of the entries. This “’one size fits all” approach
comes to fruition for parametric polymorphism: The same kind of constructor can contain
entries of different types.
Our abstract interpretation can easily be extended to handle parametric polymorphism. The
main idea is that a polymorphic abstract function cannot affect data within a polymorphic
component a. Hence, the abstract interpretation can use the smallest set to represent poly-
morphic components. For instance, we can associate the set {0, 1}2 with the polymorphic
list type and evaluate each polymorphic function once with this type.
To formalise this intuition, we can use a notion introduced in [Abr86]: Our escape analysis
is polymorphically invariant.
Definition 8.1 (Polymorphic Invariance)
Let P be a property of (monotyped) terms ĈT
t
. P is polymorphically invariant iff for all
monomorphic instances t1, t2 of a polymorphic term t holds: t1 ∈ P ⇐⇒ t2 ∈ P .
Given a polymorphic expression, our analysis will return the same results on any two mono-
typed instances of that expression. Therefore a polymorphic function can be analysed by
considering the simplest monotyped instance of this function.
8.4 Modules
In a modular environment, where different modules can be compiled separately, it is im-
portant that optimisations can be done across module boundaries. Otherwise, the use of
the optimisations is limited to the inner of a module and hence has only a local effect.
While compiling a module A, we must have access to the necessary information concerning
modules B1, . . . , Bn used by module A. However, we do not have access to the source code
of these modules. An optimisation which cannot be handled in this way is deforestation
[Wad90, MW92]: For each unfold step, the definition of the function unfolded must be
known.
The technique used for this aim is to write the information concerning a module Bi to
an interface file while compiling Bi. If the module A using Bi is compiled later, it can
use this interface file to obtain the necessary information. Of course, this approach is only
correct iff the modules are not recursive and are compiled in bottom–up order of the module
dependency hierarchy. For escape analysis, this means to store (descriptions of) the abstract
domains and abstract functions for data types and definitions in the module.
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8.5 Lazy Evaluation
Both the denotational semantics M and the augmented denotational semantics M̂ are non–
strict, and Lemma 5.5 shows that the escape analysis E is a correct approximation of
escaping. Hence, we can be sure that the information obtained by E are correct for a
non–strict language. The problem here is the graph reduction semantics: We have chosen
an eager evaluation strategy because the optimisations we have done in Chapter 7 depend
on the property that heap cells are garbage after an evaluation has terminated. For lazy
evaluation, however, there is no general way to determine a fixed source code location where
we can be sure that a computation has terminated: The flow of control and the program
structure do not longer coincide. Hence, we have no positions where deallocations can be
triggered. To combine lazy evaluation and better memory usage, we have two possibilities:
Use other memory strategies. In Chapter 7, we have described the use of explicit dealloca-
tion as memory reuse strategy. Other possibilities are garbage marking and destructive
reuse. They are discussed in more detail in Chapter 9. In both cases, the point of
memory reuse is moved from the application to the inside of the function. They can
coexist with lazy evaluation because the heap cells are marked resp. reused as soon
as they are encountered during evaluation. However, these approaches suffer from the
deficiency that they require different versions for shared and unshared arguments and
therefore can cause code explosion.
Use ctgc only in conjunction with strict functions. In principle, we can use strictness ana-
lysis [Myc80, BHA86a] to identify parts of the program that are strict. In these parts,
we can use the results of the escape analysis as described in the previous chapter.
However, this can only be done if two conditions are met:
1. The information obtained by the strictness analysis must be compatible with the
information from the escape analysis. While the data abstraction of escape ana-
lysis partitions values into levels, strictness analysis for non–flat data structures
[Wad87] typically uses domains which distinguish between the head and the rest
of the list. It is unclear how these informations can be combined in a good way.
2. The runtime system must actually use the strictness informations. Although
much work has been done to improve strictness analysis for recursive types,
there is very little work on how to exploit such information. In [FB93] eval-
uation transformers are used for strict evaluation of lists. However, they report
few performance benefits, and sometimes even large costs. Also in [PP93] it is
reported that the use of strictness information, except for very simple data struc-
tures not including lists, is not worth the effort and in some cases the use can
even have negative effects on program execution.
8.6 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed various extensions of the language F and their influence
on our results: We have demonstrated how the results for the austere language F can be
used as a basis for realistic functional languages.
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In this chapter we describe how our work relates to other published work. We consider both
techniques for the analysis of programs and program optimisations based on the results of
the analyses.
9.1 Escape Analysis
Four other variants of escape analysis are documented in the literature and all are used
in the context of compile–time garbage collection. All of them are far more restrictive
with respect to data structures. The only recursive data structure which is possible with
these approaches are list structures, arbitrary recursive data structures are not considered.
In Chapter 4 we have seen that the addition of arbitrary recursive data structures leads
to non–trivial problems. If correctness is considered at all, it is done with respect to an
abstract machine.
9.1.1 Goldberg & Park’s Escape Analysis
The escape analysis by Goldberg & Park [GP90, PG92] uses the same idea as ours to obtain
the abstract domains: The abstraction consists of representing a list by the levels of a list.
Within a level, all constructors are assumed to behave in the same way.
For a list type t with d levels, the abstract value is essentially either (1, i) with i ∈
{0, 1, . . . , d − 1} indicating that only the lower i + 1 levels of the list may escape, or the
least element (0, 0) indicating that nothing escapes. In addition all abstract values have
a component describing their abstract functional behaviour. It is err for non–functional
types. For lists of integers, we have the following domain:
((1, 1), err)
((1, 0), err)
((0, 0), err)
The underlying observation is that for functional programs, if a level d escapes, then also
all levels d + k below d. Obviously, it is simply not possible to define a function, e.g. on
ListOfList where only the top level spine and the int entries escape but not the spines of
the int–lists in between.
However, Goldberg & Park’s analysis differ in the abstraction of functional types. Although
in both cases the abstraction of a function is a tuple (t, f), where f is an abstract function,
the objective of the first component t is completely different:
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1. Goldberg & Park use it to take free variables from the definition of the function
into account. This yields more precise information on the escape behaviour of the
parameters of a partial application.
2. We use t as a binary tag for the escape behaviour of the closure representing the
function. Only this feature allows to perform collection of closures or stack allocation
of closures as described in Section 7.2.
Correctness of the analysis is not formally validated.
Complexity
In [Deu97] the complexity of Goldberg and Park’s analysis is analysed. Caused by their
choice of abstract domains, this relationship is far more complex than for our abstract
domains: For non–functional types t the domain is a chain and hence all elements are join–
irreducible. Moreover, the analysis does only give additive function for first–order programs.
Already second–order function are not necessarily additive in their functional arguments.
However, Deutsch shows that all first–order functions f] of type t1, . . . , tn → t generated
by Goldberg & Park’s analysis are additive in its range. Given that, he can use the results
by Nielson & Nielson to reduce complexity: The number of join–irreducible elements of the
range of f ] is less or equal n · d, where d is the size of the largest abstract domain. This
results in essentially the same reduction as for E. The number of function evaluations to
find the fixpoint for a program with p definitions is bounded by
#eval = p2 · n2 · d3
Furthermore, f ] can be completely characterised by its values at (⊥, . . . ,⊥) and (>,⊥
, . . . ,⊥), (⊥,>, . . . ,⊥), . . . , (⊥, . . . ,⊥,>) by a property similar to the Shannon expansion
of boolean functions or affine transformations in linear algebra:
f ](x1, . . . , xn) = f ](⊥, . . . ,⊥)
unionsq (x1 u f ](>,⊥, . . . ,⊥))
unionsq . . .
unionsq (xn u f ](⊥, . . . ,⊥,>))
Hence, we can reduce the number of points where f ] must be evaluated to n + 1. Although
this yields a reduction in the number of iterations
#eval = p2 · n · (n + 1) · d2
it also causes an increase of the cost of each evaluation. For each application in each right
hand side, the above expansion must be performed.
Based on the observation that the domains form a chain for the first–order case, it is possible
to reduce the complexity even further:
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1. Definition of a backward analysis, which is equivalent to the original one. It uses
(first–order) domains where the functional component is separated.
2. Using an algorithm of complexity O(n log n), the backward analysis of a program
of size n can be expressed as a system S of algebraic equations of the semi–ring
(N,max,min).
3. By using an algorithm by Knuth [Knu77], the system S can be solved in O(|S| log |S|).
Note that this improvement is heavily based on the abstract domains being chains.
Only this property allows the use of Knuth’s algorithms.
In our opinion, the difference in the worst–case complexity for the first–order case is not
worth the effort resulting from these techniques.
For the second–order case the situation is far worse. Is it not possible to reduce the complex-
ity of the na¨ıve algorithm by using additivity. Moreover, it is shown to be DEXPTIME–hard!
Hence, no method for obtaining equivalent information can have better complexity.
Relative Expressive Power
The relative expressive power of the two analyses will be discussed in more detail in [Moh].
Here, we only summarise the results.
First we consider the case, where no functional arguments or results occur. Obviously, our
analysis has a greater expressive power than that of Goldberg & Park in the sense that our
domains are not based on the assumption that if a level d escapes, then also all levels d + k
below d. For instance, (1, 0) ∈ AListOfInt, which indicates that the spine of a list escapes but
not the entries, has no counterpart.
However, this difference in expressive power is not relevant for purely functional programs:
Those values which are not expressible by Goldberg & Park’s domains cannot be result of
E, provided the environments do not contain such values either. Given that, it is easy to
show that both analyses are equivalent.
As a consequence of complexity results we know that E cannot be as precise as the analysis
by Goldberg & Park: Any method which is as precise must require at least deterministic
exponential time for second–order functions. Since E uses quadratic time, it cannot have
the same precision. Examples for this loss in precision are arguments of partial applications:
E cannot determine escape information for arguments of partial applications. However, the
analysis by Goldberg & Park uses the first component of functional abstractions to capture
information about free variables from the definition of the function.
Using the formalisation from [JM81], our analysis can be seen as attribute independent, while
Goldberg & Park’s analysis is relational. There it was shown that attribute independent flow
analysis has better complexity than relational one at the price of less precise information.
On the other hand our analysis can infer information on the closures for functional paramet-
ers. This is not possible with the analysis by Goldberg & Park. Consequently, the analyses
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are incomparable for the case that higher–order functions are permitted. However, we be-
lieve that the stack–allocation of closures has more practical relevance than the removal of
arguments of partial applications.
9.1.2 Hughes’ Inheritance Analysis
In [Hug92] Hughes introduced an analysis (called inheritance analysis) to extract escape
information from higher–order functional programs. It is very similar to the one by Goldberg
& Park since it uses essentially the same abstract domains. Furthermore, correctness is
proved wrt. an abstract machine model.
9.1.3 Jones & Le Me´tayer’s Transmission Analysis
The abstract domains in [JM89] are introduced as infinite domains. To obtain finite domains,
the height of the abstract list must be restricted. However, there is no general scheme how to
choose such a threshold. Instead, Jones & Le Me´tayer report that “in practice . . . [choosing
two levels] is most often enough”.
9.1.4 The Analysis by Inoue, Seki, and Yagi
A different approach is taken in [ISY88] to detect non–escaping occurrences in a functional
program. The abstract interpretation is done by translating the original program to a
context–free grammar. The language generated by a defined function contains the escape
information for this function.
9.2 Flow Analysis
The aim of flow analysis (aka closure analysis or control flow analysis) is to determine for
each expression e of a program a safe approximation of the set of expressions which may
have originated the value of e. Hence, it can be seen as a backward approach to escape
analysis: Starting from the complete expression flow analysis tries to find subterms while
escape analysis starts from the subterms.
The first approaches [Ses91, Shi91] were based on abstract interpretation, but suffered from
the deficiency that it was not possible to perform the analysis on module level. Since our
escape analysis is well–suited for a modular environment, we suspect that this is mainly
caused by a wrong flow of information. Recently [Fax95, Ban97], the focus has shifted to
type based systems where the analysis is formulated as an inference problem. The advantage
for flow analysis is that modular analysis becomes possible. Apparently, all type systems
can be seen as abstract interpretations [Cou97].
9.3 Compile–Time Garbage Collection
Besides the different approaches to escape analysis, several other analyses for reducing the
runtime memory consumption by ctgc have been studied:
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• In [Hug92] a combination of generation analysis and escape analysis is used. The
generation analysis determined which parts of the result can actually be generated by
the expression and hence can avoid searching for the allocated cells.
• A combination of sharing analysis and escape analysis is used in [ISY88]. The under-
lying analyses use context-free grammars.
• A backward analysis which is essentially abstract reference counting is used in [JM90].
• Information on whether a particular cell is going to be accessed in the future is inferred
by the necessity analysis described in [HJ90].
In [JM89] a different approach is taken: List constructors which are not shared are collected
as soon as they are dereferenced, i.e. as soon as they match a constructor on the left hand
side of a function definition. The abstract domains are introduced as (infinite) domains
Ilist. For practical applications, the height of the abstract list is restricted, the choice of a
threshold is left to the user. Additionally, if it is detected that a deallocation is immediately
followed by an allocation, update-in-place is performed.
In [Ham95] a classification of three different memory reuse strategies is introduced:
Garbage marking: Cells which will become garbage after their first use are marked at their
allocation. After its use a cell is returned to the heap. This allows the use of ctgc in
combination with lazy evaluation.
Destructive allocation: Without being returned to the memory manager a cell which is used
and garbage is reused instead of a new allocation.
Explicit deallocation: This strategy is used in this thesis and consists of returning the cell
to the heap at a certain program point.
Surprisingly few studies exist on the effect of ctgc on memory and runtime behaviour. The
only work to our knowledge is [Jon95]. But there only one program, the Conway number
package is studied with the method described in [JM89]. Jones concludes that ctgc is not
worth the effort1, since they did not observe the expected reduction in runtime. We doubt
this conclusion for two reasons:
1. The usage of ctgc to reduce runtime is the wrong approach. As our experiments have
shown, we may be lucky to get a reduction in runtime, but the major task is a better
memory behaviour as long as the runtime is not affected in a negative way.
2. The Conway number package is a bad choice. By its nature it is a library without
much intermediate data which could be avoided or reused. Therefore we doubt that
the results can be transfered to realistic programs. This problem was already seen by
Jones.
1 Maybe a self–fulfilling prophecy [JW90]?
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9.4 Uniqueness Type System
The language Clean [BvELP87, AP95] uses a type system with uniqueness information.
The type system [SBvEP94, BS95] allows the distinction between unique and non–unique
objects. Objects which are identified to be unique essentially have the property that their
graph representation is unshared during graph rewriting.
The relation to ctgc is obvious: Unshared objects can be updated destructively. In fact, the
type system uses sharing analysis [AP95] to determine the uniqueness information. However,
this approach avoids the problems occurring with sharing based ctgc: Since the property is
build into the language, we avoid the code explosion problem.
Furthermore, the uniqueness type system allows an elegant approach to perform I/O in
functional languages. The Clean I/O system is based on passing the “world” as an explicit
unique parameter of functions. In contrast to the monad based I/O of Haskell [PW92] the
programmer is not forced to fix the evaluation order of the complete interactive top spine of
the program. Consequently, I/O in Clean disturbs the functional structure much less than
I/O in monad–based languages does.
9.5 Region Inference
Region inference [TT94, Tof95, BTV96] is an analysis for inferring safe approximations of
the lifetime of values created during the execution of strict functional programs. The basic
idea is to use a different memory model where the store consists of a stack of regions instead
of a single heap. Region inference determines (1) at which points regions must be allocated
on the region stack, (2) at which points complete regions can be deleted, and (3) for each
expression producing a value which region to put the result in. A special feature of the
region inference based memory layout is that it allows dangling pointers: Regions may be
deleted although there exist active pointers into that region. This is possible since the
analysis can infer that the corresponding value in the region being deleted is not going to
be accessed again.
Since complete regions are deleted, this approach seems to be a deletion strategy, in contrast
to the retention strategy of classical heap storage. However, each region is a heap capable
of holding an unbounded number of cells. Consequently, the size of a region cannot be
fixed at the time it is allocated. Therefore, the region stack is not really a normal runtime
stack, but it must be mapped to a normal heap. In fact, each region can have the same
memory behaviour as a normal heap, including the necessity for garbage collection. The
resulting memory behaviour on the heap is very similar to that of ctgc; at certain points in
the program regions are deleted which result in the deletion of portions of the heap.
9.6 Deforestation
Deforestation is a technique introduced by Wadler [Wad84, Wad86, Wad90] for first–order
languages. Its aim is also the removal of intermediate data structures, but in contrast to
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the other approaches discussed in this chapter it is a program transformation. Based on the
unfold/fold approach by Burstall and Darlington [BD77], intermediate data structures are
removed by unfolding both the producing function and the consuming function such that
constructor and selector directly meet.
Although much work has been done on extending the original approach by Wadler to cope
with more general cases [MW92, Chi94, Ham96] deforestation has several major disadvant-
ages:
1. Since it is based on unfolding functions, it cannot be used in a modular environment
with separate compilation.
2. To find the right fold, an implementation must record all intermediate unfoldings,
which introduces substantial costs and complexity.
3. It is not easy to stop unfolding at all.
Especially the last item is the major obstacle. In fact, it has become the main topic of
research on deforestation [FW88, Chi94, Sør94, Sei96, SS97].
9.6.1 Short Cut Deforestation
The drawbacks of “full” deforestation lead to the development of “short cut” deforestation
[GLP93]. It assumes that functions for consuming lists are expressed by the primitive foldr
and functions for producing lists are expressed in terms of the primitive build. After inlining
producer and consumer the resulting foldr/build pairs can be removed. This technique
was also implemented in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler.
The obvious drawback of this approach is that it requires the functions to be formulated in
terms of build and foldr. Recently there have been approaches to turn recursive definitions
into a suitable form [TM95, HIT96] automatically.
                
10. Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis we have presented and systematically analysed a method for extracting escape
information from functional programs. We have verified the correctness of this analysis
and of its applications, and measured the influence on the runtime behaviour of programs.
Following a model–based approach for verifying the correctness, the thesis is divided into
three major parts.
In the first part, we have introduced the language F, which served as the basis of our
investigations. Since escaping cannot be expressed by a standard denotational semantics of
F, we have introduced a conservative extension of the standard semantics. It uses augmented
domains where the standard domains are extended by binary tags. The escape semantics
was defined as an abstract interpretation. The design criteria for the abstraction were
based on (1) the removal of concrete values in data structures, and (2) the compression
of unbounded or infinite values to finite abstract values. The compression is based on the
assumption that all constructors of the same level behave in the same way. Furthermore,
we have demonstrated that the design of the abstract interpretation results in quadratic
complexity for the computation of the information. Finally, we have proved that the escape
analysis is a safe approximation of the augmented semantics.
In the second part of the thesis, we have demonstrated the usage of escape information in
program optimisation. To formalise this, we have defined a denotational model of graph
reduction. The main idea was to implement functions on terms by functions on locations
and graphs. Since our interest is focused on the improvement of memory behaviour, we had
to model the graph semantics in a way which allowed the notion of garbage. Therefore, we
had to define the graph domain as a quasi ordered set: The order on the graphs had to
ignore garbage, because otherwise removal of garbage would not be a monotonic operation.
Because the standard theory of denotational semantics based on the fixpoint theorem of
Knaster and Tarski requires complete partially ordered sets as denotational domains, we
have extended this theory accordingly. We have shown that the graph semantics is sound
and that escaping is a precise model of reachability from the result in the graph semantics.
The denotational approach has allowed us to formulate these proofs without having to
argue about the translation of recursion to iteration. We concluded the second part of the
thesis by giving two applications using the knowledge of the escape behaviour: compile–time
garbage collection removes intermediate structures and efficient closure utilisation avoids the
allocation of heap closures. Following our model–based approach, the proof of correctness
depended only on the semantics property escaping, and not on the way this property is
approximated. Therefore, these proofs remain valid for other methods than our escape
analysis. For both applications we have introduced program annotations which allowed us
to express situations where we can exploit non–escaping. We defined the graph semantics
of annotated programs and showed how to obtain annotations based on the information
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provided by the abstract interpretation. Experimental results have shown that annotated
programs expose much better memory behaviour, both in terms of overall memory usage
and peak usage. In combination with traditional garbage collection, also the runtimes of
the programs decrease in most cases.
In the third part of the thesis, we have discussed various extensions of the language F and
their influence on our results: We have demonstrated how the results for the austere language
F can be used as a basis for realistic functional languages. Furthermore, we have discussed
how our work relates to other published work. We have considered both techniques for the
analysis of programs and program optimisations based on the results of the analyses.
From a theoretical perspective, the main contributions of this thesis are:
• The notion of escaping as a property of programs based on an augmented denotational
semantics.
• The denotational model of graph reduction, based on an extension of the fixpoint
theorem of Knaster and Tarski.
• The first model–based proof of correctness of escape analysis and applications based
on escape information.
From a practical perspective, we mention:
• The low compile–time overhead imposed by the abstract interpretation, which can be
computed in quadratic time.
• The performance evaluations, which do not only demonstrate the usefulness of escape
analysis, but are also the most detailed which were documented so far.
• The extensibility of the applications to realistic languages, especially to use them in
modular environments.
The following sections describe some interesting topics that certainly deserve further invest-
igation, outlining some preliminary ideas in each case.
10.1 Lazy Semantics on Quasi Ordered Sets
To model escaping as semantic property, we used augmented domains, which were obtained
by adding additional binary tags to the standard domains. At least, they were conceptually
obtained this way. In fact, we had to define the new domains explicitly without being able
to reuse the standard domains.
However, we could model augmented domains as quasi ordered sets by adding the annota-
tions as additional components to the original domains. In [Moh97], we used this technique
to model the problem of dead code elimination in the simple imperative language while.
However, the notions introduced in Section 6.4 are not suitable to cater for lazy semantics.
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This is caused by the notion of convergence (Definition 6.16): We require that the values be-
come equal at some point. Obviously, a lazy semantics cannot guarantee that and therefore
the sequence of successive applications is not convergent for a lazy transformation.
Therefore, it would be convenient to generalise the fixpoint theorem even further. An
approach would be to use a more general notion of convergence. Until now, we have not
restricted the kind of qos we use as domains or ranges of the functions. If we assume that the
range is a metric space (M,%) itself we could define a finer notion: A sequence of functions
(fn)n∈ , fn : A → M is called convergent to f : A → M ( limn→∞ fn = f) iff for all x ∈ A and
ε > 0 exists i ∈ N such that %(f(x), fi+j(x)) < ε for all j ∈ N.
Unfortunately, this does not directly lead to a solution for our problem: In our case, the
metric has to measure the difference in definiteness of augmented terms (a′, t′). Obviously,
the augmentation would not influence this difference. Therefore it would not fulfill the
condition %((a, t), (a′, t′)) = 0 iff (a, t) = (a′, t′) but only %((a, t), (a′, t′)) = 0 iff t = t′ and
hence not be a metric.
However, we are optimistic that we can overcome this obstacle and obtain a generalisation
of the fixpoint theorem along these lines.
10.2 Cost Semantics Based on Denotational Graph Semantics
For our applications, it was obvious that the costs in terms of heap usage were not increased.
For other optimisations, this may not be the case. Therefore, it would be interesting to have
a notion which would allow to prove that these optimisation indeed improve the program’s
execution costs. For this purpose we could use the graph semantics, since it allows a direct
measure of heap cells allocated.
In [San95] a natural operational semantics for the lazy λ–calculus is extended with the
notion of cost. However, it suffers from some deficiencies, which are related to the task of
proving that applicative bisimulation is equivalent to observational equivalence.
10.3 Compile–Time Garbage Collection for Lazy Functional Languages
We have seen that the combination of ctgc and lazy evaluation is not a trivial task. The
major problem is that in general it is not possible to associate a source code location with
the event that the evaluation of a function is terminated. This location is needed to place
deallocation instructions there. However, it might be possible to avoid the need for a source
code location by passing the deallocation instructions as a “continuation–like” parameter
to the functions. This additional parameter would be modelled as a function transforming
the graph and would be executed after termination of the function.
For example, consider the expression e = (append [x] l). Obviously, we can deallocate
the constructors of the list [x] after termination of append. However, if this expression is
embedded in a larger one, append terminates as soon as e is evaluated fully, which may be
caused by an expression textually far away. In addition, if e is not fully evaluated then the
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constructors of the list [x] can also be deallocated if the closure for append is collected by
a garbage collection cycle.
We could model append by the following graph function:
app : PListOfInt × PListOfInt × [G → G] → PListOfInt × G
app(l, l′, t, G)) =

(l′, t(gf , Lf )) if (gf , Lf ) = forceListOfInt(l, G),
gf (l) = 〈Nil〉
(lr, (gr, Lr)) if (gf , Lf ) = forceListOfInt(l, G),
gf (l) = 〈Cons, la, lt〉
gr = gf [ld/〈!, append, lt, l′, T 〉, lr/〈Cons, la, ld〉],
Lr = L ∪ {ld, lf}
(NULLListOfInt, (g∅, ∅)) otherwise
Here, we assume that we have thunks 〈!, .〉 as fifth kind of heap nodes and forcet : Pt×G → G
forces the evaluation of thunks to head normal form. The additional parameter t is the
finalisation code transforming the final graph. It the above example, it would remove the
constructors for [x].
Although this is straightforward for this simple example it is not yet clear how this can be
done for functions on non–linear data structures like trees.
10.4 Compile–Time Garbage Collection for Java
Two of the major design criteria of the imperative language Java [Fla97] were robustness and
security. Therefore, the designers of Java abandoned pointers and programmer–controlled
memory management: A Java program can create objects via new, but explicit deallocation
of objects is not possible. Instead, it features an automatic memory management using
garbage collection.
Like in functional languages we can identify objects which cannot escape from a certain
context; in this case, the context is a surrounding block of statements. For instance, consider
the following (rather artificial) example of a Java class definition1.
class C { public int m(void) { Object o = new Object(); return 1; } }
Obviously, the object created by new can neither leave the method m nor be referenced after
termination of m. Hence, it will always be garbage. If we can define an escape analysis for
Java this situation can be detected.
The main problem is the exploitation of this information. Following the security constraints
imposed on the language, also the abstract machine executing compiled programs [LY97]
has no possibility to deallocate objects explicitly. Hence, to use escape information for Java
programs, the Java Virtual Machine must be extended to allow the deallocation of objects
when they are garbage.
1 In Java, every variable (aka field) or procedure (aka method) must be member of a class. Neither stand
alone procedures nor global variables are permitted.
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A. Universal Algebra
This appendix contains some basic notions from universal algebra.
Definition A.1 (Family)
Let I be a set of indices, and Ai be sets for i ∈ I. The family 〈Ai | i ∈ I〉 is a mapping
ϕ : I → {Ai | i ∈ I} such that ϕ(i) = Ai.
Definition A.2 (Partially Ordered Set)
Let A be a set and ≤ ⊆ A×A be a relation on A. The structure 〈A, ≤〉 is called partially
ordered set (pos) iff
1. ≤ is reflexive: a ≤ a for all a ∈ A.
2. ≤ is transitive: if a ≤ b and b ≤ c then also a ≤ c for all a, b, c ∈ A.
3. ≤ is anti–symmetric: a ≤ b and b ≤ a iff a = b for all a, b ∈ A.
Lemma A.1 (Product POS, Function Space POS)
Let 〈A1, ≤1〉 and 〈A2, ≤2〉 be pos.
• The product pos 〈A1, ≤1〉 × 〈A2, ≤2〉 := 〈A1 ×A2, ≤1×2〉, where ≤1×2 is defined as
(a1, a2) ≤1×2 (a′1, a′2) iff ai ≤i a′i (1 ≤ i ≤ 2), is a pos.
• The function space pos [〈A1, ≤1〉 → 〈A2, ≤2〉] := 〈[A1 → A2], ≤→2〉, where ≤→2 is
defined as f ≤→2 g iff f(a1) ≤1 g(a1) for all a1 ∈ A1, is a pos.
Definition A.3 (Directed Set)
Let 〈A, ≤〉 be a partially ordered set and T ⊆ A a set. T is called directed iff T 6= ∅ and
for all a, b ∈ T exists c ∈ T such that a ≤ c and b ≤ c.
Definition A.4 (Least Upper Bound)
Let 〈A, ≤〉 be a pos and T ⊆ A be a set. An element a ∈ A is called least upper bound of
T iff a′ ≤ a for all a′ ∈ T and for all a′′ ∈ A with a′ ≤ a′′ for all a′ ∈ T holds that a ≤ a′′.
We write a =
⊔
T , if it exists.
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Definition A.5 (Complete Partially Ordered Set)
A pos 〈A, ≤〉 is called complete partially ordered set (cpo) iff
1. 〈A, ≤〉 has a least element ⊥∈ A with ⊥≤ a for all a ∈ A.
2.
⊔
T exists for all directed sets T ⊆ A.
Definition A.6 (Monotonic Function, Continuous Function)
Let 〈A1, ≤1〉 and 〈A2, ≤2〉 be cpos. A function f : A1 → A2 is called
monotonic iff for all x, y ∈ A with x ≤1 y holds that f(x) ≤2 f(y).
continuous iff f is monotonic and for all directed sets T ⊆ A holds that f(⊔T ) = ⊔ f(T ).
Theorem A.1 (Fixpoint Theorem of Knaster and Tarski)
If 〈A, ≤〉 is a cpo and f : A → A a continuous function then f has a least fixpoint fix(f) ∈ A:
fix(f) =
⊔
{f i(⊥) | i ∈ N}
Proof Given that f is monotonic, we know that {f i(⊥) | i ∈ N} is a directed set and
hence
⊔{f i(⊥) | i ∈ N} exists.
Furthermore, it is a fixpoint of f , because f is continuous:
f(
⊔
{f i(⊥) | i ∈ N}) =
⊔
{f i+1(⊥) | i ∈ N})
=
⊔
{f i(⊥) | i ∈ N})
Let a be another fixpoint of f: f(a) = a. Because ⊥≤ a and f is monotonic, we have
f i(⊥) ≤ f i(a) = a for all i ∈ N and hence ⊔{f i(⊥) | i ∈ N}) ≤ a. q.e.d.
                
B. Symbols and Notations
F: source language, 7
BS: set of basic sorts, 7
CS: set of constructed sorts, 7
S: all sorts: S = BS CS, 7
T(S): types over S, 7
X : family of variables, 7
DF : family of defined functions, 7
BF : family of basic functions, 7
C: family of constructors, 7
Ccs: Constructors of sort cs, 8
CTest: family of constructor tests, 8
CSel: family of selectors, 8
Ω: family of intrinsic functions, 8
E: family of expressions, 9
V bs: sets for basic sorts, 9
T ↓: down closure of T , 9
Id(〈A, ≤〉): cpo of ideals over po 〈A, ≤〉, 10
CTt: semantic domains, 10
≤t: order on CTt, 10
⊥t: least element of CTt, 10
PTcs: partial terms, 10
≤cs⊥ : order on PTcs, 10
⊥cs: least element of PTcs, 10
CTcs: infinite terms, 10
Env(A,B): set of environments over A and B, 12
BOps: family of basic operations, 12
Ops: family of basic operations, 12
%: interpretation of basic functions, 12
M f : semantics of intrinsic function f , 12
β: environment for variables, 13
σ: environment for defined functions, 13
M e (β, σ): semantics of expression e, 13
M P : semantics of program P , 14
ΦM,P : semantic transformation for program
P , 14
ĈT
t
: augmented semantic domains, 16
≤̂t: order on ĈTt, 16
⊥̂t: least element of ĈTt, 16
P̂T
cs
: augmented partial terms, 17
≤̂cs⊥ : order on P̂T
cs
, 17
⊥cs: least element of P̂Tcs, 17
⊕: add (void) augmentation, 20
	: remove augmentation, 20
⊕⊥: add (void) augmentation for P̂T
cs
, 20
	⊥: remove augmentation for P̂T
cs
, 20
M̂ f : semantics of intrinsic function f , 23
Ôps : family of annotated operations, 24
β̂: augmented environment for variables, 24
σ̂: augmented environment for defined func-
tions, 24
M̂ e (β̂, σ̂): augmented semantics of expression
e, 24
M̂ P : augmented semantics of program P , 25
Φ
M,P
: augmented semantic transformation for
program P , 25
: sort dependence relation, 39
? : transitive and reflexive closure of , 39
[cs]: equivalence class of cs wrt. ? , 39
h(cs): height of sort cs, 39
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At: abstract domains, 39
t: order on At, 39
⊥t: least element of At, 39
≤n: bitwise less or equal on n–tuples, 40
rc: first recursive argument of constructor c, 42
E c : escape semantics of constructors, 42
E selk−c : escape semantics of selectors, 43
papplyt1,...,tn→tm : partial application of abstract
functions, 45
applyt1,...,tn→t: saturated application of abstract
functions, 45
E bf : escape semantics of basic functions, 45
E is−c : escape semantics of constructor
tests, 46
AOps: family of escape operations, 46
χ: escape environment for variables, 46
ϕ: escape environment for defined functions, 46
E e (χ, ϕ): escape semantics of expression e, 46
E P : escape semantics of program P , 47
ΦE,P : escape semantic transformation for pro-
gram P , 47
α: abstraction function, 55
HL: family of heap locations, 64
free: allocation strategy, 64
HN: heap nodes, 65
g∅: empty heap function, 66
: dependent locations, 66
+: transitive closure of , 66
∗: transitive/reflexive closure of , 66

l : set of location on which l depends, 66

L : set of location on which any of L depends, 66
rep: representation function, 67
G: graph domain, 68
4: order on G, 68
Pt: pointer domains, 69
Et: order on Pt, 69
NULLt: least element of Pt, 69
G + hn: graph resulting from allocation hn in
G, 69
G f : graph semantics of intrinsic function f , 70
GOps: family of graph operations, 71
exec: execution function, 71
ξ: graph environment for variables, 72
θ: graph environment for defined functions, 72
G e (ξ, θ): graph semantics of expression e, 72
ΦG,P : graph semantic transformation for pro-
gram P , 74
FSG,P : function space for ΦG,P , 74
≡4: equivalence relation induced by 4, 81
G P : graph semantics of program P , 86
ℵ: family of annotations, 97
Ec: family of ctgc–annotated expressions, 97
G− l: graph resulting from deleting the node at
l in G, 98
G− L: graph resulting from deleting all nodes of
L in G, 98
G−a/L l: deallocation function, 98
Gc e (ξ, θ): graph semantics of ctgc–annotated
expression e, 100
abstoann: abstract values to annotations, 103
a1 'f a2: functionally equivalent abstract val-
ues, 104
ctgcE: ctgc–annotation of expressions based on
E, 105
SL: family of stack locations, 115
                
C. Source Code for C Version of qs
Representation of ListOfInt
intlist.h:
1 typedef struct t intlistnode *intlist;
2 typedef struct t intlistnode {
3 int typ;
4 int entry;
5 intlist next;
6 } intlistnode;
7 intlist NIL ();
8 intlist CONS(int a, intlist l);
9 void FREE (intlist l);
intlist.c:
1 #include "malloc.h"
2 #include "stdio.h"
3 #include "intlist.h"
4 intlist NIL()
5 {
6 intlist result;
7 result = (intlist) malloc(sizeof(intlistnode));
8 result->typ=0;
9 result->next=NULL;
10 return result;
11 }
12 intlist CONS(int a, intlist l)
13 {
14 intlist result;
15 result = (intlist) malloc(sizeof(intlistnode));
16 result->typ=1;
17 result->entry=a;
18 result->next=l;
19 return result;
20 }
21 void FREE(intlist l)
22 {
23 intlist help;
24 while (l->typ) {
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25 help=l->next;
26 free(l);
27 l=help;
28 }
29 free(l);
30 }
Implementation of append
append.h:
1 intlist append (intlist l1, intlist l2);
append.c:
1 #include "intlist.h"
2 #include "append.h"
3 intlist append (intlist l1, intlist l2)
4 {
5 intlist result;
6 if (!l1->typ) { /* NIL */
7 result=l2;
8 } else { /* CONS */
9 result=CONS(l1->entry,append(l1->next,l2));
10 }
11 return result;
12 }
Implementation of First–Order Versions of filter
filter.h:
1 intlist filter less (int a, intlist l);
2 intlist filter moreeq (int a, intlist l);
filter.c:
1 #include "intlist.h"
2 #include "filter.h"
3 intlist filter less (int a, intlist l)
4 {
5 intlist result;
6 if (!l->typ) { /* NIL */
7 result=NIL();
8 } else { /* CONS */
9 intlist help;
10 help=filter less(a, l->next);
11 if (l->entry<a)
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12 result=CONS(l->entry,help);
13 else
14 result=help;
15 }
16 return result;
17 }
18 intlist filter moreeq (int a, intlist l)
19 {
20 intlist result;
21 if (!l->typ) { /* NIL */
22 result=NIL();
23 } else { /* CONS */
24 intlist help;
25 help=filter moreeq(a, l->next);
26 if (l->entry>=a)
27 result=CONS(l->entry,help);
28 else
29 result=help;
30 }
31 return result;
32 }
Implementation of qs
qs.h:
1 intlist qs (intlist l);
qs.c (Without CTGC):
1 #include "intlist.h"
2 #include "filter.h"
3 #include "append.h"
4 #include "qs.h"
5 intlist quicksort (intlist l)
6 {
7 intlist result;
8 if (!l->typ) { /* NIL */
9 result=NIL();
10 } else { /* CONS */
11 result=append(qs(filter less(l->entry, l->next)),
12 append(CONS(l->entry,NIL())),
13 qs(filter moreeq(l->entry, l->next)));
14 }
15 return result;
16 }
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qs.c (With CTGC):
1 #include "intlist.h"
2 #include "filter.h"
3 #include "append.h"
4 #include "qs.h"
5 intlist quicksort (intlist l)
6 {
7 intlist result;
8 if (!l->typ) { /* NIL */
9 result=NIL();
10 } else { /* CONS */
11 intlist qsarg1, qsarg2, aparg1, aparg2, aparg3, help;
12 qsarg1=filter less(l->entry, l->next);
13 aparg1=quicksort(qsarg1);
14 FREE(qsarg1);
15 help =CONS(l->entry,NIL());
16 aparg3=append(aparg1,help);
17 FREE(aparg1);
18 qsarg2=filter moreeq(l->entry, l->next);
19 aparg2=quicksort(qsarg2);
20 FREE(qsarg2);
21 result=append(aparg3,aparg2);
22 FREE(aparg3);
23 }
24 return result;
25 }
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